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FOREWORD 

The previous studies of Indian music ! have included no tribe in 
which ceremonialism is so highly developed as among the Pawnee, 
whose songs are here presented. This research was conducted among 
members of the Skidi and Chaui Bands near Pawnee, Okla., in 1919 
and 1920. Portions of two important ceremonies were witnessed 
and several gatherings of a ceremonial character were attended during 
the progress of the work. The ceremonies were those of the Morning 
Star and the Painting of the Buffalo Skull, the writer being admitted 
to the Morning Star lodge during the former ceremony and witnessing 
the Buffalo and Lance dances, which are a part of the latter. The 
gatherings included hand games, and dances in honor of Pawnee 
soldiers upon their return from the recent war. 

Grateful acknowledgment is made of assistance rendered by inter- 
preters, especially by Mr. James R. Murie, chief of the Skidi Band, 
who explained many tribal customs and who wrote down and inter- 
preted the words of the songs. The writer also acknowledges the 
courtesy of Dr. John R. Swanton in standardizing the orthography of 
the Pawnee words. 

1Chippewa Music, Bull. 45; Chippewa Music II, Bull. 53; Teton Sioux Music, Bull. 61; Northern Ute 

Music, Bull. 75; Mandan and Hidatsa Music, Bull. 80; Papago Music, Bull. 90, Bur. Amer. Ethn.; and 

Music of the Tule Indians of Panama, Smithsonian Misc. Colls., vol. 77, no. 11. 
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SPECIAL SIGNS USED IN TRANSCRIPTIONS OF SONGS 

These signs are intended simply as aids to the student in becom- 
ing acquainted with the songs. They should be understood as supple- 
mentary to the descriptive analysis rather than a part of the musical 
notation. 

+ placed above a note shows that the tone was sung slightly higher 
than the indicated pitch. In many instances the tones designated 
by this and the following sign were ‘‘unfocused tones,” or were 
tones whose intonation varied in the several renditions of the song. 
The intonation of these tones was not such as to suggest the inten- 
tional use of ‘‘fractional intervals” by the singer. 

— placed above a note shows that the tone was sung slightly 

lower than the indicated pitch. 
(. placed above a note shows that the tone was prolonged slightly 

beyond the indicated time. This and the following sign are used 
only when the deviation from strict time is less than half the time 
unit of the song and appears to be unimportant. In many instances 
the duration of the tones thus marked is variable in the several 

renditions of the song. 
-) placed above a note shows that the tone was given slightly less 

than the indicated time. 
|| placed above a series of notes indicates that these tones 

constitute a rhythmic unit. 

PHONETICS 

All consonants have the English sounds except that x represents the 

palatal spirant. 
All vowels have the continental sounds except that 4 is a obscure. 
Au (diphthong) is pronounced as ow in how. 

xVI 



CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGERS XVII 

NAMES OF SINGERS 

Number 
Common name Pawnee name Translation of songs 

recorded 

Mrs. Wicita Blain (Effie | Tsastawinahiigat____| She led a pony into 25 
Blain). the ceremony. 

Wieita Bian to 2s Tutukrawitsu ---_--~-- He overtook the en- 20 

emy. 

John Luwak #. 922222225 Laduda desadu------ He does everything 15 
as a chief. 

ree eNICh OP OULER «8a ore et es Tac ORIN oe ee Le eo 12 

Horse Chief) .3 

Dog Chief (GS 34 0 RY a a a Ah a pc | A le Ne gg 5 

Adams). 

Tee T RISeIN OA Cine poe re gn eee at yer ee ee i 2 3 

SEE PTE OSE 9 Ta EI RE A gO a SO | ee ee ee 2 

JA TESLA Ls ek TE ROE a A a a a LN cep Re i geey I 2 

Nome Gon Baple “@uorar too> 62 soa eo i ee ee 1 

White). 
(CREE TESS Sg ig RRO I el Aa epee Nets [Ay la ee 1 

BUC enmee  F LA eee 2p = See Cave es et eS ae Sea at 86 

1 Died Dec. 20, 1927. 

2 This singer is commonly known as John Rowak, according to the pronunciation of the Skidi Band. 

He is a chief of the Chaui Band and requested that his name be presented with the letter Z used by the 

Chaui. The words of his songs are presented in the form used by the Skidi in order that they may be 

uniform with the majority of recorded Pawnee songs. 

3 Died June 13, 1923. 

4 Died June 12, 1928. 

5 Died Nov. 18, 1921. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGERS 

A majority of these songs were recorded by Wicita Blain and his 
wife, who are members of the Skidi Band and spent their early years 
in Nebraska, before the removal of the tribe to Oklahoma. Both 
were afflicted with blindness and, when recording their songs, were 
led by a granddaughter who acted as interpreter. Mr. Blain recorded 
songs of the Lance and Buffalo dances which are his by right of 
inheritance. In the Buffalo dance attended by the writer he led the 
songs, being seated back of the ‘altar’; he also took a prominent part 
in the Lance dance. Mrs. Effie Blain is considered an equally reliable 
singer of the old songs. 

John Luwak (pl. 2, a), who recorded many songs, is chief of the 
Chaui Band and a fine example of the old-time Indian. He speaks 
practically no English, but is ambitious to accept the best customs of 
the white man. In accordance with his request, the phonograph 

49716°—29——2 
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was taken to his home, at some distance from Pawnee, and a majority 
of his songs were recorded there, with his niece acting as interpreter. 
Dog Chief (pl. 1) is one of the oldest members of the tribe and is 

highly respected. 
Horse Chief is one of the younger men and wears his hair in two 

long, shining braids. He is one of the leading singers at dances. 
Mark Evarts (pl. 2, 6) is a quiet, conservative member of the 

tribe. Mrs. Good Eagle (pl. 2, c) also is held in high esteem. 
Mrs. Mary Murie and Fannie Chapman are known as excellent 

story tellers. 
Coming Sun is a prominent member of the Skidi Band. He asked 

that his English name be withheld because of the importance of 

certain material which he had contributed to this work. 
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PAWNEE MUSIC 

By Frances DENSMORE 

THE PAWNEE TRIBE 

The Pawnee is commonly regarded as the last of the Caddoan 
Tribes which migrated in a general northeasterly direction at an 
early date.! When the Siouan Tribes entered the valley of the 
Platte River in Nebraska they found the Pawnee already established 
in that region. The Pawnee called themselves by a term meaning 
“men of men.”’ Their present name was probably given by some 
neighboring tribe and derived from pariki, meaning a horn, as it 
was the Pawnee custom to shave the head except a narrow strip 
extending from the forehead to the scalplock and to stiffen this 
ridge of hair with grease and paint, curving it upward like a horn. 

While in Nebraska the Pawnee lived in earth lodges which were 
in four permanent groups of villages, each having its geographical 
location along the Platte River. The people of each group were a 
unit, representing a division of the tribe. The Skidi (Wolf Pawnee) 
was in the northwest, its people considering themselves related to 
the Arikara, another Caddoan Tribe living some distance to the 
north. The Pitahauerat (Tapage Pawnee) were downstream, the 
Kithahki (Republican Pawnee) were upstream, and the Chaui 
(Grand Pawnee) were located between the two last named. The 

soil of the region was dry and rather sandy with rough, broken land 
toward the mountains in the west, yet the Pawnee were essentially 
an agricultural people, cultivating corn, beans, squash, and pumpkins. 
Buffalo and other game was abundant in the early days, and the Pawnee 
were excellent hunters, their hunting expeditions covering a wide 
area. 

The first treaty between the Government of the United States and 
the Pawnee Indians was made at St. Louis Trading Post in June, 1818.? 

1 In the classification of the North American races by John W. Powell the Pawnee is classified as one of 

the five independent groups of the Caddoan stock. Miss Alice C. Fletcher regards the Pawnee as a confed- 

eracy, the divisions or bands of the tribe being treated by her as separate tribes in the Handbook of Amer- 

ican Indians North of Mexico, Bull. 30, Bur. Amer. Ethn., pt. 2, p 213. Cf.also Linton, Ralph, 

The Thunder Ceremony of the Pawnee, The Sacrifice to the Morning Star by the Skidi Pawnee, and 

Annual Ceremony of the Pawnee Medicine Men, compiled chiefly from unpublished notes of Dr. G. A. 

Dorsey, published as leaflets Nos. 5, 6, and 8, Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, 1922-23. 

2 Indian Affairs; Laws and Treaties, Charles J, Kappler, ed., vol. , pp, 156-159, Washington, 1904, 

1 
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At that time a separate treaty was made with each band of Pawnee, 
designated as Grand, Noisy, Republic, and Marhar, the treaties being 
respectively on June 18, 19, 20, and 22. Peace was then concluded 

with all tribes of the region which had been disturbed by the war of 
1812. <A treaty with the Pawnee Tribe was made at Fort Atkinson, 
Council Bluffs, September 30, 1825, its purpose being ‘‘to remove all 
future cause of discussion or dissension.’”’* By the treaty of October 
9, 1833, the Pawnee ceded to the United States ‘‘all the land lying 
south of the Platt River.” * A reservation in Nebraska was pro- 
vided for the Pawnee who remained in that State until 1876, the sale 
of their reservation in Nebraska being approved on June 5 of that year. 
The setting apart of a reservation in Indian Territory (Oklahoma) was 
approved April 10, 1876. The Pawnee were removed to that reser- 
vation and ‘‘each head of a family or single person over 21 years of 
age residing upon said reserve, who shall so elect,” was entitled to 
receive an allotment of 160 acres of land.’ In a table compiled by the 
Office of Indian Affairs in 1908 it is stated that ‘'112,859.84 acres 

were allotted to 821 [Pawnee] Indians, 840 acres reserved for school, 

agency, and cemetery purposes, and the residue of 169,320 acres was 
opened to settlement,” the agreement being ratified by act of March 
3, 1893.8 . 

The number of Pawnee in 1702 was estimated by Iberville at 2,000 
families. In 1838 they numbered about 10,000 persons, but the 

opening of a principal emigrant trail directly through the country in 
the forties introduced disease and dissipation and left the people less 
able to defend themselves against their enemies, the Sioux.’ They 
decreased in numbers and in 1928 the Pawnee population was 2,766.8 

The reservation of the Pawnee is beautifully diversified, with many 
streams and tracts of woods. There are outcroppings of stone in the 
region south of the town of Pawnee (pl. 3, a, 0) while north of the town 
are broad, smooth fields. (PIl.3.c.) Ona private ranch near Pawnee 
a picturesque herd of buffalo was seen near a “buffalo wallow.” (PI. 
4, a, b.) 

The earth lodge of the Pawnee was about 40 feet in diameter and 
15 feet high, and was occupied by several related families, each having 
its appointed space along the wall. ‘At the west side of the lodge a 
space was always reserved, which was considered sacred, and was 

called wiharu (place-for-the-wonderful-things), this being the name 
which is applied to the garden of the Evening Star, where the corn 
is always ripening and where are stored many parfléches of buffalo 

2 Ibid., pp. 258-260. 

4 Ibid., pp. 416-418. 

5 Tbid., vol. 1, pp. 159-161. 

6 Handbook of American Indians, Bull. 30, Bur. Amer. Ethn., pt. 2, p. 383. 

7 Ibid., p. 216. 

8 Report of the Bureau of Indian Affairs for the year 1928, p. 58. 
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a, Landscape south of Pawnee, Okla. 

b, Landscape south of Pawnee, Okla. 

c, Landscape north of Pawnee, Okla. 
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a, ‘Buffalo wallow”’ on private ranch near Pawnee, Okla. 

6, Buffalo grazing on private ranch near Pawnee, Okla. 
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meat. Here rested a buffalo skull, so placed that it faced the entrance 
of the lodge and, consequently, the rising sun. Above this, and 
suspended from one of the rafter poles, was the sacred bundle and 
other religious paraphernalia.”® This space is designated as the 
altar, and the sleeping space on either side of it was the most honored, 
the positions being graduated downward to that of the oldest people, 
which was next the door. The floor of the lodge was a foot or two 
below the ground and its framework may briefly be described as a 
“‘skeleton stockade” of heavy posts on which poles were laid, extend- 
ing upward to the posts which supported the smoke-hole and out- 
ward to a bank of earth around the outer edge of the lodge. This 
framework was covered with earth and sod, resting on long willow 
rods laid transversely on the poles or rafters. The entrance was 
protected by a covered way built of poles and having an earth-covered 
roof. This lodge was constructed in a ceremonial manner and when 
a family returned from an absence the posts of the lodge were cere- 
monially anointed before they resumed their occupancy. A family 
usually possessed also a tipi covered with hides and used as a summer 
abode while on the hunt. Another structure used on the hunt was 
made by bending willows into a dome-like frame which was covered 
with boughs or skins. 

The tribal organization has been mentioned as consisting of four 
bands, each living in its own location. Each band had its hereditary 
chief and its council composed of the chief and leading men. It had 
also its shrine (“‘sacred bundle’’) containing sacred objects, and its 

priests who had charge of the rituals and ceremonies connected with 
those objects. Miss Fletcher states that ‘‘Through the sacred and 
symbolic articles of the shrines and their rituals and ceremonies a 
medium of communication was believed to be opened between the 
people and the supernatural powers by which food, long life, and 
prosperity were obtained.’ 

The social organization of the tribe was clearly defined. At the 
head of this social order stood the chief, whose orders were enforced 
by four men called Nahikuts. Below these in rank were the Kurahus 
or priests who performed the ceremonies; next in order were the 
Kurau, or medicine men, and the warriors, while below these were 
the members of the tribe who held no office. The tribal council 
was composed of men who belonged to the council of several bands, 
and this body transacted all business which affected the welfare of 
the tribe. Descent was reckoned through the female line, and a 
man, after his marriage, went to live with his wife’s family. 

® Dorsey, George A. Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee. Memoirs Amer. Folk-Lore Society, vol. vm, p. 
xv, New York, 1904. 

10 Handbook of American Indians, Bull. 30, Bur. Amer. Ethn., pt. 2, p. 215, 
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The medicine men claimed to have received their power from 
supernatural sources and were organized into numerous societies. 
Linton states that ‘‘The function of the medicine men’s ceremonies 
was threefold. By them they renewed their powers, drove disease 
from the village, and, by means of their sleight-of-hand performances, 
convinced the people that they really possessed the supernatural 
powers attributed to them.’ % 

According to Miss Fletcher their ‘‘religious ceremonies were con- 
nected with the cosmic forces and the heavenly bodies. The domi- 
nating power was Tirawa, generally spoken of as ‘father.’ The 
heavenly bodies, the winds, thunder, lightning, and rain were his 

messengers. . . . The mythology of the Pawnee is remarkably 
rich in symbolism and poetic fancy, and their religious system is 
elaborate and cogent. The secret societies, of which there were 
several in each tribe, were connected with the belief in supernatural 
animals. The functions of these societies were to call the game, to 
heal diseases, and to give occult powers. Their rites were elaborate 

and their ceremonies dramatic.’”’*' Next in power to Tirawa was 
Evening Star, regarded as a woman, and below her was Morning 
Star, a warrior who drove the other stars before him across the sky. 
The child of these two deities was the first human being. In the west, 
Evening Star had a beautiful garden with fields of ripening corn and 
many buffalo, and from this garden sprang all the streams of life. 

Next in rank to Evening Star and Morning Star were the gods 
of the four world-quarters who supported the heavens and who 
stood in the northeast, southeast, southwest and northwest, these 
being the sacred directions of the Pawnee. Dorsey states that 
‘‘next to these gods in rank are the three gods of the north, supreme 
among whom is the North-Star, Karariwari (One-who-does-not- 
move). Associated with him are Hutukawahar (Wind-ready-to- 
give) and Hikus (Breath). The North-Staris . . . symbolic of 
the chief . . . while his assistants, equally beneficent, sent the 
buffalo and the breath of life.”””’ Below these in turn were Sun and 
Moon, from whose union sprang the second human being on the 
earth. This daughter, marrying the son of Morning Star and 
Evening Star, produced the human race. 

The lesser gods of the heavens included Star of the South and 
Big-black-meteoric-star, who was the god of the medicine men. 
There were also earth gods organized into four lodges, each with 
its leaders and messengers, these gods being the special patrons of 
warriors and medicine men. 

2Z,inton, Ralph. Annual ceremony of the Pawnee medicine men, Field Museum of Natural History, 

Leaflet No. 8, Chicago, 1923, pp. 19, 20. 

11 Handbook of American Indians, Bull. 30, Bur. Amer. Ethn., pt. 2, p. 215. 

12 Dorsey, op. cit., p. XIX. 
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It was the belief of the Pawnee that all the members of a band 
were descended from one ancestor, and that the ‘‘sacred bundle” 

belonging to the band (or village community) was given to its ancestor 

by one of these heavenly beings. In addition to the bundles belong- 
ing to the several bands there were two bundles which were the 
property of the entire tribe. Each of the bundles contained one 
or two ears of corn, called ‘‘Mother Corn,” which were the most 
sacred articles in the group. If two ears of corn were used, one 
was attached to a stick and symbolized the male element, or Morn- 
ing Star, while the other symbolized the female element, or Evening 
Star. These ears of corn were shelled and given to the people as 
seed corn at the first ceremony in the spring. Next in importance 
were the tobacco-filled skins of hawks and owls, the hawk skin 

symbolizing a warrior and the owl skin a chief who must always be 
awake and watchful. Other articles in every bundle were sweet 
grass for incense,’ one or more scalps taken from slain enemies, 
tobacco, paints, and one or more pipe bowls. Some bundles con- 
tained other articles, and the skins of birds other than those 
mentioned. 

The bundle belonging to a band was in charge of an hereditary 
keeper, and as the bundles were inherited in the female line, the 
owners were always women. When not in use a bundle was wrapped 
in buffalo hide, tied with a rope of plaited buffalo hair, and hung on 
the west wall of the lodge above the buffalo skull which was always 
placed opposite the entrance of the lodge. (Pl. 5, a.) The Morning 
Star bundle and its ceremony will be considered in a subsequent 
paragraph. The beliefs of the Pawnee differed considerably from 
those of other tribes using sacred bundles and Dr. G. A. Dorsey con- 
siders the village bundles of the Pawnee more nearly comparable to 
the elaborate altars of the Southwest Indians than to the medicine 
bundles of the northern Plains tribes and central Algonquian. 

Elaborate ceremonies were connected with the sacred bundles. 
The ceremonial year of the Pawnee began with the first thunder in 
the spring, when the sacred seed corn was given to the people (pl. 
7, a),"° and ended with the harvest ceremony, which was followed by 

a ceremony known as “Making Mother Corn.” At this ceremony 
the ears of corn in all the sacred bundles were renewed from the 
freshly gathered harvest. Aside from the seasonal observances 
there were numerous ceremonies whose time of observance was not 
fixed. All these were in charge of priests and had the welfare of the 
people as their object. These ceremonies contained a dramatization 
of some actions attributed to the gods and in practically all there was 

18 The writer acknowledges the courtesy of Dr. J. C. Simms, Director of the Field Meusum of Natural 

History, in providing this photograph, also those of the sacred bundle and the costumes (pls. 5, a; 8). 
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some form of offering or sacrifice. In addition to these were the 
ceremonies of the warrior societies and the medicine men. The 
number and elaborateness of the ceremonies show the Pawnee to have 
been, in the old times, a ceremonial people among whom symbolism 
was highly developed.'* Only a portion of this rich ceremonialism is 
considered in the present work. 

Peyote is used extensively among the Pawnee at the present time, 

but the subject was not studied nor its songs recorded. The writer 
listened to several of the songs, which were simple and appeared to 
be modern melodies. 

4 Cf. Fletcher, Alice C., The Hako, a Pawnee Ceremony. Twenty-second Ann. Rept. Bur. Amer. 

Ethn., pt. 2, Washington, 1903, 



ComPaRISON OF PAWNEE Sones witH CuippEwa, Sioux, Utz, 
Manpan, Hipatsa, AND Paraco Sones 

MELODIC ANALYSIS 

TABLE 1.—TONALITY 

Chippewa, 

Manan Per Per 1e) 
Pinte cent Pawnee cent Total ne 

and 
Papago 

Major tonality. = 22.25. te. 520 53 33 38 553 51 
Minor tonslity:. 22.2 022'.r222 424 42 39 46 463 43 

Both major and minor_-__-_-_-- Bue see 1 1 i pi einer Be 

hirddackingee 2. cs. 0 veo 26 2 12 14 38 4 

LE Se ee eee 12 1 1 1 13 1 

Rtas 2. bong i) SOR OS 7" he spake SGr 22253" TO ver eee 

. 1 Songs are thus classified if they are ‘‘pure melody without tonality,”’ the tones not having an apparent 

relation to a keynote. In such songs the tones appear to be arranged with reference to intervals rather 

than with reference to a keynote, many being based on successive intervals of a fourth. 

TABLE 2.—FIRST NOTE OF SONG—ITS RELATION TO KEYNOTE 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Hidstes, | cent | Pawneo | 2, | Tot | Eo 
eee 

Beginning on the— 
Heurteenth: 9.2222... fel] esi ey DS Ste Panes e a i i (ee 

seminteenthe. ooo ok Ye | Se ee 1 1 [py [ae ede. 

Pitwelfitine seb ew et 1438 10 7 8 150 }° 14 

leventhee setae s ou 14 1 1 1 15 1 

PRET Ghee eR Ss iat 55 6 14 16 69 6 

LOTT Tee ee Sn es 28 o 4 8 a2 3 

Weltyewe est sae Ree! 199 20 Wa 20 216 20 

Peper TS 16 fig |Search 2 leans = 16 1 

tS yb-q ais, 8.) oe Ce ay 34 Si 1 1 35 3 

AGGIE eee ree ee et 264 30 21 24 285 26 

Pourtheees: 2s ae 17 2 2 2 19 2 

Third... S225 give = sae 82 8 4 is) 86 8 

DBAvONGS. ot see GEbners 22 2 2 z 24 2 

ey nla «| ap. Bae se 96 10 Ly 18 107 10 

mirrepular. 2. Yrs sae e 12 1 1 1 13 1 

OU ee eee ee ee O16 al [ee SG) Eee i TAL O73 a Ley 
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TABLE 3.—LAST NOTE OF SONG—ITS RELATION TO KEYNOTE 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Hidstes’ |’ coat | Pawnee | |S. Total Tie 
and 

Papago 

Ending on the— 
Sib hee se sat oe ee 1 liana oe = || a ee eee , I (ag 

TDi oe it Ne i 8 re nh el 327 33 21 24 348 32 

Pinata epee Lt Ak ee ae 112 10 2 1 114 11 

emote oie ee ye. ee 535 54 62 72 597 56 

frregiwiar 23. fowl. 55-8 12 1 1 1 13 1 

otal: dUa ene eae 987 [seks t SGi cee 1;,073 jee 

TABLE 4.—LAST NOTE OF SONG—ITS RELATION TO COMPASS 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Hilatea’ | cent | Pawnee | gon, | Total | cont 
and 

Papago 

Songs in which final note is— 
Lowest in song__-------- 733 74 68 78 801 76 

Highest in song_-------- L-etee BO ero, Dee L eee 

Immediately preceded 

by— 
Fitth below. i-==-- nT es A Ls, 8 PI ye 1 eee 
Fourth below------- 23 2 2 2 25 2 

Major third below--- 1a ete 88, CIR Spe re 7 jase 

Minor third below-_- 28 8 1 1 29 8 

Whole tone below--- 19 2 2 2 21 2 

Semitone below- ---- da et ae 2 2 Lh Eee 

Immediately preceded 

-by a lower tone and 

containing tones lower 
than final tone__---~--- 168 LT 11 10 179 16 
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TABLE 5—NUMBER OF TONES COMPRISED IN COMPASS OF SONG 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Mee ean warmed | ES, | ota | 2 
and 

Papago 

Seventeen tones_____-------- Fe |e 4 5 ru ae he 

Pinteem tonesssco8. 22 es ens lig Beene eM (aes CAPS rt Dy Eales Be Dy ake} 

Mourteen tones... 2.22 Fo. . = 15 Dipl se ceer ee eye MN 15 1 

AWIIECCEN TONES! 22 Ae tee 54 5 +t ) 58 6 

tikwelve tones. 24e-seu 0 see 171 18 10 11 181 17 

HWlevent tomes. 402.0 Se ee 82 8 8 9 90 8 

Wen tonese oe 24 eas ee 111 10 12 14 123 11 

Nine tones sL SNe ae 103 10 5 6 108 10 

Breht tomes. 60-4 + ees od 284 80 19 22 303 ae 

SGVeHAVONeS ots ae oa 62 6 3 8 65 6 

SINGtONGS= sense inst Ame ee 56 6 if 8 63 6 

Mivestones soa. au ua hl ea 36 4 12 14 48 ii) 

Hour tones 222 12 Ub tole ie et i = elena 1 1 7 ox estas Lad 

WWhreextoness ao eet sae ee 3p Ree esean 1 if i eS 

J Noy t:'| eee eee ee 987) eee SGn/225 58. LO7se eee 

TABLE 6.—TONE MATERIAL 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

ene | ewe | Pawnee. | Geay.(( Total of aie 
and 

Papago 

First 5-toned scale!_____.__-- 13 1 5 6 18 1 

Second 5-toned scale________-_ 99 10 al 8 106 10 

Fourth 5-toned scale________- 227 20 8 9 235 22 

Hitthy5-toned scale. ____ =. -_- PR te ee | a ae IR | rag es PN See Rie 

Mavoqtmad. 224. 13 1 ay iaedte wt 14 1 

Major triad and one other 
TONG ee ee See 119 14 Ae ree ees 123 20 

JC Tinta EG Le a OD AEN et 5, x ll areata era Ce fh ee ee 

Minor triad and one other 

HOVE SS Cae Ee ee es 86 9 10 11 96 9 

Octave complete__.___.----- 58 6 + 5 62 5 

Octave complete except 
SEVEN Glee ee ees ae 93 9 8 9 101 9 

Octave complete except 

seventh and one other 

hone Y< 3-2/5. sae eee ae 93 9 14 16 107 10 

1 The 5-toned scales mentioned in this table are the 5 pentatonic scales according to Helmholtz, described 

by him as follows: “1. The first scale, without third or seventh. . . . To the second scale, without second 

or sixth, belong most Scotch airs which have a minor character. . . The third scale, without third and 

sixth . . . To the fourth scale, without fourth or seventh, belong most Scotch airs which have the character 

ofa major mode. The fifth scale, without second and fifth.” (Helmholtz, H. L., The Sensations of Tone, 

London, 1885, pp. 260, 261.) 
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TABLE 6.—TONE MATERIAL—Continued 

[BULL. 93 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Manian, | Ze | Pawnee | 29, | Tota 
and 

Papago 

Octave complete except sixth- 38 4 2 2 40 

Octave complete except sixth 

and one other tone____---- 15 1 4 § 19 

Octave complete except fifth 

and one other tone___-_---- Ue ae A pe CS Pa 1 

Octave complete except 

OUT GLa es ee i a SE ke 26 3 5 6 31 

Octave complete except 

fourth and one other tone_ 10 ify epee cee, LE ee 10 

Octave complete except third_ 151 ies AN a a) e 8 5 

Octave complete except 

SOCondae 23 FLW eo ee 27 [yeh eae ERAT QS fa ete SEL Di 

Other combinations of tone_- 58 6 14 16 b2 

Total Aa wee aja OB (in| yates SG iil eee 1, 073 

TABLE 7.—ACCIDENTALS 

“ Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Ae Eat Pawnee Ee Total 

and 
Papago 

Songs containing— 
No accidentals____._-_-- 822 85 78 92 900 

Seventh raised a semi- 

GONG es ois eS 22 2 3 8 25 

Sixth raised a semitone__ 17 D4) 22 | ee il7/ 

Fourth raised a semitone_ 20 2 2 zz 22 

Third raised a semitone_ PS | Sek A PSR No ew 3 

Third lowered a semi- 

{RO OYE NS EAS 2s Et olny pul as FS PEN ie tier Baa Leder nr 2 

Other combinations of 

bone ee ye es hs La 89 9 2 2 91 

drregmlars. W Sse 8 eens 12 1 1 1 13 

Totals 2 gas eee O87 hes see SOuie es 1, 073 
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TABLE 8.—STRUCTURE 

Chippewa, 
oes Ute, - s 2 

andan, ‘er 
Hidatsa, en Pawnee | cent Total at 

Papa 

TW Wel Koyo rte Re se Me Ear Cae 594 60 48 56 642 60 

Melodic with harmonic 

frame wor kt wast. Soe se 197 20 15 ifs 212 20 

Harmonic 4. ose 22 Seek. 184 19 22 26 206 19 

Perens 2 12 1 1 1 13 1 

otal hee enn OR Tee SG eos Ofer eae ae 

TABLE 9.—FIRST PROGRESSION—DOWNWARD AND UPWARD 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Hidatsa’ | cent | Pawnee | gon, | Total | cont 
and 

Papago 

WMOWwMWATGS = ose oe ee 608 61 62 71 670 62 

(ODE IHC Ls A Sp RS Be os 379 38 24 28 403 38 

URC ETT LS at alg dl etn Sa ey OR Fe eee Sor 222282 TOMS) seo 

TABLE 10.—TOTAL NUMBER O F PROGRESSIONS—DOWNWARD AND UPWARD 

Interval of a— 

Major sixth 

Minor sixth 

Chippewa, 

Pana P P P 
Hidatsa, ant Pawnee at Total ait 

and 
Papago 

Sok hh ree Bs ae 16, 848 63 1, 393 64 | 18, 241 63 

ise YO OE, SE 9, 929 37 786 86 | 10, 715 37 

2 ee ERC a, OY ae QO TIP aee O a ONO SG Ee 

TABLE 11—INTERVALS IN DOWNWARD PROGRESSION 

Chippewa, 

yarane’ P Per Per 
Hidatsa, . ae Pawnee cent Total cent 

and 
Papago 

tinal eles Get tl peg 1 Ly || ey ely can Sami rg | eA ce Lee 

IOS Meat EY EF 2 1 ar) ny eta oe aera te 1 La [ie RS 

of) oe heel esc ess Qe eee 7 er re) feed EE 

AS ic ES ee A ies a SSS 4) 254 Bue Galraer. 

bie = Se PS (t Se 2 A. \ 5 B28o 17 eee 

Be Pale Ra So 24 | See 10 1 30 ~----- 

Bee were he fe 8 PSS. |. 12 1 150i [SS 8. 
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TABLE 11.—INTERVALS IN DOWNWARD PROGRESSION —Continued 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 
Mandan, Per 
Hidatsa, cent 

and 
Papago 

Interval of a—Continued. 

TROUT st foe Lae apc 1, 761 11 

Niatorabhinda sys. -eaee = 1, 651 10 

Minorthird: 23... 2a 5, 099 30 

Augmented second __---_--- Sie eh Le ee 

Major second. -_-___------ 7, 553 45 
Minor second]. 2.242 —5=— 599 83 

A Do: Pepsin ene es A LG M848 ieee 22) MES OS Bile eT Als ee 

TABLE 12..—INTERVALS IN UPWARD PROGRESSION 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Hidater’ | come | Zawnes | Gar] fotal) ieigae 
and 

Papago 

Interval of a— 

Rourveent hee ee 1 || Se se kA he ald ey is SES Lee 

welfthe = 245 se: secon 1A? es | See 2 ar eS Se (sae es HW fe ae 

Mieventh at eins ue Bs ifteata to Lye 5 tee eee 

PL GTA aye ees Sey sae eed ed A peg sun 7A) ek 3 ee 16 yjeeB ses 

Ninth-s32.2eS eet 1b fe] ene PA Ss 1 fags leer 

Octave nikal re 136 1 19 2 155 1 

Seventies hs ap ba es AQ | oebee Qe J eaee AD <\k 2a 

Miaiornsixt hin 2m sean 122 1 16 2 138 if 

Mirror Sixtlnees eae 82 1 20 2 102 1 

OLEH ee eek vetorper ce se eter ni 645 6 65 8 710 if 

Moy os] c Lage pee Ge a, mel ee 1, 686 Ly 112 14 1, 798 RT 

Majorihirds ayy! sate. 1, 068 10 74. 9 1, 142 10 

Is uavorpM elon hyol “Ze Le LS 2, 489 25 119 14 2, 608 2h 

Major second_________-_- 3, 267, 33 286 37 3, 553 33 

Minor second_-_-__-_--_-_- 343 3 68 9 411 4 

Motalescizeee pete. ee pt 0 a ee 7 (eo 0 a cena 101 

TABLE 13—AVERAGE NUMBER OF SEMITONES IN AN INTERVAL 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Memes | Ee, | Pawnee | 2%, | “etal ame 
and 

Papago 

Number of songs_.._..2 422-2 Lis] ae Shee as 1, OFS. 2 

Number of intervals____-._-- pA fil ee ype le AY ete 28, 956" == 

Number of semitones______-- 82, 664 |_.---- 6,856) 89/5204 28 

Average number of semitones 

in/‘an.interval-u 2 hee S08) eee Sil ose be tno 3.260) |b See 
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RHYTHMIC ANALYSIS 

TABLE 14.—-PART OF MEASURE ON WHICH SONG BEGINS 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Hidatsa, | cont | Pawneo | oon; | Total | Zo 
Pepa 

Beginning on unaccented part 

Ob MEASUTG 2242 tue 22 Soya. 354 36 42 50 396 37 

Beginning on accented part 

OlsMeRSUTC seks oe le 591 60 44 50 635 58 

Transcribed in outline- _-_-__-_- 42 VAs ee Seen NS 42 4 

sl oy tz) aes as Pag a ee O8 fell Erae ee, Sora. s L073. Pesce 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 
Mandan, Per 
Hidatsa cent 

and 
Papago 

First measure in— 

Pept RH oS eae a la Pace red acai 539 56 

Se UlMe eee ee Pe 356 37 

AP AtIMe Fe. HET IO ows 9 1 

B— 4 tlie! epee lt pep dage & ore ye 13 1 

GA. times se ys ae 8 ole | {Ln Orret nes Race Ie aes G! ARM Merl EY ad 5 oo 

6-4 TING: Soe Se ee ay iE aR Sh (ot Ah RE (a Se RG [We Ooh a ee 

SONU Ge = ee aft | aise | Eee seem [ete aT 7) de | ere ee 

FORO see ee CY ee Lin seca path ai hah igs | Lae ge ae allio ahah a 

Sommers fi) 2 ed SY STE 2) Re SUE OSES RAgS 

G-Sitiments f1 0 es (eee Dykes SG lt Sep: epee [eee tery ay el cine fC eee 

Sept tera ot et 1 Pee eres ee Seer pees tans eres mae (Cee 2 

72D 5100S ee PAA RS ea ie ee | gy SS ire as we ee 

Transcribed in outline_______ 42 4 

MOtABScs es. sie ae! OS TET Mie SEN 2S ae 1 OF She ee 

Songs containing no change 

OimummMe. 8) 0 Sete ee 
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TABLE 17.—RHYTHMIC UNIT 

Chippewa, 
Sioux, Ute, 

Hidatsa, | cont | Pawnee | on, | Total | ae 
Parone 

Songs containing— 

No rhythmic unit_-_----- 305 30 13 15 318 30 
One rhythmic unit___--~-- 524 58 40 46 564 52 
Two rhythmic units----- 96 10 26 30 122 11 

Three rhythmic units_--_- 13 Ni 7 8 20 2 

Four rhythmic units_---- 5 ep le ed po a gh fe ee 

Five rhythmic units__-_-_- 2) | eS | ae ee 2) | See 

Transcribed in outline_-__-_--_- 42 Aga pmelals RAIA ND ate Eg 42 4 

Ups [Ph OSG sess Sores 1, O73" 2eeeee 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 

TaBLE 1.—The distinctive structure of Pawnee songs is shown in 
this table. The percentage of songs with minor tonality is 46. This 
is higher than in any tribe under anaylsis except the Sioux, which 
has 60 per cent of its songs in minor tonality. The percentage of 
songs lacking the third above the keynote is 14, contrasted with 10 
per cent in the Papago and 1 in the other tribes. One song is 
classified as irregular, and one as both major and minor in tonality. 

TaBLE 2.—The highest percentages of initial tones are on the tenth, 
octave, fifth, and keynote, showing that the fundamental and its 

simplest overtones are used for the framework of a majority of the 
melodies. The percentage of songs beginning on the tenth is 16, 
while the highest in any other tribe (the Sioux) is 10 per cent. In 
the songs beginning on the octave this tribe shows the same per- 
centage as the total of 987 songs previously analyzed, while in those 
beginning on the fifth the percentage is considerably below that 
tabulation. Only 5 per cent of the songs begin on the third, while 
the total number shows 8 per cent beginning on that tone, but the 
percentage beginning on the keynote is 13, contrasted with 10 in 
the other tribes. Pawnee songs therefore differ from tribes previ- 
ously analyzed in having a much higher percentage beginning on 
the tenth and the keynote, and a lower percentage beginning on the 
fifth and third, while having the same percentage beginning on the 
octave. 

TaBLE 3.—A preference for the keynote is shown in this, as in the 
preceding table, the percentage ending on the keynote being 72 while 
in the tribes previously analyzed it is only 54. Similarly, an avoid- 
ance of the third is shown in the ending of 1 per cent of the songs on 
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that tone while the total of songs from other tribes shows 10 per 
cent ending on that tone. 

TaBLE 4.—The difference between the songs in various tribes is 
clearly shown in this table. In the Pawnee songs 78 per cent end on 
the lowest tone of the compass, while in the Papago group 90 per 
cent contain tones lower than the final tone. The Papago resemble 
the Chippewa and Sioux, which have respectively 90 and 88 per cent 
ending on the lowest tone of the compass. 

TaBLE 5.—In the compass of the songs we again see a feeling for 
the overtones of a fundamental, the highest percentage being those 
having a compass of 12, 10, 8, and 5 tones. The percentage having 
a range of an octave is smaller than in any tribe except the Chippewa, 
while the percentage with a compass of 5 tones is 14, the largest in 
any tribe under present consideration. This is approached only by 
the Mandan and Hidatsa, with 8 per cent. 
TaBLE 6.—The major and minor 5-toned scales are not favored by 

the Pawnee, only 23 per cent of their songs being based on these 
scales, while in the 987 songs previously analyzed 31 per cent are 
based on these scales. Five of these songs are on the first 5-toned 

scale which omits the third and seventh tones of the diatonic octave. 
The Pawnee avoid the use of the complete octave, showing only 5 per 
cent of such songs, while the entire number of other songs show 6 per 
cent. Itis, however, interesting to note that 38 per cent of the Pawnee 
songs contain the octave lacking one or two tones, while the combined 

songs of other tribes show only 30 per cent of such melodies. Thus 
it is shown that the Pawnee have a smaller percentage of songs on 

the 5-toned scales and the complete octave, and a much larger per- 
centage containing six or seven tones. This suggests a less primitive 
form of music than that based on 5-toned scales. 

TaBLe 7.—The percentage of songs without accidentals is larger 
than in any other tribe under analysis except the Ute, which contains 
96 per cent of such melodies. The most frequent accidental is the 
seventh raised a semitone, this occurring in three songs which are 
minor in tonality. 

Ta.Be 8.—In structure we find the harmonic songs higher in per- 
centage than in any tribe except the Mandan and Hidatsa, which 
comprise 30 per cent of such songs. The Pawnee comprise 25 per cent. 
This shows a less primitive structure in Pawnee than in the other songs 
under analysis, a majority of which are melodic in structure. 

TaBLEe 9.—The percentage of songs beginning with a downward 
progression is considerably higher than in any other tribe under 
analysis. The percentage in Pawnee is 71, while in the Papago songs 
it is only 37, and in the Mandan and Hidatsa songs it is 51 per cent. 

49716°—29——3 
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TABLE 10.—The percentage of descending and ascending intervals 
is almost the same in the Pawnee as in the combined Chippewa, Sioux, 

Ute, Mandan, Hidatsa, and Papago songs, the percentage in the 
combined tribes being 63 in descending and 37 in ascending intervals, 

while the Pawnee contain 64 per cent descending and 36 per cent 
ascending intervals. This, like the preceding table, shows the de- 
scending trend of Pawnee songs. A different trend is shown in the 
Papago songs, which contain 59 per cent descending and 41 per cent. 
ascending intervals. 

TABLES 11 AND 12.—A peculiarity of Pawnee songs is shown in the 
relatively small percentage of minor thirds, these being 24 per cent in 

descending and 14 per cent in ascending progression, contrasted with 
30 and 25 per cent .n the combined songs of other tribes. The 
Pawnee, more than other tribes, use the interval of a fifth which 

constitutes 1 per cent of the descending and 8 per cent of the ascending 
intervals but which, in the combined other tribes, constitutes less than 

1 per cent of the descending and 6 per cent of the ascending intervals. 
The fourth occurs with about the same frequency in Pawnee as in the 
other tribes but the percentage of whole tones is 45 in descending and 
37 in ascending order, contrasted with 46 per cent in descending and 
only 33 per cent in ascending order. The percentage of semitones 

(both ascending and descending) is 10 in the Pawnee and only 6 in 
the other tribes under analysis. 

TaBLE 13.—The average number of semitones in an interval is 
slightly larger than in the Ute, which was 3.14 semitones, and con- 
siderably larger than in the combined songs under analysis, which 
is 3.08 semitones. The average interval is still approximately 
a minor third, and contains 3.18 semitones. 

TasBie 14.—In all the tribes previously studied a majority of the 
songs have begun on the accented part of the measure. ‘The Pawnee 
songs are evenly divided in this respect, half beginning on the accented 
and half on the unaccented part of the measure. 
TaBLE 15.—The Pawnee resemble the other tribes under obser- 

vation in preferring to begin their songs in 2-4 time rather than in 
triple or other meter. The Papago songs show 66 per cent and the 
Ute and Pawnee each 62 per cent beginning in double time. In 
other tribes the percentage of songs beginning in 2-4 time is smaller. 

Taxsie 16.—In the percentage of songs containing no change of 
time the Pawnee is higher than any other tribe under analysis, 
showing 26 per cent. The nearest approach to this is the Chippewa 
with 23 per cent and the lowest is the Papago with only 9 per cent. 
The Chippewa Tribe has probably been in contact with the music 
of the white race more than any other analyzed tribe except the 
Pawnee, and a modification is clearly shown in the retaining of one 
measure-length throughout so large a proportion of the songs. 
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Tasty 17.—A developed rhythmic structure is shown in the high 
percentage of songs containing two rhythmic units, this being 30 
per cent in the Pawnee and only 10 per cent in the combined songs 
of other tribes. The songs with three rhythmic units constitute 8 
‘per cent in the Pawnee and 1 per cent in the songs of other tribes. 
The percentage of Pawnee songs with one rhythmic unit is con- 
siderably lower than in the combined tribes and that of the songs 
with no rhythmic unit is only half the percentage in the larger 
group. 

The comparative table showing the rhythm of the drum has been 
discontinued, as the purpose of this analysis seems to have been 
accomplished. The analysis of Pawnee songs according to this basis 
is shown on page 125. This data and the comparative table of drum 
rhythms in Bulletin 80, pages 25-26, show that the Indians under 
observation prefer an even drumbeat, each stroke uniform in stress 
and corresponding to sixteenth, eighth, quarter, or half notes of the 
song. In some tribes there have been instances of elaborate drum- 
beats, but no trace of this was found among the Pawnee, either in 
recorded songs or in the performances heard at gatherings. This 
is in accordance with other evidence that the music of the Pawnee 
has been modified by the establishing of a more settled mode of life 
or, perhaps, by hearing the music of the white race. The Yuma 
and Cocopa, in contrast to these tribes, use elaborate rhythms of 
drum and rattle. 

Other tables which have been discontinued are those showing 
the keynote of the song and the metronome tempo of voice and drum. 
These were last used in the analysis of 710 songs in Northern Ute 
Music, Bulletin 75, pages 42 and 48-51. The result of the analysis 
was summarized in Mandan and Hidatsa Music, Bulletin 80, page 15. 

SUMMARY 

From the foregoing it appears that Pawnee songs resemble those of 
the Ute more closely than those of other tribes. Occasional resem- 
blances are noted between the Pawnee and Chippewa, as well as be- 
tween the Pawnee and Sioux, Mandan, and Hidatsa, but the Pawnee 
songs differ widely from those of the Papago who live on the Mexican 
border, a portion of the tribe still residing in Mexico. 

The statement has been made in a previous paragraph that certain 
results of the Pawnee analyses suggest the influence of a settled mode 
of life or a contact with the music of civilization. This should not 
be understood to mean that the form of all the songs has been changed. 
This work contains many songs that undoubtedly have come down 
for many generations and there is no reason to think they were not 
sung correctly, but there are also songs of more recent origin, recorded 
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in order that the music of the entire tribe may be represented. All 
these songs are combined in the analyses and the latter class, to some 
extent, affects the total numbers. 

An important point, made evident in this comparative analysis, is 
the individuality of Pawnee music. It is distinct, in its entirety, 
from the songs of other tribes, though bearing a resemblance to one 
tribe or another in separate characteristics. The study of Indian 
music by an established system of analysis shows there are charac- 
teristics that are common to Indian songs of various tribes and 
different from the music of the white race, and also characteristics which 
distinguish the songs of one tribe from those of another. Among the 
former is the change of measure-lengths found in many Indian songs 
and the downward trend of the melody. The latter are indicated in 
the foregoing paragraphs. A characteristic of Pawnee music that 
evades, to some extent, the tabulated analysis, is its simplicity of both 
melody and rhythm. This can only be appreciated by a study of 
the melodies themselves. Pawnee music is the plainest of any thus 
far recorded in its rhythmic divisions and general content. This char- 
acteristic of the group may, however, be due to the absence of songs 
used in treating the sick, which are usually songs of complicated 
rhythms. 

MORNING STAR CEREMONY 

A sacred bundle of the Skidi Pawnee was associated with Morning 
Star and its ceremony was held in the early spring, having for its 
object the securing of good crops in the coming season. It was the 
writer’s privilege to see the Morning Star bundle in the house of the 
woman who was its keeper, and also to see its contents exposed in the 
ceremony. The bundle, in accordance with custom, was hung on the 
west wall of its owner’s house, and with it were hung four large 
gourds, symbolizing the four deities who were the special guardians 
of Evening Star and also representing the breasts of the two women in 
the west, Evening Star and Moon.% 

The legend from which the Morning Star ceremony arose was 
related by Coming Sun, whose grandfather was a high priest in the 
Morning Star village and who received his name by inheritance from 
this ancestor. With Coming Sun’s narrative is combined a limited 
number of details mentioned by Linton in “Sacrifice to the Morn- 
ing Star by the Skidi Pawnee.”’ 

As already stated, Morning Star ruled in the east and Evening 
Star in the west. All the stars west of the Milky Way were feminine 
and those to the east were masculine, but the most powerful were 
Morning Star and Evening Star. Sun was with the former and 
Moon was a companion of the latter. One after another the eastern 

18 Cf, Dorsey, Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee, pp. 52-55. 
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stars came to court the stars in the west, in order that man might be 
placed on the earth. Moon welcomed them and walked with them 
toward the west, but as soon as they came in sight of the village she 
caused the ground to open so the man fell through and was killed. 
At last Morning Star resolved to go and woo the great Evening Star, 
taking his little brother along to carry his pack. Thus, according to 
Coming Sun, a small star always appears near and slightly below the 
morning star in the spring, representing the little brother. Linton, 
however, states that Morning Star was accompanied by Sun, who 
carried a sacred bundle with a war club. 

Ten obstacles were encountered by Morning Star and his com- 
panion, the first five being difficulties of travel, such as sharp flints 
and sword grass beneath their feet, and the last five being animals 

which attacked them, including the mountain lion, wildcat, buffalo, 
and bear. All these were placed in their way by Moon, who thought 
she could conquer them as she had conquered the others. But 
Morning Star carried a ball encased in such a manner that when 
he threw it the casing broke and it became a ball of fire. When 
throwing the ball he sang the following song, which was said to be 
one of the principal songs in the ceremony. Linton states that 

_ Morning Star struck the ground with his war club, closing the cracks 
made by Moon for his destruction, and that he sang a song with 
substantially the same words recorded by Coming Sun. 
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No. 1. Song of Morning Star (Catalogue No. 1162) 

Sung by Comine Sun 

Manner of rendition 
Two or three voices 

FREE TRANSLATION 

“This I did when I became angry, in order that in the future the earth might 

be formed.’”’ In later use the words ‘‘And I imitate this power’ were added, 

referring to the persons using the song. 

Analysis —This song was considered too sacred for phonographic 
recording and was orally taught to the writer by Coming Sun. For 
this reason the metronome time is not indicated. The manner of 
singing this and other ceremonial songsisindicated in the transcription, 
one voice singing the opening phrase, and holding a low tone while 
two or three voices repeat the opening phrase, after which all the voices 
proceed in unison. This melody is an example of interval formation. 
The only tones are F, G, B flat, and C, and the principal progressions 
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are whole tones between B flat and C, and between F and G. A 
similar melodic form occursin Nos. 5 and 53. This song is transcribed 
with the signature of the key of F and classified with songs lacking the 
third above the keynote. The repetitions of the rhythmic unit are 
six in number and comprise the entire melody. Slight differences 
in the note values of the rhythmic unit occur in the latter part of 
the song. 

The tenth obstacle was not encountered by Morning Star until after 
he entered the lodge of Evening Star. The obstacle was a snake, but 
he overcame it, as he had overcome the others, by means of the ball of 
fire and the song. 

Evening Star saw that his power was greater than hers, but she de- 
termined to hold him aloof as long as possible. Finally she insisted 
that he make provision for the child that should be born; she even 
required him to provide perfumed water for bathing the child and a 
cradle board in which it should be placed. On the hoop, or arch, of 
this cradle board was painted a morning star and the lightnings, this 

custom being followed by the Pawnee at the present time. Evening 
Star also required him to plant a tree in front of the lodge so that the 
mocking birds might nest there and sing to the child. From this union 
a daughter was born. She came down to earth and wandered about 
in fear. As she was running hither and thither she met a boy, the 

child of Sun and Moon, and these two became the ancestors of the 
human race. 

Morning Star made a bundle and placed in it various articles con- 
nected with the obstacles he had overcome on his westward journey. 
He left this bundle with Evening Star and for that reason a woman has 
always been the keeper of the sacred bundle. Other articles have 
been added from time to time and will be noted in this paper. 

It is said that Evening Star required a human sacrifice as her reward. 
This sacrifice must be a pure and beautiful maiden and she demanded 
that the sacrifice be repeated annually. Long ago, Morning Star 
sometimes appeared to a man in a dream and told him to secure a 
maiden for this sacrifice. According to Linton, a man who had this 
vision went to the keeper of the Morning Star bundle and received 
the warrior’s costume and the sacred objects kept for such an ex- 
pedition. Other warriors joined him and, preliminary to the expedi- 
tion, they enacted the journey of the Morning Star, and sang the 
song with which he overcame the obstacles placed in his way. 
(Cf. Song No. 1.) When the ceremony ended it was almost time for 
the Morning Star to rise and the leader went outside the lodge and 
addressed an invocation tohim. After dancing furiously around their 
fire and offering a last prayer to Morning Star the warriors started 
forth and captured a maiden from the enemy. Returning, they gave 
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her into the care of the chief of the Morning Star village until the 
time for her sacrifice. She was treated in a ceremonial manner but 
kept in ignorance of her fate. At the appointed time her body was 
painted, half red and half black, and she was tied to a scaffold and 
shot through the heart with an arrow. It was said that the braided 
thong used to bind the girl to the scaffold is now in the Morning 
Star bundle. 

Tradition states that on one occasion the intended victim was 
rescued. On the night preceding her execution she was seated beside 
some tall sunflowers. A young chief came through the tall weeds and 
stole her away, putting her on his horse and taking her to Fort Leaven- 
worth, whence she was returned to her own people. She died within 
three months, having been anointed for death with the sacred oint- 
ment of red paint powder and buffalo fat. This occurred about the 
year 1818. The man who rescued the intended victim was a warrior 
of distinction and through his influence the custom was discontinued. 
The ritual of the sacrifice is still rendered but no actual sacrifice has 
taken place since that date. 

Coming Sun, who sings the ceremonial songs, said that sometimes, 
during the Morning Star ceremony he stops and says ‘‘Listen,”’ and 
the people hear a woman’s voice singing the songs above his head. 

The Morning Star ceremony was held by the Skidi Band near 
Pawnee, Okla., on April 17, 1920. This ceremony formerly lasted 
four days and nights, ending when the morning star appeared in 
the east, but at the present time it is concluded in one day. On this 
occasion the writer had the honor of entering the lodge, through the 
courtesy of Coming Sun. It is said that only one other white person, 
Dr. G. A. Dorsey, has entered the lodge during the ceremony and seen 
the contents of the sacred bundle. 

The ceremony was held in a tipi erected for the occasion in a quiet 
spot near the house of the keeper of the bundle, north of Pawnee. 
This tipi had been used in the Ghost dance and was decorated with 
Ghost dancesymbols. (P1.5,b.) The adjacent landscape is shown in 
Plate 3,c. The ceremony began at about 9 a.m. and continued until 
4 p. m., the writer sitting outside the tipi except for the brief time 
she was permitted to enter. Thus the entire songs of the ceremony 

were heard, as well as the prayers and rituals, though only the prin- 
cipal song was obtained. At the proper time Coming Sun, who 
was in charge of the ceremony, sent a messenger to summon the 
writer and she entered the lodge, passing to the right and standing 
near the bundle, before which she laid gifts of calico, tobacco, and 
money. Coming Sun was seated back of the bundle, directly oppo- 
site the entrance, and held one of the sacred gourd rattles. Two 
men at either side of him held similar rattles. In front of the men 
at Coming Sun’s left and next the sacred bundle was a belt decorated 
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with human scalps, a coiled thong of braided hide and a bundle of 
*“‘song-sticks.” At the right of the bundle were four owls. The 
outer wrapping of the bundle is of buffalo hide and this was spread 
on the ground. On this was a wolf hide, and on the wolf hide lay a 
Pipe, the ‘‘Cheyenne arrow,” and wildcat paws filled with native 
tobacco. Between the wolf skin and the fire was a decorated ear of 
corn fastened to a stick which was stuck in the ground, the tip in- 
clined toward the sacred bundle. This was ‘‘Mother Corn” and 
the decoration consisted of dark lines partly down its length and a 
white feather and dark streamer at its tip. It is said that the paws 
of the wildcat are selected to hold the tobacco because the animal 
is spotted like the star-strewn heavens, and that for the same reason 
the skin of the wildcat is often used as a wrapping for infants. In 
accepting the gifts offered by the writer, Coming Sun stroked her 
arm, accepting them in the prescribed ceremonial manner. She 
then left the lodge as she had entered, avoiding the space between 
the bundle and the fire. About 20 men were in the ceremonial 
lodge. They wore no clothing above the waist and their bodies 
were smeared with the ‘‘sacred paint” made of red paint powder 
mixed with buffalo fat and kept in the sacred bundle. A large fire 
was kept burning in the middle of the lodge, although the day was 
intensely hot. 

The woman who kept the bundle prepared the feast that was 

served early in the afternoon, bringing for the purpose an armful 
of wooden bowls and a quantity of horn spoons of various sizes strung 
on a hide thong. The feast consisted chiefly of dried meat, boiled 
in the usual manner. 

The tradition concerning the ‘‘Cheyenne arrow” in the Morning 
Star bundle is as follows: The Skidi were once on a buffalo hunt and 
were camped in the usual order, the tipis containing the Evening 
Star bundle and the Skull bundle being on the west side of the circle 
and that containing the Morning Star bundle being on the east side. 
The Cheyenne attacked the camp and Big Eagle, who was in charge 
of the Morning Star bundle, went out to fight. He did not, however, 
forget his duties, and before going to fight he told the people to close 
the tipi in which the bundle was kept. He fought well and captured 
four Cheyenne arrows, one white, one red, one yellow, and one black. 
The people believed he did this by the power of the Morning Star 
and the arrows were accordingly placed in the bundle. Afterwards 
the Cheyenne recovered two arrows by treachery, and another tribe 
secured one arrow, but the principal arrow is still in the bundle. It 
is black and has a flint tip. The shaft is of heavy wood, said to 
have been obtained in Arizona. It is said that the longer the arrow 
is kept the straighter and heavier it becomes." 

16 Cf. Dorsey, George A., ‘‘How the Pawnee captured the Cheyenne medicine arrows,’’ Amer. Anthrop., 

n. s. vol. V, pp. 644-658, Lancaster, 1903. 
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BUFFALO DANCE 

The ceremony of Painting the Buffalo Skull is held every spring 
by the Chaui Band of Pawnee and is in charge of Mr. Stacy Mat- 
lock, a prominent member of that band. The closing events of 
the ceremony are the Buffalo and Lance dances, which were wit- 
nessed by the writer through the courtesy of Mr. Matlock, no other 
white person being present. The ceremony and dances were held in 
a large earth lodge, several miles south of the town of Pawnee. 
(Pl. 6, a, 6, c.) The opening of the lodge was toward the east. 
At some distance was a framework, probably that of a sweat lodge. 
(Pl. 7, 6.) Only members of the Buffalo Society were admitted to 
the painting of the skull, but during the Buffalo dance the skull, 
painted a few days previously, lay on a folded blanket in front of 
the ‘‘altar’? which was opposite the entrance. This occasion and 
the Lance dance held a few days later afforded exceptional oppor- 
tunities to listen to Pawnee songs, but the semidarkness of the lodge 
and the solemnity of the occasion precluded the taking of notes 
upon either the music or the details of the ceremonial dances. 

The chief singer at both of these dances was Wicita Blain, a 
blind man who received the songs by inheritance. He led the songs 
which were sung at a certain position back of the altar. At a later 
time he recorded the ceremonial songs here presented, also certain 
songs of the Bear dance, which is held in equally high esteem by 
the Pawnee. John Luwak, chief of the Chaui Band, was prominent 
at the Lance dance and later recorded numerous songs, including 
those of the Crow Lance Society. (PI. 2, a.) 

The following song was led by Mr. Blain at the Buffalo dance 
attended by the writer and is a very old song concerning Mrs. 
Blain’s uncle, whose name was Naru’dapadi. A great herd of 
buffalo came to the place where the Indians were encamped and 
threatened the destruction of the village. Her uncle rode toward 
them, shouting and firing his gun in an attempt to divert them from 
their course, but he was caught in the herd. There were buffalo on 
all sides of him as the herd swept through the camp and across a 
stream, carrying him with them. 

Analysis.—This song is minor in tonality and contains all the tones 
of the octave except the fourth and sixth. These are the tones 
omitted in the fourth 5-toned scale which is major while the present 
song is minor in tonality. It is interesting to note that 25 per cent 
of the intervals are fourths. This interval, in songs of other tribes, 
has been found to characterize songs associated with motion or con- 
nected with animals. The most frequent interval is the whole tone. 
This song has a compass of 11 tones and contains the fourth below 
the final tone. Table 4 shows that the final tone is the lowest tone 
in a majority of the Indian songs under analysis. 
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a, Sacred bundle 

b, Tipi in which Morning Star ceremony was held 
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a, Exterior of earth lodge in which Buffalo and Lance dances were held 

c, Interior of ceremonial earth lodge, showing ‘‘altar”’ 
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No. 2. ‘‘The Herd Passes Through the Village’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1114) 
Recorded by Wicira BLAIN 

Voice d 2 88 

Drum d = 120 
See drum-rhythm beiow 

Drum- rhythm 

AADHNHASD 
AM waka we re ru ti kaku 8a 

He said now it do it sit among come 

kira Ta wakitru 

his have sayings 

we Ta Ti turu katka 

now have it village cut across 

we re Ta, hu katita ru te 

now they have stream crossed do it 

wi kaks awahu 

fly shout here and there 

FREE TRANSLATION 
Listen, he said, 
Now it (the man) sits among them (the buffalo), 

These are his sayings, 

Now it sits among them as they come, 
Now they have passed through the village, 

Now they have crossed the stream, 

It flies above them here and there, shouting and calling. 
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The next is considered one of the most valuable of the Buffalo 
dance songs. It was said to be concerning a buffalo and a crow. 
The buffalo heard the call of the crow and looked around thinking 
it might be an enemy, but he was not afraid of the crow. 

Analysis—The change of metric unit from a quarter to an eighth 
note is clear in all renditions of this song, the time being maintained 
with special regularity in the 5-8 and 7-8 measures. The first phase 
is introductory in character, and the dotted eighth notes at the 
beginning of the third and fourth measures give an effect of vigor 
to the opening of the song. No rhythmic unit occurs, the changes 
in measure-lengths giving variety to the rhythm. There is a wide 
variety of intervals, including a major sixth and a fifth as well as 
fourths, major and minor thirds and major seconds. The song con- 
tains the tones of the fourth 5-toned scale. 
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No. 3. ‘‘ The Buffalo and the Crow ’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1116) 

Recorded by Wicrta BuLain 

Voice d 2 84 cake 168) 

Drum é 2 84 
Drum- rhythm similar to No. 2 

Ty waka ra ri ke kira ra, wakira’! 

He said yonder it stands his have sayings 

tiats ” tu ri ru a ra kika Ta 

father did it afraid crow did 

wi kaksa ratku tu ri Tu a Ta 

flying shouting notreal_ did it afraid 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Listen, he said, yonder it stands, 

These are his sayings, yonder it stands, 

Father (buffalo) was startled, 

The crow was flying and shouting but he was not frightened, 

He was standing, 
Father was startled but not frightened. 

1” Tiats is similar to atias and atsi, occurring in other songs. 
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In the herd was a very old buffalo. He had been lying down and 
when he tried to rise he fell down again. He was too old and heavy 
to get up. The next song is concerning this buffalo. 

No. 4. ‘‘My Dear Father the Buffalo’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1112) 

Recorded by Wicrta BLAIN 

Voice a2 76 

Drum p = 132 Changing in fourth measure to J: 76- 
Drum-rhythm similar to No.2 

Ha ti waka éru ti atsi }8 Ta i 

Listen it said dear my father have him 

ta wia éru ti atsi witi 

do tell about dear my father is 

Tu ri wihaku sata ti atsi 

doing heavy going on my father 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Listen, he said, 
My dear father (the buffalo), 

This is what I was told about it, 

He is heavy, he goes on (if he falls he can not rise), 
My father (the buffalo). 

18 Similar to atias and tidts, occurring in other songs. 
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Analysis —This song was recorded on two phonographic cylinders, 
the only difference in the renditions being in the opening phrase. 
The second renditions were the clearer and the transcription is from 
that group. The song opens with a three-measure phrase which is 
designated as a rhythmic unit. This is repeated, and is followed 
by two phrases in a different rhythm which bring the song to a satis- 
factory close. Although the song has a compass of 10 tones the 
largest interval is a fourth. About two-thirds of the progressions 
are whole tones. The melody contains all the tones of the octave. 

An abrupt change in the tempo of the drumbeat occurs in the fourth 
measure. Other Buffalo and Bear dance songs containing a similar ~ 

change are Nos. 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. After this change 
the drum and voice apparently have the same metric unit but do not 
always coincide. The metric unit of an Indian’s musical perform- 
ance often contains variations too small to be indicated. Thus in 
the present instance it can not be said that the drum consistently 
follows or precedes the voice. The general tempo of each is measured 
by the metronome and it can only be stated that they do not exactly 
coincide throughout the renditions of the song. 

This and the three songs next following were inherited by the singer 
from his grandfather and his father. The name of the former was 
Tida’kawidik (House-full-of-people) and the name of the latter was 
Kiwi’/kude’ epaku (Buffalo-fighting). In this song the singer’s 
grandfather is represented as driving the buffalo in the hunt. It was 
said that he ‘‘rode a white horse and frightened the buffalo for other 
men to shoot.” 

Analysis —The change of tempo in the drum is similar to that 
described with the song next preceding. The drum and voice rarely 
coincide except on the word wia, wherever it occurs. The drum- 
beat at the close of the song is as follows: The drum ceases after the 
first stroke on the final syllable of wia and begins rapidly at the close 
of the last measure, continuing in that tempo until the voice begins 
the repetition of the song. There is no uniformity in the space of 
time between the renditions of the song. The only tones occurring 
in this song are D, E, G, and A, and its melodic form resembles that 
of No. 1. Except for an ascending ninth the only intervals are 
fourths and whole tones, the latter comprising more than three-fourths 
of the progressions. The rhythmic unit is long and occupies only a 
portion of the song. 
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No. 5. ‘‘Yonder the Smoke Was Standing’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1109) 

Recorded by Wicita BLAIn 

Voice # = 116 
Drum d = 132 Changing dois SiG 
Drum- rhythm similar to No. 2 

Ti waka rex Tu kata wia ra i 

He said him did line coming have him 

tawi rex Tu kata wia Ta hi 

tell about him did line coming have do 

kata wia * rita ra wis ariki 

line coming yonder have smoke standing 

rex Tu kata wia Ta hi kata wia 

him did line coming have do line coming 

FRBE TRANSLATION 

He said, the man was coming along the line, 

This is what I was told about it, 

He was coming along the line, 
Yonder the smoke was standing here and there, 

He was coming along the line. 

The information concerning the next song is incomplete. It was 
said the woman who imitated the buffalo was shot through the back 
but not killed; that she lived a long time afterwards, left Nebraska 
with the Pawnee Tribe and died in Oklahoma; but the reason for her 
action is not indicated. 
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No. 6. ‘‘The Woman Imitates the Buffalo’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1110) 
Recorded by Wicitta BuaIn 

Voice ye $0 

Drum p| = 144 Changing to d = 80: 
Drumw-rhythm similar to No. 2 

f=] 
== 
Le 

Shen Curne: <a rau - _rawe ri-ku sa a 

Ha ti waka é ru réa ra i 
Listen he said yonder there hercoming dohave him 

tawea é Tu réa tsapat tarha 

tell about it yonder there her coming woman buffalo 

tu ra ruku é ru réa 
his have imitate yonder there her coming 

Ta ura we riku sa 

have walk stopping coming 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Listen, he said, yonder she is coming, 
This is what I was told about it, yonder she is coming, 

The woman imitates the buffalo, yonder she is coming, 

She walks, then stops and walks again, 
Yonder she is coming. 

Analysis.—This melody contains all the tones of the octave except 
the fourth. It progresses by an unusual variety of intervals, including 
minor sixths, fourths, major and minor thirds, and major and minor 

seconds. In structure it is harmonic. It is interesting to note the 
manner in which the rhythmic unit influences the rhythm of the 
entire song, although it occurs only three times. There is no change 
of measure length until near the close of the song, when a triple 
measure is introduced in a particularly effective manner. The tempo 
of the drum changes in the fourth measure, as described in No. 4. 
The four renditions of this song are uniform in every respect. 

49716°—29—-4 
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The next song is concerning a dream of buffalo by the singer’s 
grandfather. Hewas in his lodge when he saw an animal approaching. 
In the distance he thought it was a horse, but when it came nearer 

he saw that it was a buffalo. That night he dreamed of a horse 
that turned into a buffalo and told him of many good things that 

would happen to him. 

No. 7. ‘‘The Buffalo Are Coming ”’ 

(Catalogue No. 1115) 
Recorded by Wicita BLAIN 

‘Voice d = 96 
Drum d = 138 Changing to a = 96 
Drum-rhythm similar to No. 2 

Ha ti waka taraha ré ra kira 

Listen he said buffalo yonder coming his 

Ta waktru ra ura we riku 82 

have sayings walking have do stand coming 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Listen, he said, yonder the buffalo are coming, 

These are his sayings, yonder the buffalo are coming, 

They walk, they stand, they are coming, 

Yonder the buffalo are coming. 

‘Analysis —This song is harmonic in structure and has a compass 
of 11 tones. The intervals are unusually large, only six being smaller 
than a fourth. It has been noted that the interval of a fourth appears 
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to characterize songs associated with animals and with motion. 
This interval comprises 14 of the 25 progressions in this song. The 
final tone is preceded by a fourth lower, as in No.2. Arhythmic unit 
occurs several times and the characteristic count division of the unit 
occurs in the opening portion of the song. 

Long ago an old man named Nara’/dudesa/ru had a dream and in his 
dream he saw a cloud of dust rolling along the ground. He sat and 
looked at the dust a long time until late in the afternoon. Then it 
looked like a crowd of people, but after the dust storm had passed he 
saw a great herd of buffalo. 

No. 8. ‘*The Waves of Dust’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1113) 

Recorded by Wicrta BuaIn 

Voice d - 76 

Drum @ = 120 
Drum-rhythm similar to No.3 

Ha ti waka ire ra waa 19 kira ra 
Listen he said there have do coming his have 

wakutru ire ra waa Tu tit kaharu 

sayings there have coming did dust earth 

tiku ire Ta waa rute Tax 

wave downward there have coming do them 

wiwari hisa 
wallow marked place 

19 This word signifies a great mass in motion. 
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FREE TRANSLATION 

Listen, he said, 

There the buffalo are coming in a great herd, 

These are his sayings, 
There the buffalo are coming in a great herd, 

The waves of dust roll downward, 

There the buffalo are coming in a great herd, 

They mark the place of the buffalo wallow. 

Analysis.—This melody contains only the tones E flat, F and B 
flat, except G which occurs as next to the last note. This occurrence 
of G, however, makes possible the classification of the song as major 
in tonality. The song has a compass of 9 tones and its progressions 
consist of 28 whole tones and 7 larger intervals. The opening portion 
of the song suggests a chant and is followed by a rest. This is 
succeeded by a 3-measure phrase with a clear-cut rhythm and a 
descending trend of 9 tones. After a repetition of the rhythmic 
unit the song returns to the whole tone progressions on the highest 
tones of the compass. This phrase is followed by a second rhythmic 
unit. In several renditions the portions of the song resembling a 

chant were sung soitly, the singer changing to a loud tone at the 
beginning of the rhythmic phrases. The drumbeat was in the same 
tempo throughout this song, differing from other ceremonial songs 
in which the drumbeat was rapid in the opening measures. 

The next song is also concerning a dream of buffalo. The herd 
was scattered and a man was watching them. One of the buffalo 
lay down. The man wondered why the buffalo had lain down. 
That night he dreamed about the buffalo, who said that he had 
“taken pity” on the man. The buffalo promised the man that he 
would live to old age and be able to foretell events a long time before 

they came to pass. 
Analysis.—This song is unusual in contaming no interval of a 

whole tone. It contains 39 progressions, 12 of which are semitones 
and 11 are minor thirds. The transcription is from the first rendition, 
the tempo of the drum changing abruptly on the fourth measure 

as in certain other songs of this group. The tempo of the voice 
increased during the latter portion of the rendition and in the sub- 
sequent renditions. Such hastening of the tempo is not customary 
among Indians and was probably due to agitation on the part of the 
singer, who was totally blind. The rhythmic unit is not distinctive 
but occurred several times. 
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No. 9. ‘‘Unreal the Buffalo is Standing’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1111) 

Recorded by Wicita BLAIN 

Voiced = 76 e. -+0 

Drum ae 138 changing to d- 76 
Drum-rhythm similar to No.2 ° 

Tiwa-ka a ra-ru te ra ri-ki ku-ra ra wa-ku- 

tr 

14s ee a a ae oo a er eT ES 
PE. IU, Ss ee ee ee ee es eee | 

13) (A ee ee Be eS 

ra-ru texwararu ka-ri- ki a ra-a-rutex ra a ri-ki 

ai waka raru te Ta riki ktra 

He said not real it have standing his 

ra wakiru raru te ra riki 

have sayings not real it have standing 

raru tex wararu kariki 

not real his open space standing 
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FREE TRANSLATION 

He said, unreal the buffalo is standing, 

These are his sayings, 

Unreal the buffalo is standing, 

Unreal he stands in the open space, 

Unreal he is standing. 

LANCE DANCE 

At a certain point in the Lance dance witnessed by the writer the 
decorated lances were carried around the lodge and the following 
song was sung. This constituted one of the most impressive portions 
of the ceremony. The song is very old and belonged to a woman 

who had two sons, the song being sung whenever they danced. The 
woman lived to be so old that she could not stand erect but she 
“was always singing this song while she was cooking or working.” 
The words mean ‘‘Father, the band of the dead is coming.’”’ The 
woman who recorded the song was blind. 

No. 10. ‘“The Band of the Dead Is Coming’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1091) 
Recorded by Erriz BLAIN 

Voice a 63 
Drum not recorded 

0 er es 
ope pasar =a 
"STE 

Analysis.—Exactness in the repetition of an Indian song is shown 
in the renditions of this melody. Eight renditions were recorded 
without a break in the time except that the final tone was sometimes 
prolonged to the value of three quarter notes. In each rendition the 
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song was sung twice. The connective phrase occurred between the 
second and third, and the fourth and fifth renditions. The song 
has a compass of nine tones, and progresses by whole tones except 
for three other intervals which occur only in downward progression. 

BEAR DANCE 

There was no opportunity to witness this dance, and its details 
were not made a subject of inquiry. Ten songs of the dance were 
recorded, the first five by a member of the Chaui Band and the last 
five by a member of the Skidi Band. These two groups of songs are 
strikingly different in musical character. 

The next song was sung when all the participants in the Bear 
dance were seated. ‘‘ Mother” was said to refer to the moon, and 

there was said to be a similar song containing the word “Father.” 
A young man received this song in a dream, while mourning for his 
parents who had died. He saw a woman coming toward him, and 
said, ‘‘Mother is coming.’”’ The woman said,‘“‘ You have seen me, 

now you must learn this song.”” The young man learned the song, 
lived a long time afterwards, and took part in the Bear dance. When 

the song is used ceremonially there are six ‘‘stops” or verses, the 
general meaning of which is as follows: 

1. “ Mother is coming.” 

2. The young man, devotional by nature, imagines that he is still mourning 

for his parents. 

3. ‘Mother stands yonder.”’ 
4. The young man says, ‘‘ Mother, standing in the sky, I want you to take pity 

on me.” 

5. ‘Mother now ends”’ (stands still). 

6. ‘I will now say, I mean the mother who alone stands forever in the sky”’ 
(the moon). 

No. 11. ‘‘Mother is Coming’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1117) 

Recorded by Wicira BuarIn 

Voice d = 126 

Drum @ = 138 ,changing to d= 126 
Drum-rhythm similar to No. 2 
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Analysis.—All the tones of the octave except the sixth and seventh 
occur in this song, which has a compass of 11 tones and is melodic 
in structure. It begins on next to the highest tone of the compass 
and ends on the lowest, which is the keynote. The rhythm is ener- 
getic and the phrases with continuously descending trend are some- 
what unusual. The change in the tempo of the drum has been 
described in connection with other songs of this group. 

In the next song we have an expression of the belief that a bear 
derives his ‘‘medicine power” from the sun and that the center of 
that power is in his palms. He stands facing the dawn in order that 
the first rays of the sun may strike his paws, upheld for the purpose. 
In this manner he renews his power from the sun. (Cf. Song 16.) 

An old man named Lata’piii, long ago, fell asleep, and when he 
awoke he saw a strange sight. The sun was rising and a bear was 
pointing at the sunrise. The old man made this song about his vision 
and whenever he saw the sunrise he sang the song. Ever since that 
time the song has been used in the Bear dance. 

No. 12. ‘‘The Bear is Pointing at the Sun’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1119) 
Recorded by Wicita BuaAIn 

Voice d: 76 f 

run #6492 Changing tos iciZ6 
Drum- rhythm similar to No. 2 

(1) (1) 

ruks he-ru_ te ri-ki e— we ra sa-ku ra 
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Ha ti waka ss ira riki ra itawi ra riki 

Listen he said have stand have telling have ~- stand 

ktruks héru te riki we Ta 

bear yonder it stands now have 

sakt ra 

sun coming 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Listen, he said; he (the bear) stands, 

I am telling this, yonder the bear stands, 

It faces the east just before the sun appears, 

Yonder the bear stands, 

Now the sun is coming. 

Analysis.—In this song we note the simplicity of rhythm which 
characterizes this entire group. A variety of progression occurs, 
though the major second comprises almost half the entire number of 
intervals. The song is minor in tonality, has a compass of six tones, 
and contains all the tones of the octave except the seventh. Two 

rhythmic units occur, the second reversing the count divisions of the 
first in its opening measure. The repetition of the first unit is not 
exact, as a third count is added to the first measure. The rhythm 
is particularly clear throughout the renditions. More than half the 
intervals are whole tones. 

For a long time the Pawnee have called the cedar tree “mother,” 
a custom which had its origin in the dream of a man who saw a cedar 
tree and thought it was “‘like a woman.” He said, ‘‘This tree is made 
to look the same in winter and summer, and to stand up so nicely. 
The leaves of other trees fall but this tree is always green.”’ This 
strange woman-tree made a noise like a bear and the song is used in 
the Bear dance. 
Analysis—This melody contains the tones of the second 5-toned 

scale and is characterized by a descending trend. The tempo of the 
drum begins to decrease in the fourth and fifth measures but the 
drum and voice do not fully coincide until the last part of the song. 
Minor thirds and major seconds comprise 23 of the 30 progressions, 5 
of the remaining intervals being fourths. The song is melodic in 
structure and has a compass of 11 tones. 
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No. 13. ‘‘A Woman Stands Among the Trees’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1118) 

Recorded by Wicita Buatin 

Voice d= 76 (dl: 152). 
Drum @ = 116 Changing to se 76 
Drum~ rhythm similar to No. 2 

Fine - 
karri-ki+i a a ratsiks ta ri ka-ke a a-hu 

ft waka tsapat ti re karikii 
He said woman is here standing (among trees) 

we rex Ta itawi ési ru re 

now I have mentioning loudly does she 

karikii ra tsiks ta Ti kake 

standing have spirit have do grunting 

ahu 

shouting 
FREE TRANSLATION 

He said, a woman is here standing among the trees, 

Now I am telling it, 

A woman is here standing among the trees, 

Loudly does she stand among the trees, 

From where her spirit dwells she grunts (like a bear). 
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Many years ago the Pawnee fought the Sioux, killing many. 
Among the Pawnee warriors was a man named Nada’kutade (Eagle 
Chief), father-in-law of the man who recorded the following song. 
Eagle Chief owned this song and sang it in the Bear dance. The fight 
with the Sioux was said to have taken place in a part of the country 
which was thickly wooded, the battle resulting in a victory for the 
Pawnee. 

No. 14. ‘‘The Horse is Shouting’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1120) 

Recorded by Wicira Buarn 

Voice d = 120 

Drum @ = 138 Changing to @ = 120 
Drume-rhythm similar to No.2 

= < Ve 

ku i - ta-wi -hi rawa - ka ta i - taewi hu 

‘EI waka ra waka ta a ra itawi 

He said have shouting going on have telling 

a we ri ku Itawi hi a kiriku tix ruta 

about now it mentioning do and something he did 

Ta waka ta a ra 

have shouting going on have 

a we Ti ku itawi hi 

about now it mentioning do 

FREE TRANSLATION 

He said, the horse is shouting, 

I am telling it, the horse is shouting, 
Now I am telling it, 
The horse is shouting at something he did. 
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Analysis.—This song has a compass of only five tones and con- 
tains the tones of the minor triad and fourth. In structure it is me- 
lodic. The form of the melody is peculiar, the first seven measures 
containing the descent from E to A and the next two measures being 
framed on the descent from D to A. This structure is repeated and 
the song closes with three measures on the descent from C to A. 
Only four intervals larger than a minor third occur in the song. The 
gradual decrease in the tempo of the drum is similar to that in the 

song next preceding. 

The singer said that when he was a young man living in Nebraska 
he saw a very old man who used a cane. Even with this aid he could 
scarcely walk. This old man had a dream in which he ascended a 
high hill and sat down. The clouds were below him and he saw rain 
falling from the clouds; he also saw about 40 white horses and drove 
them; the white horses were probably the shapes assumed by the clouds 
in his dream. The following song belonged to this old man but was 
not related to the foregoing dream. It was sung in the Bear dance. 

No. 15. “I Was Lost in the Timber’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1121) 

Recorded by Wicita BLaAIn 

Voice d = 138 
Drum @ = 144, changing to d= 138 
Drum-rhythm similar to No.2 

Ha tiwa-ka__—s_ ra ti-i-ra_ ra ki rao a taal 

=_ 

ra— a ti-i- ca hi-ri we ra ti- sca ti kuks 

ka-hu raha - tsu u rati-ra hi-ri we ra ti- ra 

Ha ti waka ra tira ra kt ra 

Listen he said do ITcome do did have 

itawi hiri we Ta tira ti kuks 

mentioning place now do I come I was 

kaht ra hatsu 

timber have lost 
FREE TRANSLATION 

Listen, he said, I come, 
He told this to me, 
I came to a place where I was lost in the timber, 
I came to the place, 
Now I come. 
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Analysis.—This song has a compass of five tones and contains only 
the tones of the minor triad and second. It is interesting to note that 
major thirds are more frequent than minor thirds, though the song is 
minor in tonality. Only one interval larger than a major third occurs 
in the melody. The time was broken between the renditions of this 
song. 

The five remaining songs of the Bear dance were recorded by Dog 
Chief (pl. 1), whose father was one of the leading singers at the Bear 
dance in old times and who therefore has inherited the right to sing 
these songs. 

No. 16. ‘‘I Am Like a Bear’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1149) 

Recorded by Dog CurEF 

Voice d = 138 
Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 
I am like a bear, 

I hold up my hands waiting for the sun to rise. 

Analysis.—This song is harmonic in structure, the melody being 
based on the triad A flat-C-E flat, other tones occurring only as pass- 
ing tones. The rhythmic interest lies in the 5-4 measures and in the 
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fact that in two instances they alternate with 2-4, 3-4, and 44 
measures in a somewhat irregular manner. The time was steadily 
maintained, the two renditions differing only in the time values of the 
first measure, which were changed to conform to the words of a second 
verse. The song is major in tonality but about 40 per cent of the 
intervals are minor thirds. 

In describing the next song Dog Chief said that his father took 
part in the war against the Sioux and chased a member of that tribe 
who held a shield over his back as a protection. Dog Chief’s father 
killed the Sioux and captured his horse, this song commemorating his 
deed of valor. 

No. 17. Bear Dance Song (a) 

(Catalogue No. 1153) 
Recorded by Doa CuHIEF 

Voice d = 84 
Drum not recordé6d 

Analysis.—In this, as in other instances of very peculiar songs, the 
test of the song is in the ability of the singer to repeat it accurately. 
The several renditions of this song were uniform in every respect. 
The rhythm has a general effect of determination but contains no 
unit nor even a characteristic phrase. Twenty-five of the 41 intervals 
are whole tones. The interval of a seventh occurs six times and was 
sung with good intonation. The song contains only the tones D, 

F sharp, and G sharp and has a compass of 10 tones. 
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The words of the following song (not translated) state that Dog 
Chief took horns like those of a buffalo and put them on the horse he 
had captured. 

No. 18. Bear Dance Song (b) 

(Catalogue No. 1150) 
Recorded by Dog Cuter 

Voice a : 92 - 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—With the exception of two descending fifths and two 
descending fourths all the progressions in this song are whole tones 
and semitones. The first seven measures begin with the same tone, 
which is also the initial tone in five consecutive measures later in the 
song. This is next to the highest in the compass. A majority of the 
melody is on the tones C sharp, D sharp, and E, a few measures being 
on the tones G sharp and A. Thus the formation of the melody is 
seen to be based on intervals rather than on a scale or key. The - 
rhythm is accurately repeated in the three renditions. The rhythmic 
unit is short and the rhythm of the song as a whole is “swung” by 
the triple measures occurring as measures 2, 9, 12, 18, and 19. It 

is interesting to note the irregular time spaces at which these triple 
measures occur. This shows that the rhythm of the entire song is 
an entity and offers a contrast to songs that consist of three or more 
distinct periods, each containing the same number of measures, 
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When the man returned with the horse he had captured, the people 
saw him running like a bear while the horse was galloping. This was 
commemorated in the following song. 

No. 19. Bear Dance Song (c) 

(Catalogue No. 1152) 
Recorded by Dog CuiEF 

Voice d = 890 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—This melody is peculiar in that about 40 per cent of its 
progressions are minor sixths or larger intervals. The intonation on 
these large intervals was fairly correct in all the renditions. The two 
most prominent tones are D and E, the former appearing as an 

accented tone in almost half the measures. Attention is directed to 
the descent of an octave which twice is accomplished in the space of a 
measure. 

The words of the next song were said to mean ‘‘T am a brave man. 
I am acting like a bear.” (The lack of a competent interpreter 
when Dog Chief’s songs were recorded made it impossible to secure 
a more extended description and translation.) 
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No. 20. Bear Dance Song (d) 

(Catalogue No. 1151) 
Recorded by Doa CuriEF 

Voice d - 168 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—This song is clearly harmonic in feeling, though three 
measures in the latter part of the song begin with nonharmonic tones. 
It has a compass of 12 tones and is based on the fourth 5-toned scale. 
Progression is chiefly by major and minor thirds. Two rhythmic 
units occur, and a comparison of these units forms the principal interest 
of the rhythm. Rests occur at the end of each phrase and after a 
detached tone in the fifth measure. These rests were clearly given 
in both renditions of the song. 

SONGS OF THE DEER SOCIETY 

The Wichita Indians are said to have originated this society, which 
has been discontinued for many years. The dance of the society was 
held in the autumn when the corn was ripe, and its purpose was ‘“‘to 
find out whether a man would be killed when going on the warpath.” 
The dances took place in an earth lodge. A custom of the society, 
described by James R. Murie, appears to have been a testing of the 
powers of its members. Mr. Murie said, ‘‘These men drank mescal, 
putting about half a bean in a kettle of water. After drinking it they 
fell unconscious. An attendant then ran the jaw of a garfish along 
the man’s spine and if he recovered consciousness he was not considered 
fitted to belong to the society. Members of this society had power 
over snakes and their dance was allied to that of the Mokis. Each 
dancer carried a fox skin and held in his mouth a plain bone or reed 
whistle on which he blew as he danced.’”’ There were four singers, 
each carrying a bow in one hand and a gourd rattle in the other. 

49716°—29——_5 
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Two songs of the society were recorded by Mark Evarts (pl. 2, b), 
who said that his father was one of its dancers. He said that the 

ceremony of the Deer Society lasted four days and nights and that 

this song was sung just before daylight. 

No. 21. ‘‘How Near is the Morning?’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1159) 

Recorded by Mark Evarts 

Voice d - 120 

Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Part 1 

The chief speaks to his attendant, saying, ‘‘Go out and see how the stars stand. 

Tell us how near is the morning.” 
The attendant returns and says, ‘‘It is almost morning.”’ 
The chief says to the dancers, ‘‘Wake up, men. It is almost morning.” 

Part 2 

The chief speaks to his attendant. saying, ‘“‘Go out and see how the stars stand. 

Tell us how near is the morning.” 
The attendant returns and says, ‘‘The morning star is coming up.” 

The chief says to the singers, ‘‘Change the song. The morning star is rising.”’ 

Analysis —This song consists of two parts, each containing nine 
measures and ending with the same phrase. This phrase, together 
with the accented subdominant at the beginning of the second half 
of the song, gives a plaintive character to the melody. The pro- 
gressions of the opening measures suggest an inquiry and are marked 

by consecutive whole tones on the upper tones of the compass. Two 
rhythmic units occur, the second being an extension of the first. 
Progression is by a variety of intervals but the major second com- 
prises about three-fifths of the entire number. 
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The use of the following song was not explained. 

No. 22. ‘‘Spring is Opening’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1160) 
Recorded by Marx Evarts 

Voice d s 104 

Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Spring is opening, 

I can smell the different perfumes of the white weeds used in the dance. 

Analysis —This song is based on the fourth 5-toned scale and has 
a compass of 12 tones. About two-thirds of the progressions are 
downward. This proportion of descending intervals is not uncom- 
mon in Indian songs, but this melody contains, in several instances, 
a succession of four descending progressions, which is unusual. 
Almost the entire song consists of repetitions of the rhythmic unit. 

SONG OF THE WHITE LANCE SOCIETY 

The ceremony and dance of this society were witnessed by Mrs. 
Blain when a child, the ceremony being called Naristaka (naris, 
ceremony; taka, white). She stated that the men taking part in 
the dance had half their bodies painted red and half black, and their 
position in dancing was such that the side of their bodies painted red 
was toward the sunrise and that painted black was toward the sunset. 
Each man held the hands of the men on either side of him, and it 
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was required that they keep hold of each other’s hands during the 
entire dance. ‘‘Thus if they came to a tree as they danced they 
could not loose their hands but must stand there and dance.” 

The general idea of the next song is that it is better to die bravely 
when young than to live to an enfeebled old age. In this, as in other 
Pawnee war songs, we see a light estimate upon the value of life as 
compared to success in war. The song belonged originally to a 
brave man who lived to an advanced age. When this was sung in a 
dance he rose and told the young men that it was a painful thing to 
live to besoold. Thesong was also sung by menina battle, this being 
the last song they sang “‘when they were all tired out and so nearly 
beaten that even their hair was disheveled.” It was further stated 
that ‘sometimes when men were having this dance an enemy attacked 
the village. This was the song they sang as they drove the enemy 
away.” The song was also used in the scalp dances that followed 
the return of a successful war party. 

No. 23. ‘‘Old Age is Painful’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1078) 

Recorded by Erriz Buarin 

Voice 3 = 66 

Drum not recorded 

1 ra Tu té ratu hira wiu 

He comes it does hurt earth stick 

ra kt Ti kux ta ratiku 

have do it pick up it becomes painful 

FREE TRANSLATION 

He comes. 
It hurts to use a cane. 

It becomes painful to pick it up. 
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Analysis.—Four renditions were recorded. The first and second 
renditions were interrupted by the shrill cries given by women 
in a war dance, the interruptions occurring in the eighth measure of 
the first and the ninth measure of the second rendition. After the 
second rendition the singer spoke several sentences rapidly and after 
the third rendition she repeated the shrill cries. The third and fourth 
renditions were sung without interruption. The foregoing is an 
interesting example of the performance of this class of songs. The 
tempo is slow and the melody is marked by a steadily descending 
trend. The song is harmonic in structure, contains all the tones of 
the octave, and has a compass of 11 tones. 

SONGS OF THE RAVEN LANCE SOCIETY 

The custom of the Pawnee concerning the raven lance (kakutsaa) 
was similar to that of the Mandan.” A warrior who carried this lance 
into battle and planted it in the ground was obliged to defend its 
position with his life. If he were killed, his comrades brought back 
the lance. By the Pawnee informant the lance was described as a 
staff wrapped with otter hide and having a crook at the upper end. 
It was decorated with eagle feathers and bore the body of a raven, 
commonly designated as a crow. 

The dance of the Raven Lance Society was said to be ‘almost like 
that in which the dancers painted half their bodies red and half 
black,” referrmg to the White Lance Society. The original owner of 
this dance lived to extreme old age and, as he had no children, he 
gave the dance to a young man who was one of his nearest relatives. 
One day the people said, ‘‘Some Indians are coming to attack us.” 
The young man who had received the dance took his raven lance, 
mounted his pony, and went to get the old man. They rode together 
on the pony to a place near the fight and then went forward on foot, 
but the old man could not go as fast as the warriors. The old man 
called, “‘I am still coming,” and the young man came back and helped 
him forward. The aged man was proud to see that the young man 
to whom he had given his dance was among the leaders in the fight. 
The enemy shot and killed the young man, and the lance was brought 
back with his body. Then the old man sang this song. In the man- 
ner of recording the song there was a wailing which was said to be 
‘the old man crying because the young man had been killed and he 
had no more relatives,” yet he loved the lance and all that it symbol - 
ized. He died soon afterwards and, as he was too old to give the 
dance to anyone else, the Pawnee do not have the dance at the present 
time. 

20 Cf. Mandan and Hidatsa Music, pp. 48 and 49, including ‘‘Song to the Raven’’; also Lowie, Societies 

of the Mandan and Hidatsa Indians, pp. 313-314. 
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No. 24. ‘‘Beloved Emblem”’ 
(Catalogue No. 1133) 

Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice d = 66 
Drum uot recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

(An exclamation of endearment) 
Beloved emblem, they are carrying it forward, 
Beloved emblem, they are bringing it back. 

“ 

Analysis.—This is a plaintive melody with a compass of 12 tones. 
The first tone is the highest in the compass and the trend of the 
melody is steadily downward to the final tone, which is the lowest in 
the compass. If this song were transcribed in accordance with the 
pitch of the phonograph record it would have a signature of six 
sharps. For convenience of observation it is presented with a 
signature of one flat, changing the key from D sharp minor to D 
minor. Songs with a similar change of signature are Nos. 29, 30, 36, 
39, 51, 52, 62, and 85. 

The next song belonged to the singer’s father and was his war song. 
Analysis —This song has a compass of 12 tones and contains all 

the tones of the octave. The third occurs only twice, both occur- 

rences being as short unaccented tones in the first half of the song. 
The intervals which characterize the song are the major second as 
an interval of progression and the fourth and fifth as portions of the 
framework of the melody. Thus the first six measures are based on 
the descending fifth C to F, followed by B flat to F; the next four 
measures are on the descending fifth G to C, and the song closes with 
the intervals C to F and B flat to Fin the lower octave. The major 
second constitutes about 83 per cent of the entire number of inter- 
vals. The tempo was well sustained but the intonation was not 
steady. Six renditions were recorded with no break in the time 
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except between the second and third when a sentence was spoken 
rapidly. It is in accordance with Indian custom to interject rapid 
sentences between renditions of a war song, or even to interrupt a 
song with spoken words, the subject being that of the song. 

No. 25. Crow Lance Society Song 

(Catalogue No. 1083) 
Recorded by Erriz= BLAIN 

Voice Pe 84 

Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

If I did anything great in battle I would be a crow (member of the Crow Society). 

SONGS OF THE KITSITA SOCIETY 

The identity of this society is not fully established. Those taking 
part in the dance were painted as in the White Lance Society and 
‘held their lives in such light esteem as to be called unreal.’”’ In 
describing this song the singer said that long ago there was a woman 
who had only one child, a boy, who grew up to be a handsome young 
man. The first dance he saw was that of the Kitsita and he said to 
his mother, ‘‘I like that dance; I wish I could be in it.”” His mother 

said, ‘‘No, my son, the dancers are acting like certain animals that 
have only a short time to live and that is why I do not want you to 
dance with them.” 

Analysis —Two rhythmic units occur in this song, their repetitions 
comprising the entire melody. The first rhythmic unit is tran- 
scribed in a 5-count measure as the secondary accent varies, in some 
instances the third, and in others the fourth count of the group being 
slightly accented. In some renditions the tempo is slightly hastened 
at the opening of the second rhythmic unit. This song contains a 
larger variety of intervals than a majority of the Indian songs which 
have been analyzed, although more than half the progressions are 
whole tones. | 
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No. 26. ‘‘ The Lance Dancers ”’ 

(Catalogue No. 1124) 

Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice @ = 144 
Drum a = 144 
See Drum-rhythm below 

(1) (4) 
- 

ru i-ra ehh ri- wi tsa-pat ti, wa-ku a ku ka-ki 

Drum-rhythm 

Ru ira Tax Tu riwi tsapat ‘ti waku 
There them have there walking woman she said 

ku kaki ra Tiks kitsita Tax 

there no have not real lance dancers them 

Tu Tiwi 

there walking 

FREE TRANSLATION 

There they are walking, a woman said, 

You see them but they are not real, 

They are the Lance dancers. 
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An informant said that the song next following was sung ‘‘when 
men made up their minds that it was no matter if they were killed.” 
The tradition concerning this song was related by the singer as follows: 
The Pawnee were on the buffalo hunt and were climbing a hill in 
search of the herd. One family had a little boy with them and while 
they were climbing the hill another tribe overtook them and killed 
the little boy’s father. When the Pawnee had run away from the 
other tribe they began to kill buffalo. The little boy was very happy 
about the hunt, not realizing that his father was dead. The child’s 
mother wept and said, ‘‘Little boy, you are glad because they are 
lulling buffalo but your father is dead and there is no one to bring us 
meat as he used to do.” She sang this song, the words being those 
that she had spoken to the little boy. 

No. 27. Lance Dance Song (a) 

(Catalogue No. 1081) 
Recorded by Erriz Bian 

Voice ds 56 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis —This song, like No. 23, was interrupted by shrill cries. 
In the second rendition these cries were given at the beginning of the 
fifth measure. Afterwards the singer resumed the tempo and rhythm 
of the song. Such cries were also given between the third and fourth 
renditions. The song has a compass of 12 tones and progresses 
only by whole tones and major and minor thirds. 

_ The next song was composed by a man who dreamed that he 
‘heard some one crying and singing at the same time.” 
Analysis.—This melody is minor in tonality and is characterized 

by an effect of deep sadness. The two rhythmic units differ only 
in the division of the last count. Attention is directed to the change 

of accent in the seventh measure, the final tone of the rhythmic unit 
falling on an accented instead of an unaccented count. This change 
represents the break in rhythm which frequently occurs just after 

the middle of an Indian song. The signature of the key of B is used 
in the transcription of this melody, although the third above that 
tone does not occur. The song is classified as lacking the third. 
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Except for an ascending fourth the song progresses entirely by major 

seconds and minor thirds. 

No. 28. Lance Dance Song (b) 

(Catalogue No. 1093) 

Recorded by Erriz BLAIN 

Voice ne 66 

Drum not recorded 

(1) (1) (2) 

SONGS OF THE WOLF SOCIETY 

Only two songs of this society were obtained. It was the custom 
of the Wolf Society to pound on a tanned buffalo hide, instead of a 
drum, during their songs. The first song of this society was said to 
“go back to the time when the Pawnee lived in Nebraska where the 
white or silver fox was commonly found.” The animal was also 
designated as a kit fox by James R. Murie. Tradition states that a war 
party found a white fox singing this song.”" 

Analysis.—The distinction between the tones transcribed as A 
natural and A flat was clearly given in all the renditions and the 
song is classified as both major and minor in tonality. The song is 
unusual in its initial progression of an octave and in its compass of 
two octaves, the lowest tones being sung with clearness. About 
two-thirds of the progressions are whole and half tones, the latter 
producing a peculiar wailing effect. 

21 Cf. Teton Sioux Music, p. 183, in which a man is taught a song by a wolf. The same work relates 

instances in which wolves appeared to warriors. 
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No. 29. ‘‘The White Fox’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1103) 
Recorded by Wicita BLAIN 

Voice a 69 
Drum not recorded 

; Me ' we Se - We 
-sa ka- hu-ra i ki- wa-ku reka-hi - ra rawa a 

Ha I ra ti re kahtra ra 

Yonder it comes this then the expanse of earth has 

wa, irari ti waku isa kahira 

width my brother he spoke behold the expanse 

kiwaku re kahira Ta wa 

the white foxes they the expanse of earth has| width 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Yonder it comes. 
The expanse of earth is wide, 
My brother the fox spoke and said, 

“Behold and see the wideness of the earth, 

The white foxes know the earth is wide.”’ 

The second Wolf Society song was said to belong to an old man 
who lived many years ago. In explanation it was said, ‘‘ Before the 
people had horses they traveled on foot and often became tired out 
from walking.” The old man to whom this song belonged said 
“Tirawa gave us this land to walk upon and he gave us the light. 
I can see my way, but I am so tired that I can gono farther.’’ Accord- 
ing to Mr. Murie this song might be sung in reference to any unfor- 
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tunate circumstance or occurrence. Another song of the days before 
the Pawnee obtained horses is No. 78, entitled ‘‘You Need not Fear 

the Horse.” 
No. 30. ‘‘It Is Mine, This Country Wide’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1106) 

Recorded by Wicita BuLAIN 

Voice * te 80 

Drum not recorded 

Ha i ra ha ta tiri rura rawa 

Yonder there coming yonder iL mine land — wide 

pits ka siratu ruti kux rura 

hateful consider hurtful did my land 

ra wi ta tiri rura rawa 

strangely became i mine land wide 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Yonder they are coming, 

Although strange misfortunes have befallen me, 

Yet it is mine, this country wide. 

Analysis.—This song, like the song next preceding, has the un- 
usual compass of two octaves. It is harmonic in structure and 
contains the tones of the fourth 5-toned scale. No rhythmic unit 
occurs in the song, which progresses by an unusual variety of inter- 
vals. The fifth occurs six times, which is an unusual prominence 
of that interval. 
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WAR SONGS 

Three classes of war songs are here presented and comprise a 
song concerning a conquered warrior of the Cheyenne Tribe, 
several songs of Pawnee warriors, and songs which were sung at 
two gatherings of the tribe attended by the writer, these gatherings 
being in honor of Pawnee soldiers who had recently returned from 
the World War. 

The first song commemorates a well-known event in Pawnee 
history. About the year 1852 the Cheyenne and Arapaho returned 
from Washington, where they had gone to make a treaty with the 
Government of the United States. Among them was a Cheyenne of 
great reputation named Touching Cloud, who, because of the inci- 
dent to be related, was afterwards known among the Pawnee as 

Iron Shirt. This man had in his employ a Mexican who could cut 
round disks from the thin frying pans used at that time. Touching 
Cloud had these disks sewed on a shirt and cap, the pieces over- 
lapping as in old-world armor. Soon after the return of the treaty 
party, the Cheyenne attacked the Pawnee, who were hunting buffalo. 
Touching Cloud felt so secure that he rode directly among the Paw- 
nee. His arms were so stiffened by the metal disks on his sleeves 
that he could use no weapon except a sword but he used this so 
effectively that he and his party drove the Pawnee back to their 
village. The Pawnee were unable to explain the fearlessness of this 
man and talked of it among themselves. In the village was a young 
man named Carrying-the-shield who had not gone with the hunters. 
He listened to what they said and remembered something told him 
by his father, who was keeper of a sacred bundle. His father had 
four sons and gave them four sacred arrows, each a different color. 
The arrow received by Carrying-the-shield was red. In giving the 
arrow his father said, ‘‘Use this arrow when you are in great danger 
and it will save your life.’ So Carrying-the-shield took the arrow 
and a bow, went out and met a party of Pawnee retreating with the 
Cheyenne in pursuit. The retreating party opened and let him 
through. Touching Cloud made ready to attack him but the youth 
shot him in the eye with the red arrow and he fell from his horse. 
The Pawnee ‘‘counted coup” on his body and found that he wore, 
concealed beneath his outer raiment, the metal-covered shirt made 
for him by the Mexican. Therefore he was known as Iron Shirt 
among the Pawnee. 
Analysis—An ascending tenth occurs in this song, representing 

an ascent from the lowest to almost the highest tone of the compass. 
The rhythmic unit is interesting and of frequent occurrence. The 
song is major in tonality and the most frequent interval is a major 
third. 
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No. 31. Song Concerning Iron Shirt 

(Catalogue No. 1108) 

Recorded by Wicita BuaIn 

Voice d = 108 

Drum d = 126 

Drum rhythm similar to No. 26 

We ra tsa papitsisu ruks tax 

Now yonder lie metal did have 

kasiu Ta rute raki Tu 

shirt on have is sitting, put one side have 

tsiks ta isti ra papitsisu 

him have protection have metal 

ruks tax kasiu 

did have shirt on 

FREE TRANSLATION 
Now he lies yonder. 

He who has on a metal shirt. 
The protection in which he trusted is set aside. 

Three generations of Pawnee chiefs bore the name of Eagle Shield 
and the song next following was said to have belonged to the chief 
of the first generation. The day after he returned from a war 
expedition he mounted his best horse and rode around the camp 
singing this song. The words mean “I wonder how long I am to 
live in this world.” In explanation it was said the old warrior was 
wondering what his fate might be when he again took the warpath. 

Analysis —This song comprises four periods, the rhythmic unit 
occurring in the first three while the last period opens with the same 
count division as the rhythmic unit but changes to a succession of 
eighth notes. No change of measure length occurs in the song. 
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Drum and voice are in the same tempo and coincide on the first 
of each count. Three renditions were recorded and show no points 
of difference. 

No. 32. Eagle Chief’s War Song 
(Catalogue No. 1128) 

Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice d = 66 

Drum’e - 66 
Drem-rhythm similar to No. 2 

A certain young man was afraid of the storm and wept when he 
heard the thunder, but in a dream the thunder spoke to him slowly 
and said, ‘‘Do not be afraid, your father is coming.” He heard the 
thunder sing the following song, learned it, and sang it when he went 
to war. His name was Eagle and he lived to be one of the old warriors 
of the tribe. 

No. 33. ‘‘The Thunder Spoke Quietly’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1086) 
Recorded by Errir Bian 

Voice ds 63 
Drum not recorded 

wa - ku ti ra ki-ri-ru a-— ti ra ha- he e 

Ahéru I rau a ti ra haraihe 2 pahitu 

Dear it that is and this have good quietly 

Ta ti waku ti ra kiriru a ti 

have him saying this have thundering and this 

Ta harahe 

have good 

22 The second syllable of this word was omitted by the singer. 
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FREE TRANSLATION 

Beloved, it is good, 

He is saying quietly, 
The thunder, it is good. 

Analysis ——The tempo of this song was slightly rubato, but the 
accents were clearly given. A portion of the song lies above the 
fundamental tone and a portion below it, which is somewhat unusual 
in Pawnee songs, although occurring frequently in the songs of cer- 
tain other tribes. Progression is by a wide variety of intervals, one- 
third of which are intervals of a fourth. The song is minor in tonality 
and contains only the tones of the minor triad and second. 

In explanation of the following song it was said that long ago there 
was a society called Iruska Virau (or Piradu), translated ‘children 
of the Iruska.”? Members of this society did everything contrariwise. ° 
Thus in a fight they would not fire at the enemy unless commanded 
not to do so.* The song next following was said to be a song of that 
society and was recorded by the chief of the Chaui Band. The same 
melody with different words was used by the Skidi Band, the words of 
their version stating that a young man was told in a dream that he 
would be killed the next day, but felt no fear. John Luwak (pl. 2, a), 
who recorded the song, said it was his own war-dance song, explaining 
the words as follows: ‘‘A dead person wanted a certain warrior to do 
right, so he said to him, ‘If anyone is kind-hearted and good to the 
poor he is made a chief and has a great name. When he dies we in 
the spirit land are glad and want to go and meet him because he was 
kind and good.’”’ 

Analysis.—Attention is directed to the rhythmic form of this song 
and a comparison of the rhythmic units. The song opens with arather 
long phrase, which is repeated. The following tones represent a 
repetition of the rhythmic unit, but a second unit is introduced and 
continues to the end of the song. This is shorter and livelier than the 
first, though bearing some resemblance to it. The song is harmonic 
in structure and contains the tones of the second 5-toned scale. 
Only three intervals occur which are larger than a minor third. The 
tempo of the drum is slightly faster than that of the voice, this ap- 
pearing in all renditions of the song. 

23 Cf.Teton Sioux Music, p. 157, concerning the Heyoka Kaga (Fool impersonation). 
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No. 34. ‘‘He Comes’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1125) 

Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voita rp 84 

Drum p 100 

a 

he- ra Tu_ 

- TU Trade he 

b-eGoTR 

Drum-Rhythm similar to No.26 

h 

(2) 

wa Wa-ke 
=< 

-i - tu tix ki. 

-_ . — . 
-“@-Tau 1-Si - rit : 

raga héru kitu tix wake 

all 

Ahéru 

spoke them come dear Dear 

tawe wéeta he 
openly have amongst he is is coming here 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Beloved, come beloved, all of them spoke, 

All of them spoke, 

It is openly known that he did these things. 

49716°—29—_6 
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A woman’s pleasure at the return of victorious warriors is expressed 
in the following song which was sung at the Scalp dances. Among the 
Pawnee, as in other tribes, the scalps of slain warriors were carried 

in the victory dance. 

No. 35. ‘‘A Woman Welcomes the Warriors’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1104) 

Recorded by Wicitta Bain 

Voice é 66 
Drum not recorded 

hi-a a hi-a hi-a hi - a 

Hia we ta ti Ta kerit 

A woman’s exclamation of surprise now I you have seen 

TRANSLATION 

Ah, now I have seen you. 

Analysis—This song contains two phrases designated as rhythmic 
units, each of which comprises three measures. The first phrase 
consists entirely of descending intervals and has a compass of an 
octave. The second phrase begins with the same count division as 
the first and comprises almost three measures, but it differs from 
the first phrase in containing one ascending interval and having a 
compass of only six tones. These rhythmic phrases were accurately 
given in all the renditions. The melody tones are those of the fourth 
5-toned scale. 

Two dances of historic interest to the Pawnee were held in honor 
of members of the tribe who had served in the World War. These 

dances were held on June 6 and 7, 1919, and were attended by the 
writer. The place of the gatherings was a large wooden structure, 
north of Pawnee and located among the members of the Skidi Band. 
(Pl. 7, c.) It was six-sided, with a dirt floor, and had an entrance 

toward the east which resembled the covered entrance to the earth 
lodge. 
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The first gathering was attended by about 200 Indians and the 
building was closely packed at the second gathering, those unable 
to gain admission being crowded around the windows and door. 

The Pawnee Tribe was represented in the United States Army by 
40 young men, all except one of whom returned in full health and 
vigor. One of the Pawnee soldiers died from disease in France. 
None were wounded, although many saw hard service at the front. 
Several were with the Rainbow Division, and on one occasion when 
there was a call for volunteers for dangerous service four Pawnee 
stepped forward and were accepted. One of these men brought 
back a German helmet as a trophy and his mother carried it in the 
victory dance as a scalp was carried in former times. The helmet 
was fastened to a pole at the top of which a captured knife was 
fastened like the point of a lance. A Pawnee said: ‘‘ While the boys 
were away we prayed for their safe return. We did this at every 
public gathering and it looks as though our prayers had been 
answered.” 

The dance on June 6 was the rejoicing of the tribe and that on 
the day following was more formal, being attended by many white 
persons from the town of Pawnee. At the first dance the soldiers 

were honored by their families and friends, especially by the women, 

about 45 of whom were in the circle. It was a time of general rejoic- 
ing, sometimes three persons being on their feet at the same time, 
singing, narrating some incident, or giving a gift. Old war songs 
were sung with new words appropriate to the occasion. For example, 
one man had composed words which mentioned airplanes and sub- 
marines, these words being sung to an old tune. A woman had 
composed two similar songs, and, crossing the circle, she stood in 
front of the chief (James R. Murie) and sang them alone, without 

the drum. Throughout the entire afternoon there were frequent 
repetitions of the shrill, quavering ery with which the Indian women 

express pleasure or approval. 
Two of the most interesting songs heard on this occasion had their 

origin in two dreams by John Luwak. The melody of the two was 
the same, but the words referred to different dreams. Luwak, 

who speaks no English, said that his friends translated to him the 
newspaper accounts of the war and that he ‘‘felt badly that our 
boys must cross the ocean and suffer so much.’”’ So he prayed daily 
to Tirawa, saying, “Help our boys over there, so they will all come 
back strong and let me live to see them again.” One night he fell 

asleep, after such a prayer, and “‘in his sleep someone told him 
that it would not be long before he would see the Pawnee boys 
again.”” He dreamed, and in his dream he saw thousands of white 
people and heard them sing this song. They were very happy and 

were dancing and waving flags; even the oldest people were dancing. 
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He had never seen white people behave in this manner, and it sur- 
prised him greatly. A few days later he heard of the signing of the 
armistice and the scenes of its celebration. The next night he 
dreamed again, and in his dream he saw a circle of Indians dancing 
and heard them sing the same melody. In the middle of the dance 
circle was a tall pole, and on top of it was a skull. Two white women 
stood near him watching the dance, and one of them pointed to the 
skull, saying, ‘“‘Look, I wonder what that can be.’”? When he awoke 

he thought perhaps the skull indicated that many of the enemy had 
been killed but later he interpreted the skull as representing a helmet. 
As already mentioned, a helmet was carried in the victory dance. 

Soon after these dreams there was a gathering of the Pawnee 
at the earth lodge and Luwak rose, told his dreams, and sang the 
song, which was readily learned by the people and sung at sub- 
sequent gatherings prior to the return of the soldiers. The words 
heard in his first dream are those presented with the transcription. 
The words with his second dream were addressed to the skull: “At 
this, whoever you may have belonged to, you are now hung on a 
pole.”” The words of the song when sung at the victory dance were 
connected with events of the recent war. 

No. 36. Song for Returned Pawnee Soldiers 

(Catalogue No. 1134) 
Recorded by Joun Luwak 

Voice d = 76 

Drum il = 76 
Drum rhythm similar to No.2 

FREE TRANSLATION 

You are coming. 

You are the ones for whom I am looking 

Analysis —The frequency of the fourth characterizes this song, 
which contains only the tones of the major triad and fourth. It is a 
vigorous melody, progressing freely within its compass of an octave. 

The dance on the second day (June 7) was opened ceremonially, 

a pipe being lighted with a coal from the central fire and smoked by 
the chief and the men seated near him. Many gifts were bestowed 
upon the returned soldiers, among these gifts being two white horses 
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led into the dance lodge by women. Some of the young men were in 
the full costume of Indian warriors, others were in civilian clothing, 

and Lawrence Murie wore the khaki uniform in which he had served 
with the artillery at the front. The young soldier who directed the 
dancing carried a sword which had belonged to one of his ancestors. 
The principal dance was the grass dance, followed by the war dance. 
The former is common to all the tribes of the northern plains, extend- 
ing even to the Kutenai. According to Miss Fletcher, the dance 
originally was connected with the Hethushka Society of the Omaha, 
a society whose object was ‘‘to stimulate an heroic spirit among the 
people and to keep alive the memory of historic and valorous acts.” “4 
A touching event in the second day’s gathering was the expression 

of sympathy for the parents of the young man who died in France. 
They stood before the assembly while the chief and other leading 
men talked to them. The speaker placed his hands on the man’s 
head, drawing them down the man’s arms to his hands; he also held 
the man’s hands closely in his own as he talked to him in a tender, 
earnest Manner. 

Numerous speeches were made, and the occasion was marked by 
dignity as well as rejoicing. The young soldiers appeared to be in 
excellent health, were friendly toward all, and made a good impression 
upon the white people who attended the gathering. 

The song next following was sung by the women on the second day 
of the victory dance. It is an “‘honor song” and belonged to an old 
man named Brown Bear (guruks, bear; narahata, brown), who died 
not long ago. At a war dance he used to rise and sing this song 
without the drum, and ‘‘when he sang everybody cried.” The 
custom of weeping and even wailing aloud at public gatherings has 
not been noted in tribes previously studied. The words of the song 
meant, ‘‘Nobody knows when the world will end.” The informant 
added, ‘‘The old man used to say ‘there is one person who knows 
when the world will end.’ ” 

Analysis —This is one of the ‘‘crying songs,” and the sliding tone, 
especially in measures 7, 8, 13, and 14, is impossible to transcribe. 
The time was well maintained throughout the song. Attention is 
directed to a comparison of the count-divisions in the two rhythmic 
units and in the fifth and sixth measures from the close of the song. 
All the tones of the octave occur in the melody which progresses by a 
wide variety of intervals. 

% Fletcher and La Flesche, The Omaha Tribe, Twenty-seventh Ann. Rept. Bur. Amer. Ethn., p. 459. 
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No. 37. Brown Bear’s Song 

(Catalogue No. 1085) 
Recorded by Erriz Buat 

69 Voice d 

Drum not recorded 

(2) (2) 

The next song was also sung by the women at the victory dance 
ana was said to be ‘‘in the style of the Lance dance songs.” It is 

a woman’s song and would be sung by a woman whose husband or 
son was on the warpath. She would also sing it at the dance held 
after their return. The words mean, ‘‘They are coming yonder, 

Among the 
other songs used at this time was one which belonged to Roaming 
the men who belong to the Lance Society (Tirupa).” 

Chief and appears as No. 67 in the present wor k, 

s War Song -) No. 38. Women 

(Catalogue No. 1082) 

Recorded by Errrz BLAIn 

- 63 (e)- 426) Voice d 
Drum not recorded 
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a, Miniature group of Pawnee Thunder ceremony exhibited in Field Museum of Natural History 

c, Structure in which victory dances and hand games were held 
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Analysis —Four renditions of this song were recorded without a 
break in the time. This is interesting because of the 7-8 measures 
which were always sung in correct time. The transcription is from the 
first rendition. The only differences were that in the later renditions 

the seventh measure was omitted and the first tone in the next to 
the last measure was sung as C instead of E. Such differences are 
slight but are important to observe in a study of Indian music. The 
keynote is more prominent in this song than in a majority of the songs 

under analysis, this tone occurring in every measure except the first. 
Nine of the 32 intervals are fourths, which is an unusually large 
proportion of this interval. The melody tones are those of the second 
5-toned scale. A downward sliding of the voice, impossible to 
transcribe, occurred at the end of the first and third measures. 

HAND GAME SONGS 

On two occasions the writer had the privilege of attending a hand 
game of the Pawnee held in the same lodge where the victory dances 
for returned soldiers had been held. (PI. 7, c.) The first of these 
games was in 1919 and the second in the following year. The num- 
ber of Indians in attendance was more than 200. In former times 
this game was played only by men and the objects hidden were short 
sticks, but at the present time both men and women take part in the 
game, hiding small balls, slightly larger than bullets. The man 
holding the balls moves his hands above his head, puts them behind 
his back, and does everything possible to mystify and confuse his 
opponent, while the songs grow more excited as the moment for 
making the guess approaches. Ghost dance songs are sung in the 
dancing which takes place at intervals during the game. The balls 
are hidden by players of one side until the opponents have made 

five correct guesses in succession. 
The games are often of long duration, the first game attended by 

the writer continuing about six hours. This game was opened in a 
ceremonial manner by James R. Murie, chief of the Skidi Band, who 
also recorded the guesses by means of decorated sticks. Seven 
feathered sticks were placed upright in the ground before him, * 
and this was said to be ‘‘as in the Ghost dance.” ** The woman who 
“oave the dance” stood in the center of the lodge and appointed 

23 Two sets of such sticks are illustrated by Culin, each set consisting of eight sticks. In one set these 

are 17 inches long, four painted yellow and four painted blue, and all feathered like arrows. In the other 

set each stick bears a little hoop at its end, decorated with feathers. The same authority illustrates a set 

of four hiding sticks, 134 inches long, marked in pairs alike, one pair with six notches on one side and one 

notch on the other side, and the other pair with an incised cross on each side of the sticks. (Culin, Stewart, 

Games of the North American Indians, Twenty-fourth Ann. Rept. Bur. Amer, Ethn., pp. 274, 275, Wash- 

ington, 1907.) 
% The number seven is particularly sacred in the Ghost dance. Thus there were seven Ghost dance 

leaders, wearing sacred crow feathers as emblems of their leadership, 
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those who should lead the two opposing sides. These in turn selected 
those who should hide the balls. It was customary to give the balls 
to persons sitting next each other, the guesser indicating by a gesture 
whether he (or she) believed the balls to be in the two outer hands, 
the two inner, or one outer and one inner hand. The writer was 
invited to sit beside a member of the tribe and join in the game, at- 
tempting to hide the balls in the manner of the Indians. 
An unfortunate though not unusual circumstance took place in 

the dances which occurred during this game. The woman who 
gave the hand game was afflicted with what was termed a “Ghost 
dance fit.” 7” She staggered and moaned in a pitiful manner but 
did not fall to the ground. Several persons went to her aid and 
restored her in the manner peculiar to the Ghost dance.* 

The second hand game attended by the writer took place on 
April 16, 1921, and was given by Mrs. Good Eagle (pl. 2, c), who 
recorded Song No. 80. This was said to be her hand game, not only 
because she gave the invitations and provided the feast, but because 
certain features of the game, as played that day, had been revealed 
to her in a dream. The symbolism of certain articles used in that 
game was not made known to the singers and perhaps is known only 
to herself. The game was held in the same 6-sided lodge as the former 
hand game and the victory dances. (Pl. 7, c.) As on the former 
occasion, Mr. Murie opened the game in a ceremonial manner. 
The doors were closed and a filled pipe was offered to the earth and 
the sky. Mrs. Good Eagle was a dignified hostess, standing in 
the center of the lodge and appointing those who should lead the 
two sides of players. After the game the doors were again closed 
and a tiny portion of each sort of food was ceremonially offered and 
then laid beside the fire space, opposite the door. A bountiful 
feast was then served. According to Indian custom, each person 
provided his own utensils and the food was served in large containers. 

The writer shared in the feast. 
Eight of the songs used at this game, during the hiding of the balls, 

were later recorded by Horse Chief, a prominent singer at the drum. 
In some of these songs there were no words and in others the words 
are obsolete, the singer repeating them but having no knowledge of 

their meaning. 

217 The woman undoubtedly suffered from the early stages of what, in the Ghost dance, would have been 

a trance. Mooney states that he ‘“‘was able to note all the stages of the phenomenon . . . through the 

staggering, the rigidity, the unconsciousness, and back again to wakefulness. On two occasions my part- 

ner in the dance, each time a woman, came under the influence and I was thus enabled to note the very 

first nervous tremor of her hand and mark it as it increased in violence until she broke away and staggered 

toward the medicine man within the circle. Young women are usually the first to be affected, then older 

women, and lastly men.’”’ (Mooney, James, The Ghost Dance Religion, Fourteenth Ann. Rept. Bur. 

Ethn., pt. 2, p. 928, Washington, 1896.) 

28 The “Shaker religion” has been introduced among the Indians at Neah Bay, Wash., and at a gathering 

in that village the writer saw a woman afflicted in a manner similar to the “‘Ghost dance fit.” A slave 

woman went to her, stroked her arms and head, and gradually quieted her. 
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The first song of this group belonged to Blue Hawk. When he 
gave a game this was always sung at the first ‘‘hiding.” 

No. 39. Blue Hawk’s Hand Game Song 

(Catalogue No. 1137) 
Recorded by Horst CHIEF 

Voice a - 108 
Drum“ not-recoerded. 

Analysis.—This is an interesting example of a song with scanty 
melodic material and well-developed rhythm. Only two tones occur 
in the melody, a fundamental and its major third. The song con- 
tains, however, four phrases, the first and second having one rhythmic 
unit and the third and fourth another rhythmic unit. These did 

not vary in the renditions of the song. It will be noted that the 
first two phrases each contains two measures. The rests occurring 
in these phrases were clearly given. It is interesting to note that 
the first unit contains a triplet of eighth notes on the second count 
and the second unit contains such a triplet on the first count. The 
first unit contains a change of time, while the measure lengths are 
uniform in the second rhythmic unit. 

No. 40. Hand Game Guessing Song (a) 

(Catalogue No. 1138) 
Recorded by Horse CHIEF 

Voice d - 108 o 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—This song, as transcribed, is composed of three periods, 

each of which contains two phrases, but the latter part is repeated, 
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making five phrases in a complete rendition. Two such complete 
renditions were recorded and show no differences. On the quarter 
notes of the first rhythmic unit there was a pulsation of the voice 
which can not be indicated by notation. This peculiarity was noted 
in other songs recorded by the same singer. It is interesting to note 
that a dotted eighth occurs on the accented count of the first unit and 
on the unaccented count of the second unit. The most prominent 
tones are F and C, and the song is transcribed as being in the key of F, 
although the third above that tone does not occur in the melody. 

No. 41. Hand Game Guessing Song (b) 

(Catalogue No. 1189) 
Recorded by Horsn CHIEF 

Voice = ae 60 
Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—Kight renditions of this song were recorded and, except 
in a very few instances, the sixteenth notes were given with distinct- 
ness. No words were sung and the tones were separated by the 

peculiar action of throat and tongue that characterizes the tone 
production of the Indians. The keynote appears to be F and, as 
the third and seventh above that tone do not appear, the song is 

classified as based on the first 5-toned scale. The descending fourth 
is a prominent interval in the framework’ of the melody, occurring 
as C to G, B flat to F, and G to D. 
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No. 42. Hand Game Guessing Song (c) 

(Catalogue No. 1140) 
Recorded by Horse CHrer 

Voice dis 104 ; 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis —This song comprises three periods, each with a rhythmic 
unit occurring twice. There is less resemblance between these units 
than in many other songs. Attention is directed to the rest in the 
first measure of the third unit which adds interest to the melody. 

The only tones occurring in the song are F, G, and B flat, and the 
song is classified in the key of F, with the third lacking. 

No. 43. Hand Game Guessing Song (d) 

(Catalogue No. 1141) 
Recorded by Horst CHIEF 

Voice Je 96 
Drum not recorded 

Analysis—The prominence of F and C in this song suggests F 
as its keynote, although A occurs only once, as an unaccented tone 
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in the first measure. In this, asin many other Indian songs, the clas- 

sification according to a keynote is for convenience in grouping the 
material and does not indicate that the song is in an established key. 
The minor third D-F is prominent in the latter portion of the song. 
Three rhythmic units occur but do not appear in consecutive order 

as in No. 42. The first and third units are alike except for the last 
tone of the first measure, this difference being maintained in every 
instance. The principal interval is the minor third, which comprises 

four-fifths of the progressions. 

No. 44. Hand Game Guessing Song (e) 

(Catalogue No. 1142) 

Recorded by Horse CHIEF 

Voice d s 112 
Drum not recorded 

(1) 

Analysis.—The framework of this melody consists of two minor 
thirds, these being G-B flat and D-F. The first of these minor 
intervals comprises the first four measures of the song, with two 
occurrences of the rhythmic unit. This is followed by two measures 
that may be considered connective, and the song closes with four 
measures on the second named interval with a different rhythm than 
that of the first phrase. The melody tones are those of the second 
5-toned scale and the downward progressions comprise two-thirds 
of the entire number. This is a proportion of descending intervals 

frequently noted in Indian songs. 
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No. 45. Hand Game Guessing Song (f) 

(Catalogue No. 1148) 
Recorded by Horse Curier 

Voice d - 96 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—The rhythm of this song is pleasing and the rhythmic 
unit comprises three measures. The song consists of three repetitions 
of this unit, the repetitions being exact in the two renditions of the 
song. The intonation was uncertain, as more than half the intervals 
are semitones which are difficult for an Indian to sing. The fourth 
and seventh tones of the octave are lacking as in the fourth 5-toned 
scale, but the song is minor in tonality. 

No. 46. Hand Game Guessing Song (g) 

(Catalogue No. 1144) 
Recorded by Horsr CuHIEer 

Voice d= 100 
Drum ‘not recorded 

SE sr Se 3" Se a TL 

Analysis.—This song affords an example of what has been termed 
the influence of a rhythmic unit on that portion of the song in which 
it does not occur. This song comprises four periods. The first and 
second are repetitions of a rhythmic unit, the third differs from the 
unit on the last count, and the fourth, though beginning like the 
first period, contains one phrase like the ending of the rhythmic 
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unit and another which resembles it but is not exactly like any other 
phrase in the song. The rhythm was identical in all the renditions. 
The melody is less interesting than the rhythm, the first half being 
based on the interval of a fifth (F to C) and the last balf on a fourth 

(D to G), with F as the principal tone of the song. 

The following song was also sung while the game was in progress. 
In explanation it was said, ‘‘This song belonged to a man who died 
long ago. He had one daughter and she died. The old man cried 
every day but at last, one night, he heard a cry in the woods. It 
was his daughter, who said, ‘Father, I am in heaven.’ Afterwards 

he did not cry any more.” 

No. 47. ‘‘I Hear the Sound of a Child Crying’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1098) 
Recorded by Erriz Buain 

Voice d = 92 

Drum @ = 92 
Drum rhythm similar to No, 2 

~ 

Pi-ras ~ki ra wa-ka ka- wi - a pi thas- 

ra ka-we- ra-hu ti rat pa ri tirat pa ri 

Piraski ra waka kawitiku atira kawe 
Child have sound erying mother is she 

rahu ti rat pa ri 

coming here I do walk around 

FREE TRANSLATION 

T hear the sound of a child crying ‘Is my mother coming? 

Here I walk around.” 

Analysis—This melody is broadly outlined by the intervals of a 

fifth (D flat—A flat) and a fourth (A flat-D flat). The interval of a 

major third does not occur and almost one-third of the intervals are 

fourths. The song contains three rhythmic units occurring consecu- 

tively asin No. 42. The first unit is the longest, the second is shorter 
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and bears no resemblance to it, and the third is still shorter, resembling 

the second unit. Drum and voice are in the same tempo. 

Long ago, when the Pawnee ‘‘used to go traveling,” they stopped 
at night to rest and frequently played the hand game. Among them 
was a little boy, too young to play, who loved to watch the game. 
He was so little that he wore no clothing. As soon as night came 
this little boy ran to get wood and made a big fire so that everyone 
would come and play the hand game. He did not even want to eat 
he was so anxious for them to play. The men made this song about 
the little boy and sang it as they played the game. 

No. 48. Hand Game Song Concerning a Little Boy 

(Catalogue No. 1097) 
Recorded by Errrz Bian 

Voice d = 108 

Drum o = 112 

See drum-rhythm below 

(4) 

tu ra si-hu vats-ku pi-ras-ki tu ra si-ha 
Drum- rhythm 
aga ae ES 

caus 17 

dtr Ta hu atsku _— piraski tu Ta sihu 

This have coming one boy do have running 

FREE TRANSLATION 

They (the men) are coming, 

One boy is running. 

Analysis —Ten renditions of this song were recorded with no 
break in the time except a pause for breath between the eighth and 
ninth renditions. It is interesting to note that the drum is slightly 
faster than the voice, maintaining this tempo in all the renditions. 
Part of the song is above and part is below the keynote. Two 
rhythmic units occur, the second being much longer than the first. 
The song is minor in tonality and contains all the tones of the octave 
except the seventh. The descent at the close of the first and second 
measures was given with a sliding of the voice which can not be 
represented in musical notation. 
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The next song was said to have come down from a time when only 
men played the hand game. 

No. 49. ‘‘You Came Near Finding Them’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1095) 
Recorded by ErrrE Bian 

Voice d = 76 

Drum uot recorded 

Analysis.—The rhythm of this song is characteristic of the physical 
movements of persons playing the hand game. It is a rhythm that 
suggests alternation and the swaying of the players from side to,side. 
There is also an energy in the ascending approach to the first count of 
each measure. ‘The tones are those of the first 5-toned scale which 
omits the third and seventh tones of the octave and is always a partic- 
ularly free melodic form. No change of measure length occurs and 
the song consists entirely of repetitions of the rhythmic unit. The 
song contains 11 ascending and 10 descending progressions, two of 
each being the interval of a fourth. 

A song of Roaming Chief (No. 66) was also sung at a hand game. 

GHOST DANCE. SONGS 

The Pawnee are deeply religious by nature and received the Ghost 
dance with sympathy. According to Mooney ‘‘The Ghost dance was 
brought to the Pawnee ... by deiegates from the Arapaho and 
Cheyenne in the west. The doctrine made slow progress for some 
time, but by February, 1892, the majority of the Pawnee were dancing 
in confident expectation of the speedy coming of the Messiah and the 
buffalo. Of all these tribes the Pawnee took most interest in the new 
doctrine, becoming as much devoted to the Ghost dance as the 
Arapaho themselves.” A woman’s Ghost dance dress is shown in 
Plate 8, c; also other costumes. 

Ghost dance songs were recorded but the dance did not form a 
subject of study by the present writer. As stated, certain Ghost 

29 Mooney, James, op. cit., p. 902. 
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dance songs were sung in the dances at hand games while others were 
not used in that manner. 

The hypnotic phase which the hand game has in common with the 
Ghost dance is indicated in the following song which was sung at the 
Ghost dance and also at the hand game. In old times the game and 
its accompanying dances were held on the prairie instead of inside a 
lodge. A portion of the people were called “crows,” and the woman 
who recorded this song said that she ‘‘belonged on the crow side of 
the circle.’”’ At intervals these people gave the caw of the crow and 
imitated that bird in their dancing. (This was done in the dance 
connected with the hand game attended by the writer.) It is said that 
under the hypnotic influence of the occasion, the dancers sometimes 
saw a crow inside the dance circle, no one except themselves being 
able to see it. The singer said that she ‘‘dreamed”’ this song when 
she was a young girl. 

No. 50. ‘‘The Crow’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1087) 

Recorded by Errrz Buatn 

Voice d = 116 

‘Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

The crow, we see his likeness moving inside the circle of dancers. 

Analysis.—The first two phrases of this song are based on a descend- 
ing fourth and the last two phrases on a descending fifth, the repeti- 
tion of these phrases comprising the entire melody. As in the pre- 
ceding song, there is no change of measure length and the rhythm sug- 
gests the motion of the players. The song is minor in tonality and 
contains all the tones of the octave except the sixth and seventh. 

The crow which sometimes appeared in the Ghost dance might 
speak of taking the dancer to Mother Moon or to the Ghost dance 
messiah. The following song was ‘‘dreamed”’ by the woman record- 
ing it, who said she might sing it either at a hand game or a Ghost 
dance. 

49716°—29——7 
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No. 51. Song Concerning Mother Moon 

(Catalogue No. 1084) 
Recorded by Errir Buain 

Voice ae 108 

Drum not recorded 

(Q)yw (1) (2) Gy. 
EH i DRE RG De ERE 

ta tu- ta a-ti-rai ri ra-a a-ti-rai ri ra-a 

Kaka ti waku we tat tuta 
Crow it spoke now I do 

atira i ri ria 
mother there place coming 

FREE TRANSLATION 

The crow spoke and said, ‘‘ Now I am coming to where my mother is.” 

Analysis —Although this song contains three rhythmic divisions 
the rhythm should be studied as a whole. This song does not afford 
an example of thematic treatment but of carrying a rhythmic feel- 
ing from the beginning to the end of amelody. The first and second 
units begin with an ascending progression to an accentuated tone. It 
is an emphatic melody, in accordance with its words. Attention is 
directed to the entrance of the third rhythmic unit and the count 
which precedes it. The first occurrence of the second rhythmic 
unit shows this as an accented tone, but in this occurrence it is 
unaccented and leads to the strong phrases that close the song. 
The melodic material consists of the minor triad and second, and the 

song is harmonic in structure. 

The next was said to be a ‘‘true song”’ of a boy who is now dead. 
He once dreamed that he was in a grave and seemed unable to free 
himself from this impression. Whenever this song was sung it 
“threw the boy into a Ghost dance fit.” The words are translated, 
‘Here is the hole, right here.” The song was sung at a hand game 

or a Ghost dance. 
Analysis —This is a peculiar melody, not only in its use of rests 

but in its melodic form. Each of the two rhythmic units begins 
with a descent and ends with an ascending progression of a whole 
tone, giving rather a plaintive effect. The tone material is that 
of the second 5-toned scale and the song is harmonic in structure. 
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About one-fifth of the intervals are fourths, which is a large propor- 
tion of this interval to occur in a song that is not associated with 
motion. It has been noted that the fourth is especially prominent 

in songs connected with animals and with motion of any sort. 

No. 52. Song Concerning an Open Grave 

(Catalogue No. 1094) 
Recorded by Errre Buain 

Voice @ = 112 
Drum d:: 112 

Drum-rbythm similar to No.2 

The four songs next following were also said to be Ghost dance 
songs, used in the dances incident to a hand game. 

No. 53. Ghost Dance Song (a) 
(Catalogue No. 1145) 

Recorded by Horse CHIEF 

Voice d = 96 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis —The rhythmic units of this song are simple, the second 

being a duplicate of the first with the addition of a closing measure. 
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The song comprises four periods of five measures each, the first 
and third being based on the descending fifth B-E, and the second 
and last on the descending fourth A-E. Thus it appears that E is 
the fundamental tone, but the third above that tone does not occur 

in the song. The progressions consist of 12 minor thirds and the 
same number of major seconds, the remaining intervals consisting 
of two ascending fourths and one ascending fifth. 

No. 54. Ghost Dance Song (b) 
(Catalogue No. 1146) 

Recorded by Horsr CHIEF 

Voice d = 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis—This song contains a single rhythmic unit repeated 
six times. The melodic progressions divide the song into three 
parts, each containing four measures. The compass of each part 
is small, the first being on the descending interval C—A flat, the 
second on B flat—A flat, and the third entirely on F. The rest in 
the first measure of the unit was clearly given. The melody pro- 
eresses chiefly by whole tones, this interval constituting 8 of the 11 
intervals. The melodic material consists of the minor triad and 
fourth. 

No. 55. Ghost Dance Song (c) 
(Catalogue No. 1147) 

Recorded by Hors& CHIEr 

Voice d 2 76 

Drum not recorded 
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Analysis —The only accented tones in this song are the keynote and 
fifth. 'The song comprises three periods, the first and last having the 
same rhythmic unit and the second period having a longer unit with a 
change of time. The interest and force of the song lie in the second 
rhythmic unit which contains a triple measure. The first rhythmic 
unit begins on an unaccented tone and the second begins on an 
accented tone. This peculiarity occurs also in two songs of the hand 
game (Nos. 43 and 47). The song contains eight descending and 
only three ascending intervals. 

No. 56. Ghost Dance Song (d) 

(Catalogue No. 1148) 
Recorded by Horst CHIEF 

Voice J 2 96 

Drum not recorded 
@ €2) 

Analysis—In this song we feel the pathos of the Ghost dance. 
More than four-fifths of the intervals are semitones which occur only 
between F sharp and G, and D sharp and E. Rests occur with some 
frequency and were given uniformly in all the renditions. It is 
interesting to compare the close of the first rhythmic unit with that 
of the second wHich contains the same count division with a different 

accent. 

This and the succeeding song were not used in the hand game. 
The singer said that he composed this song when waking from a 
trance in the Ghost dance. He dreamed of a yellow star which came 
to him and said, ‘“‘I am the star which you see in the sky at night.” 
The star was in the form of a woman holding in her hand an eagle 
feather painted yellow. She gave him the feather, saying, ‘All the 
stars in the sky are people.” A dream of the yellow star was induced 
by watching the star when in a Ghost dance trance. The favor of 
‘yellow star’’ was greatly desired as she does not appear to many 
dancers, but she gives to her favored friends the right to wear a yellow 
eagle feather upright in their hair and to use it in hypnotizing other 
dancers. If such a feather is used under a false pretense no results 

can be obtained. 
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No. 57. ‘‘The Yellow Star’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1107) 

Recorded by Wicrta BuaIn 

Voice d= 84 
Drum @ = 84 
Drum ware similar to No. 26 

a 

FREE TRANSLATION 

The yellow star has noticed me, 

Furthermore it gave me a standing yellow feather, 

That yellow star. 

Analysis—Although the compass of this melody is only five tones 
it contains three rhythmic units. On comparing these we note that 
the second unit extends the use of the dotted eighth, which occurs 
in the first unit, and that the third unit contains the dotted eighth 
and also the triplet which occurs in the first unit. This thematic 
development is interesting and somewhat unusual. The rhythm did 
not vary in the four renditions. The connecting phrase did not 
occur between the second and third renditions. Progression is chiefly 
by whole tones and the song is harmonic in structure. 

The man to whom the next song belonged was Running Scout, a 
man who was very religious and remained in a Ghost dance trance 
for several days. His friends thought him unbalanced but when he 
awoke he told them that he had been to the Messiah who told him to 
“‘go to the village,” Following this instruction, he saw many men 
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dancing. Some had fox skins around their heads while others used 
fox skins in hypnotizing their fellow dancers. For this reason Running 
Scout always wore a fox skin in the Ghost dance. The skin was not 
made into a cap but the head and tail were fastened together and 
hung at the back of his neck in such a manner that the tail rested 
on his shoulder. He also gave the call of the fox while he was 
dancing. 

No. 58. Running Scout’s Ghost Dance Song 

(Catalogue No. 1088) 
Recorded by ErriE BLAaIn 

Voice. d = 96 
Drum not recorded 

Irehe wei sarit kéwaku ri raraha 
Now there they are fox they have 

Analysis.—This song, like others of the hand game and Ghost 
dance, consists of repetitions of the rhythmic unit. In this instance 
there are two units, the second occurring only in the middle part of 
the song. It is interesting to compare the third measure from the 
beginning with the second measure from the close, the ascent to the 
accented tone in the first instance expressing a certain restlessness 
while the second phrase is more restful. This song contains the 
minor triad and fourth and progresses chiefly by whole tones. 

The final song of this group is concerning the Ghost dance and, 
according to Mr. Murie, was sung in the Young Dog Society. The 
words ‘‘the father’s child” refer to the messiah whose coming was 
expected in the Ghost dance. 

Analysis —The three renditions of this song are alike in every 
respect except that the intonation on D in the upper octave is 
variable, occasionally being sung almost as D sharp. The time 
was maintained steadily and the renditions were separated by 
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shrill cries. The song comprises two periods, the first containing 
eight and the second containing seven measures. Two rhythmic 
units occur, the second being an extension of the first. The song 
has a compass of 12 tones, which is somewhat unusual in Pawnee 

songs. 
No. 59. Song Concerning the Ghost Dance 

(Catalogue No. 1102) 
Recorded by Wicita BLAIN 

Votce~d.=.76 
Drum not recorded 

Wi Ta ha i Ta ha ti weéeri 

There coming yonder it coming yonder _ this now 

hak tsa atias pirau ktra hak 30 kux 

stick lies father child his stick his 

ti ku hak kux I ra ha 

he to me stick his it coming yonder 

FREE TRANSLATION 

There it is lying yonder, this stick lying here, 
The father’s own child gave it to me, 

It is coming yonder. 

MAN CHIEF’S SONGS 

The singer spoke with deep affection of Man Chief, to whom many 
songs were attributed. According to the singer, Man Chief was 
chief of the four bands of Pawnee and died in 1858 at the age of 74 
years. Concerning the next song it was said, ‘“‘ When we first elected 
Man Chief as chief he thanked God, and then he sang this song.” 

30 The last letter of this word was omitted by the singer. 
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The words with the repetition of the melody were: ‘‘My father him- 
self, through him I am exalted (made prominent) among the people.” 

No. 60. ‘‘I am Exalted Among the People ’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1123) 
Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice ei - 60 

Drum not recorded 

A-ti-asru a.ra ri-ke a-ti-asru a ra_ ri-ke a- 

Atias ru a Ta rike 
Father yonder is said to have stood 

Analysis —This song is unique in containing only two ascending 
progressions. It has a compass of 10 tones and contains all the tones 
of the octave except the sixth. Attention is directed to the fourth 

measure, which is the only one not containing the rhythmic unit. 
This measure, by its slight difference from the rhythmic unit, swings 
the rhythm of the entire song and avoids the monotony that would 
follow if the rhythmic unit were continuously repeated. Progres- 
sion is chiefly by whole tones. 

Man Chief received numerous songs in dreams. The first song is 
a war dance of the Iruska, it being said that the ‘“‘spirits told him 
about this dance, which is different from an ordinary war dance.” 
This society corresponds to the Hethushka of the Omaha, a society 
of distinguished warriors. Before recording this song Luwak recorded 
the following sentences: ‘‘The song which I am about to sing belonged 
to Man Chief. When he became a chief he used to go out into the 
storm and stand first in one place and then in another. He heard 
Tirawa speak through the clouds. He knew the heavens were the 
ruling power and prayed for his people.’’ While speaking, he beat 
the drum in the same tempo as in the song which followed. 

Analysis —The man who recorded this song had recently taken 
part in a ceremony which lasted several days and was hoarse from 
singing on that occasion. To this may be attributed a lack of accu- 
racy in the repetitions of his song. Transcription is from the last 
renditions, in which the intonation was clearest. The song has a 
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compass of 10 tones, beginning on the highest and ending on the lowest 
tone of the compass. After descending to the lowest tone with repeti- 
tions of the rhythmic unit the melody ascends to the fifth and again 
descends to the lowest tone, this time in a different rhythm. The 
whole tone comprises two-thirds of the progressions. 

No. 61. ‘‘ The Heavens Are Speaking’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1122) 
Recorded by Joun Luwak 

Voice i = 60- 

- 6 Drum = 60 
Drum-rhythm similar to No. 2 

wa-wak ti-ku‘heris ta ki-té-wi-u he he 

Ri tat la Ta we riku we rix 

Did I did have around stands now they 

wawak tiku he ris ta kitawiu 

speaking they are now you have ruling power 

(In repetitions of the song) 

Nihuksu tat titska witasi kitawiu 

Only I one mind then ruling power 

he Trix ti rus ta kawahat 

now they this you have heavens 

FREE TRANSLATION 

I stood here, I stood there, 

The clouds are speaking, 

I say, ‘ You are the ruling power, 
I do not understand, I only know what I am told, 

You are the ruling power, you are now speaking, 

This power is yours, O heavens.” 
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The next song contains the same idea of the ‘‘ruling power in the 
heavens.” 

No. 62. ‘“‘O Expanse of the Heavens”’ 

(Catalogue No. 1129) 
Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice d = 104 
Drum not recorded 

Tri hawa wi tas ta kitawi ras 
There almost always are you have powers (or leaders) you 

ta kawaha ki we tas ta kitawi 
have heavens expand are you have powers 

FREE TRANSLATION 

I believe that in you, O heavens, dwell the ruling powers. 

Analysis —This song is major in tonality and contains one acci- 
dental, the fourth raised a semitone. The rhythm presents an un- 
usual monotony as the only count-divisions, except in the final meas- 
ures, are dotted quarter notes followed by eighth notes. The song has 

a compass of an octave and progresses by a variety of intervals. 

The song next following was used as an old war dance. 
It was the custom of the young men, in former times, to make 

known that they had arrived at an age of realization and had “put 
their trust in the heavens.” James R. Murie said that he, as a young 
man, went around the village singing this song with other young men, 
so that all the people might hear and know they had assumed the 
attitude of men toward life. It is an Iruska but not a dancing song 
and belonged to Man Chief. 
Analysis—With a range of 10 tones this song contains the tone 

material of the second 5-toned scale. As in several other songs with 
large compass, it begins on the highest tone of its compass and ends 
on the lowest. The song consists of four periods, the third differing 
slightly from the others in rhythm, a form which occurs frequently 
in the simpler songs of the Indians. 
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No. 63. ‘‘Power is in the Heavens’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1130) 
Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice d 2 104 

Drum é = 126 
Drum-rhythm similar to No. 26 

FREE TRANSLATION 

My spirit rests in the belief that power is in the heavens. 

No. 64. ‘‘Our Hearts Are Set in the Heavens’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1080) 
Recorded by Erriz BLAIN 

Voice é = .84 

Drum not recorded 

Ru ft¢é rat ri - hu-ku ru te ap Be - hu-ku tsik- 

Ru té ra, rihiku tsiksu hé Ta 
There is have only spirit or have 

tita a ti re wahake 

upon and this have expanse of the heavens 

FREE TRANSLATION 

It is there that our hearts are set, 

In the expanse of the heavens. 

Analysis —In rhythmic form this song is like the song next pre- 
ceding, the third period containing a change of rhythm. The song 
contains 12 descending and 6 ascending progressions, a proportion 
which occurs so frequently in Indian songs that it may be said to be 
characteristic, Jn all renditions the second tone is sharped, which 
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introduces the interval of a semitone, and was sung with distinctness. 
The song contains no change of measure lengths and has a compass 
of 13 tones, beginning on the highest and ending on the lowest tone 
of this compass. ' 

The final song belonging to Man Chief is similar to those already 
presented, though the words are not translated. 

No. 65. Man Chief’s Song 

(Catalogue No. 1131) 

Recorded by Joun Luwak 

voice “él = 63. 
Drume= 63 
Drum-rhythm similar to No. 2 

Analysis —The rhythmic form of this song is interesting and 
complete. The song contains two rhythmic units, the second 
being the opening phrase of the first unit and occurring at the close 
of the song. In structure the song is harmonic. It is minor in 
tonality, has a compass of an octave, and progresses by a variety of 
intervals, those occurring most frequently being the fourth and the 
major second. 

ROAMING CHIEF’S SONGS 

The two songs next following belonged to a comparatively recent 
chief of the Chaui Band. The grief of his wife at the death of a 
daughter is mentioned in connection with her song (No. 83). Roam- 
ing Chief was hereditary chief of this band and was a nephew of the 
famous Pitalesaru, who was appointed chief of the confederated 
bands of the Pawnee by the Government of the United States. 

Tt was said that “‘Tirawa had pity on Roaming Chief” and that, 
during a Ghost dance, he fell in a trance. Visions appeared to him 
in this trance, the present song referring to such an experience. A 
Ghost dance was sometimes held especially for Roaming Chief and 
he ‘‘cried as he sang this song.” It was also customary to sing 
this song at a hand game. 

Analysis.—This song is in a form already noted, the third period 
being in rhythm different from that of the first, second, and fourth. 
The compass is 13 tones and more than half the progressions are 
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whole tones and semitones. The seventh is sharped in every occur- 
rence, this accidental being of particular interest in a song with 
minor tonality. The song contains all the tones of the octave except 
the fourth and sixth. . 

No. 66. ‘‘It Is Good Where We Are Now’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1090) 
Recorded by Errizs Bian 

Voice d = 84 
Drum. not recorded 

Ra hi he héru kitu teh nd wakia 
Yonder there they come are they saying 

ahu tihe we tirahe hi he héru 
over here now good there they come 

FREE TRANSLATION 

There they come yonder, 
They are saying ‘‘It is good over here 
where we are now.”’ 
There they come. 

Roaming Chief sang the following song at the Pipe dance and it 
was sung at the Victory dance attended by the writer. It was 
said that ‘‘Mother Corn was carried on the warpath to give victory 
and was also used in the Pipe dance.’”’ The words are freely trans- 
lated, “‘My whole trust is in Mother Corn.” 

Analysis.—The tempo of this song was slow and somewhat rubato, 
a slight prolonging of certain tones being indicated in the trans- 
cription. In some of the renditions the time values in the third 
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measure were changed to conform to different words but the duration 
of the measure remained the same. The song contains 19 intervals, 

10 of which are whole tones and 5 are fourths. 

No. 67. ‘‘My Trust is in Mother Corn’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1089) 
Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice J 2-53 
Druni not recorded 

SONGS OF AFFECTION 

Songs rising from deep affection and respect were occasionally 
sung by Indians in the old times, and might be concerning persons 
who had been married for many years. The distinction between these 
and the modern ‘‘love song” is clearly drawn by the Indians and is 
evident from the words of the songs. The Sioux said that in old 

times they had a few songs concerning a man’s qualification to wed, 
this being determined by his success in war or on the buffalo hunt.*" 
Otter Woman, an aged widow of the Mandan Tribe, recorded songs 
of loneliness for her husband, and two very old songs expressing a 
gentle longing. These were sung by young girls when at work in the 
gardens and are as delicate as the little plants which they tended so 
carefully.** The cause of the change from these songs of respectful 
affection to the modern “love song” is found in the general change 
from primitive customs. 

In former times the marriages of young people were either arranged 
by the parents or subject to parental approval. A period of transi- 
tion began when the young people refused to recognize parental author- 
ity in the matter of their affections. This led to clandestine meetings. 
A few songs of this period were recorded among the Sioux, one con- 
taining the words “If you are truthful, come. Walks Visibly (woman’s 
name) has said this.’”’** The words of modern Indian love songs 
usually express a lack of respect for women, and often boast of fas- 
cinations and conquests. They areconnected with intoxication and are 
sung by young men of no standing among their own people. Many 

31 Teton Sioux Music, p. 370. 

82 Mandan and Hidatsa Music, pp. 54-57, 

83 Teton Sioux Music, p, 510, 
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such songs have been recorded among the Chippewa and Menominee. 
The development of this class of songs among the Pawnee is considered 
in a subsequent paragraph. 

Three of the old songs of affection were obtained among the 
Pawnee, the first two being recorded by John Luwak, chief of the 
Chaui Band, while his wife assisted with the information. As already 
stated, the marriages were formerly arranged by the parents and 
“the fathers usually took charge of the matter.”” It was further said 
that “the marriages always turned out happily as the old people knew 
better than the young people and understood which boys and girls 
would get along the best.’”” Mrs. Luwak, wife of the singer, said 
that her marriage was arranged by her parents and that at first she 
“cried every day,’ but she indicated with some shyness that the 
marriage had resulted happily. 

The following is the song of a man who is going to war. He 
addresses his wife, saying, ‘‘When I die do not cry unless you really 
loved me, but if you love me you will cry and you will not remarry 
soon after I die.” 

No. 68. Song of Affection (a) 

(Catalogue No. 1136) 

Recorded by Joun Luwak 

Voice a 76 ; 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis —The third tone in this song was followed by a down- 
ward glissando of about a tone which is impossible to transcribe. 
It is interesting to note that the count divisions of the first unit are 
reversed in the second unit, a thematic treatment showing the 
intelligence of the Indian musician. The song is major in tonality, 
has a compass of 10 tones, and about 80 per cent of the progressions 
are major seconds. ‘Three renditions were recorded without a break 
in the time. 
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In explanation of the next song it was said, ‘“‘There was once a 
married couple. One day the wife said to her husband, ‘I love you 
very much and if you should die I would ery every day.’ This was 
the first time that either had admitted an affection for the other.” 

No. 69. Song of Affection (b) 

(Catalogue No. 1135) 
Recorded by Joun Luwak 

Voice si 138 
Drum not recorded 

Analysis —The present song is unusual in that the intonation on 
single phrases was good while the transition from one phrase to another 
was uncertain in intonation. This may have been due to the compass 
of two octaves, the rapid tempo, and the agitation in the mind of 
the singer. The rhythmic unit is simple and its repetitions comprise 
practically the entire song. In every rendition there was a pause 
after the sixth measure, followed by a repetition of these six measures, 

and a continuance without a break in the time. All the tones of 
the octave except the seventh are present in thisremarkable melody. 

There is deep pathos in the next song and its history. A woman 
composed this song while her husband was on the warpath. She 
died during his absence, but her friends had learned the song. When 
her husband returned they sang the song and told him its story. 
He learned the song. 

49716°—29—8 
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No. 70. Song of a Warrior’s Wife 

(Catalogue No. 1100) 

Recorded by Erriz Bian 

Mice d= 144 (dz 72) 
Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

I wonder where he is sitting, 

That person who comes and sits in my tipi. 

Analysis.—In all renditions of this song the 7-8 and 3-4 measures 
were sung in exact time. Except for one minor third the melody 
progresses entirely by fourths and major seconds. It has a compass 
of 10 tones and contains the entire octave except the fourth. 

Mr. James R. Murie and other old members of the tribe said that 
love songs, in the white man’s use of that term, were unknown 
among the better class of Pawnee in the early days. According to 
Mr. Murie, there were four classes of Pawnee, the lowest being 

considered outcasts by the remainder of the tribe. These people 
camped near towns and worked for white people, from whom they 
obtained whisky. This class of Pawnee sang what were termed 
“crazy people’s songs,’’ which were associated with “love charms” 
and evil influences. No effort was made to secure examples of these 
songs. A change from the former attitude toward women, how- 
ever, is shown in the following song which was said to be very old. 
It is not of so low a character as the ‘‘crazy people’s songs,”’ neither 
does it represent the high standard of life indicated in the former 
songs of this group. A girl married a man for whom she did not care 
and it would appear that, instead of adapting himself to the situation, 
he sought consolation elsewhere. 

Analysis —This melody consists of two parts, the first of which 
contains the rhythmic unit. The second part begins with a suc- 

cession of eighth notes, followed by a measure which preserves the 
count divisions of the rhythmic unit. The count divisions through- 
out the song were sung with special clearness. The song is tran- 
scribed as having B flat for its keynote but the third above that 
tone does not occur. Except for an ascending octave the only in- 
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tervals are fourths and major seconds. Drum and voice are different 
in tempo, each being maintained with regularity. 

No. 71. ‘‘Other Girls Are as Pretty as She’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1101) 
Recorded by Errrz Buarn 

Voice @ = 112 
Drum d = 120 

Drum-rhythm similar to No.2 

A modern love song (not transcribed) was translated as follows: 

“That lady loves me. I bet she is thinking of me.’ It was said to 
be the song of a man already married who wanted the person men- 
tioned in the song to elope with him. 

Songs of this class were preceded by the syllable ee—ee on a low tone 
in imitation of a flute. The informant said ‘‘the flute was courting 
medicine of a bad kind.” 

MYTHS AND FOLK TALES 

The Pawnee possessed many stories pertaining to the origin of 
sacred bundles and the doings of mythological persons. Concerning 
such stories Doctor Dorsey states: ‘‘These tales, as a rule, are told 
only during ceremonies, especially during the intermissions or pauses 
in the ceremony which occur from time to time between rites, or 
during resting periods in the chanting of a long ritual. During such 
intermissions anyone of those present may ask the priests for 
such a tale. Especially is it the privilege of the one who has made 
the ceremony possible, by providing the food for the sacrifice and 
feast, to ask that such a tale be related. These tales may also, under 
certain circumstances, be told outside the ceremonial lodge . . . and 
the chief object in relating them is to furnish instruction.” * Such 
stories gradually passed into current knowledge and were told as 
folk tales by any member of the tribe without mention of their 
religious significance. 

% Dorsey, The Pawnee: Mythology (Pt. 1), Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publ. No. 59, Wash- 

ington, 1906. 
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The first three stories of the following group are versions of old 
legends connected with the mythology of the tribe, while the fourth 
story in the group appears to be an ordinary folk tale. It differs 
from the others in that the entire narrative wassung. (Cf. Rudimen- 
tary Songs, Northern Ute music, pp. 200-205.) 

In the first story we find an interesting resemblance to a story re- 
corded in southern Arizona.*® 

Story OF THE GAMBLER 

RELATED BY FANNIE CHAPMAN 

In a certain village were two young boys. They were good- 
looking lads and wore their hair long on the right side of the head. 
One day the younger boy thought he would go to another village in 
the woods. When he came near this village he saw the smoke of a 
tipi that stood by itself among the willows. He went there and 
stood outside the entrance. 

In this tipi lived an old woman and her three granddaughters. 
The old woman told the youngest girl to go outside and see if anyone 
was there. The girl saw the strange lad and returned, saying, ‘‘O 
erandmother, there is a good-looking young man outside.” The old 
woman went to speak with him and said, “‘ You had better go to some 
village where the people have more money. We are very poor.” 
But the lad replied, “‘No. I came here and this is where I belong.” 
The old woman said, “‘ Well, come in,” and the boy entered the tipi. 
Later the old woman said, ‘‘ You had better go away for the chief of 
our band is very unkind to strangers. You must watch, for Long- 
nose (Coyote) will come before daylight to see if anyone is here. 
He will see you and tell the chief, who will ask you to breakfast. 
If he offers you dry pumpkin do not eat it, nor corn, nor mush. 
Bring it home with you.” 

Before daylight, as the old woman had predicted, Coyote came to 
see if anyone wasin the tipi. The old woman said, ‘“‘See my grandson, 
how good-looking he is. He ought to go where the big men are.’ 
Coyote ran at once to the chief and said, ‘‘O chief, there is a good 
looking young man down at the old woman’s tipi. When you kill 
him he will be the leader of your heads.”” (Referring to a row of the 

heads of men killed by the chief that had been putin his tipi.) The 
chief said, ‘‘Run down to the old woman’s tipi and bring the young 
man. I want to feast him.’”’ Coyote ran as fast as he could. The 
old woman saw him coming and again told the young man not to eat 
anything but to bring the food home. Coyote said to the young man, 
“You certainly are good-looking.” When the chief saw the young 
man he said, “‘I sent for you to eat with me,” and offered him dry 

35 Story of the Gambler, Papago Music, Bull. 90, Bur. Amer, Ethn., pp. 35-54, Cf. also Dorsey, op. 

cit., pp. 185-191. 
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pumpkin, corn, mush, and other food. The lad replied, ‘‘O grand- 
father, I am full; I have had my breakfast; I will take this home to 
my grandmother.” Coyote went with him and waited while the old 
woman emptied and washed the bowls. Then Coyote took the bowls 
back to the chief. After the boy refused to eat the food, the chief 
wanted him to play the “stick game.’** He refused at first but 
finally he said that he would play in two days, saying he must wait 
because he was so tired. The chief said, ‘‘Choose a day and we will 
play.” The boy went home and told the old woman that he was 
to play the stick game with the chief. She said, ‘‘O my boy, you 
did wrong to consent. You saw those heads in the chief’s tent. 
He will kill you and all our people.” 

Before daylight on the day of the game Coyote opened the old 
woman’s door and said, ‘‘The chief is at the place for the game, he is 
waiting for you.” ‘The boy replied, ‘‘I will go when I am ready.” 
Later they began to play the stick game. The boy had people on his 
side and also a bird-man (bird turned into a man), who watched 

everything. Coyote watched everything on the chief’s side. The 
boy had nothing to wager so he bet the people who were on his side, 
and at last he was obliged to bet himself. The old chief won, so the 
people on the chief’s side killed all the people on the boy’s side. They 
even killed the boy. Then they cut off all the heads and put them 
up with the other heads in the chief’s lodge. 

While this was happening the elder of the two boys, mentioned at 
the beginning of this story, grew uneasy about his brother. He 
determined to find him and traced him to the village, then he went 
home, got his bow and arrows, and went to the old woman’s tipi. 

The old woman did as before, sending the same girl to see if anyone 
were outside. The girl returned and said, ‘‘It looks as though that 
good-looking boy had come to life.””’ The old woman invited him 
into the tent but said as before, ‘‘O my grandson, why do you come 

36 In the story of ‘‘ Blood-clot boy,’’ Doctor Dorsey described the boy as making a ring of ash stick which 

he wound with a string made of boiled buffalo hide so that it looked like aspider’s web. The grandmother 

rolled the ring and the boy shot it with arrows and killed buffalo. The same authority states that ‘‘The 

ring and javelin game... was originally played for the direct purpose of calling the buffalo. ... The two 

sticks represent young buffalo bulls which turned into the gaming sticks, leaving first full instructions as 

to how they were to be treated, how the game was to be played, how the songs were to be sung, and how 

they were to be anointed with the buffalo fat. The ring, according to the story, was originally a buffalo 

cow.” (Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee, pp. 84, 344.) 
Maj. Stephen H. Long witnessed the playing of this game and described it as follows: ‘The instruments 

used are a small hoop about 6 inches in diameter, which is usually wound with thongs of leather, and a pole 

5 or 6 feet long, on the larger end of which a limb is left to project about 6 inches. . . . The game is played 

upon a smooth beaten path, at one end of which the gamester commences, and running at full speed, he 

first rolls from him the hoop, then discharges after it the pole, which slides along the path pursuing the 

hoop until both stop together, at the distance of about 30 yards from the place whence they were thrown. 

After throwing them from him the gamester continues his pace and the Indian, the hoop, and the pole 

arrive at the end of the path about the same time. The effort appears to be to place the end of the pole 

either in the ring, or as near as possible, and we could perceive that those casts were considered best when 

the ring was caught by the hook at the end of the pole.’”’ (James, Edwin, Account of an Expedition from 

Pittsburg to the Rocky Mountains under command of Maj. Stephen H. Long, Vol. I, p. 444. Philadelphia, 

1823.) 
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here. You ought to go where the rich people are.’”’ He replied as 
his brother had done, ‘‘No, I want to be here.”” They were so poor 
that they gave him only one bean from those they had gathered. 
At night the old woman said as before, ‘‘O my grandson, I wish you 
would go away. Go somewhere else or go home, for someone will 
come early in the morning to look all around the place.” 

Everything happened exactly as before. Coyote came, found the 
young man, and took him to the chief, who offered him food. The 
young man replied, as his brother had done, that he was not hungry, 
and he took the food home. The chief asked him to play the stick 
game and he said that he was too tired to play that day. It was 
decided that they would play in a few days. ‘The boy went home and 
said to his grandmother, ‘‘I am going to play the stick game with the 
chief. To-morrow I want you to clean up the house and put every- 
thing one side, then I want you all to go into the woods. Do not try to 
look into the house until I call you.’”’ Then he asked, ‘Is there 
any place around here where the people used to kill buffalo?” She 
replied, ‘‘Yes, over there by the hill.” 

After they had gone the young man took the pipe out of the sacred 
bundle that the old woman kept. Before daylight he filled the pipe 
and went toward the place where they used to kill the buffalo. When 
he reached the place he found many buffalo bones. He held the 
stem of the pipe down toward the buffalo bones and sang the following 
song. 

No. 72. Folk Tale Song (a) 
(Catalogue No. 1157) 

Recorded by FANNIE CHAPMAN 

Voice de 116 

Drum. not recorded 

(a) (2) a) 

FREE TRANSLATION 

‘Father, I have brought this pipe for you to smoke. I am lonely for my 
brother.”’ 
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Analysis —The interval of a fourth constitutes 68 per cent of the 
intervals in this song, which is an unusually large proportion of this 
interval. The song is harmonic in structure and contains the com- 
plete octave except the second and seventh. The rhythmic structure 
is interesting as the three rhythmic units occur in somewhat irregular 
order. 

As the young man sang this song the bones came to life and made 
a noise like a great many buffalo. He said, ‘‘ Now, fathers, grand- 
fathers and grandmothers, I want you to pity me. That is why I 
sang.” They replied, “All right.’”’ Then a middle-aged buffalo with 
shining horns came toward him and said, ‘‘I will be the first to help 
you. Weknow about that wicked chief and what he has been doing.” 
The buffalo threw himself down and when he got up he shook himself. 
Where he had been lying the boy saw a game stick. The buffalo said, 
“Take that stick.”” A young buffalo did the same and gave the boy 
another stick. Then a young buffalo cow did the same and when she 
arose the boy saw a game ring which she told him to use. The boy 

brought the two sticks and the ring home with him and hung them 
beside the sacred bundle. On the day of the game he told his grand- 
mother that he would send someone for the sticks and the ring but did 
not want anyone to be at home when the messenger came. 

In the morning Coyote came as before and said that all was ready 

for the game. Everything was the same as when the younger man 
played, the chief having Coyote and the man having the bird-man 
on his side. They began to play and the chief won as before. The 
boy had no goods so he bet the people, as his brother had done. The 
chief said, ‘‘Now you have bet all the people, you ought to bet your- 
self.” The young man said “‘All right.” Then his stick struck the 
chief’s stick and broke it in two. The young man said, ‘Thanks. 
Now I will not be killed.” The chief said, ‘‘Perhaps you have some 
gaming sticks somewhere.” The man said, ‘‘ Yes,” and sent Coyote 
to get them, adding, ‘‘They are common sticks, lying on the floor.” 
Coyote went to the old woman’s lodge, opened the door and heard 
a noise as of many buffalo. He was frightened and ran back. The 
chief sent another messenger, who brought the same report. Then 

the boy sent the bird-man, who brought the sticks and the ring. 
They did not make any noise when he entered the lodge for they 
knew he was the right person. 

The boy played with the sticks and had good luck. He won 
back all the peopie, and the chief’s leg was broken. Then the boy 
sang this song. 
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No. 73. Folk Tale Song (b) 
(Catalogue No. 1158) 

Recorded by Fannin CHAPMAN 

Voice | = 132 
Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

“You are a good gambler. They say you are a good gambler. Get up and 

play.’’ 

Analysis —This song comprises four periods, the rhythm being 
the same in each. The descent of the voice at the close of each 
phrase was somewhat glissando but kept the intervals with reason- 
able distinctness. The song is melodic in structure and contains 
all the tones of the octave except the fourth. 

They played again and the chief said, ‘‘ Throw the sticks toward the 
east.”” They threw the sticks toward the east and the boy’s stick 
went through the hoop and went on and on, and finally it turned 
into a buffalo. As soon as the chief’s people saw the stick turn into 
a buffalo they began to cry, but the boy’s people began to rejoice. 

The young man asked, ‘‘Where is my brother’s head?” They 
told him. He asked, ‘‘Where are his bones?” They told him 
this also. Then he laid his brother’s bones‘in order on the ground, 
with the head at one end. Then he stood below his brother’s foot 
and kicked the foot, saying, ‘‘Why are you sleeping so long?” His 
brother arose and said, ‘‘ Yes, I have been asleep a long time,” and 

smoothed his hair. ; 
They killed the chief where the game had been played and they 

killed all the chief’s people. 
Then the two brothers returned to their own village. 

Story oF Coyrore AND THE TURKEYS ® 

RELATED BY MRS. MARY MURIE 

There was a village and a man who used to run around by himself. 
He was Coyote. He went and sat on a hill looking down and he 
saw a big flock of turkeys. He was hungry, as coyotes always are, 
and he thought, ‘‘I am going to get one of them.” So he went 
down. The turkeys nudged each other and said, ‘‘There comes a 

37 Cf. “‘ Coyote and the turkeys,’’ Dorsey, Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee, p. 265. Also story of Wenabojo 

and the ducks, Chippewa Music, p. 206. Although there is a similarity in these stories of the Pawnee and 

Chippewa there is no resemblance in the song which was sung in connection with the story, 
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thief. Helooks hungry. We must look out for him. He is tricky.” 
They all said that. Coyote said to the turkeys, ‘“‘Grandchildren, 
let us have a little game.”” The turkeys said, ‘‘What kind of a game 
are we going to have?” Coyote said, ‘‘ Well, don’t let us have a 
game, let us have a dance.” The turkeys said, “All right, let us 
have a dance.” 

Coyote looked at the turkeys. Some were big, fat ones. He 
selected about six of the biggest and fattest and said, ‘‘You must 
stand in front.”’ Then he arranged two rows back of them. Then he 
said, ‘‘I have a song. While you dance you must close your eyes. 
When I begin to sing you must all close your eyes.”” He kept his 
eyes open and he saw one turkey with its eyes open. He said, ‘‘Close 
your eyes, you are looking at me.”” He sang again, and after a while 
he saw they all had their eyes shut. He had a club in his hand but 
he kept on singing. The turkeys all had their eyes shut and he 
killed all in the front row. The rest flew away before he could kill 
them. Then he said that he would have a feast for his wives and 
his children. He said, ‘‘Turkeys have not much sense.” 

No. 74. Song of Coyote 
(Catalogue No. 1154) 

Recorded by Mary Muriz 

Voices Bs 100 

Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Put your heads down, move your hips as you dance 

Analysis ——The rhythm of this song is continuous from the first 
measure to the last, and is especially interesting in the latter portion. 
Attention is directed to the effective use of a triple measure followed 
by a double measure at the close of the melody. The tones occurring 
in the song are G and A, D and E, occurring in whole-toned progres- 
sions. The last two notes were sung to the syllables ‘‘tut, tut,” 
supposed to represent the cry of the turkeys. 

The narrator of the next story said that it did not originate with the 
Pawnee and she thought that it came from the Omaha in Nebraska. 

Story or Nuri AND His BROTHER 

RELATED BY MRS. MARY MURIE 

There was a man so jealous of his wife that he determined to take 

her away from the village. He told her to pack everything and 

they would go. They took plenty of dried meat, pounded meat, 

corn, and all kinds of food, and left the village. When night came 
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they camped. They were far from any people and her husband 
said they would stay in that place. He was a good hunter and killed 
deer, turkeys, and other game. After a while they made an earth 
lodge to live in. Every morning the man put plenty of meat beside 
the fire, brought some water, and told his wife to stay in the lodge 
until his return. He was gone until night. 

In time his wife bore a child and named it Nuri. Indeed she bore 
twin boys, but her husband did not notice the second child and buried 
it with the afterbirth. The second child crawled out of the ground 
and lived with the animals, but his mother never knew. Her husband 
told her, as before, that she must stay in the lodge. He said that 
he had seen some bad people prowling about. One day, when the 
man was away, these bad people came to the lodge. His wife was 
sitting beside the fire and the baby was asleep when she heard a 
sound and looked toward the door. Seven men entered the lodge 
and said, ‘‘Give us something to eat. We know that you have plenty 
of food.”’? She did not reply but pointed to the meat that was cook- 
ing on sticks around the fire. They ate it all and went away. After 
they had gone she exclaimed, ‘‘Those horrid men ate all my meat.” 
One heard it and said to the others, “‘She called us names.”’ So they 
all went into the lodge and killed her. They did not see the baby 
but they carried the woman’s body to their camp and devoured it. 
When the man came home he looked for his wife, and seeing the 
tracks he knew the wicked people had taken her. The man grieved 
greatly for his wife. 
By this time the baby was old enough to walk and talk. Every 

morning before the man went to hunt he fixed the meat ready to 
cook and told the little boy to play inside the lodge. One day he went 
away as usual, after fixing the meat, and the little boy thought, 
“T will go outside. I never have seen what it is like out there.” 
He went out and saw a little boy coming toward him. The boy was 
about his own size and was singing the following song. 

No. 75. Song of the Strange Little Boy 

(Catalogue No. 1155) 
Recorded by Mary Morir . 

Voice d = 76 
Drum not recorded 
Irregular in tonality 

Analysis —This song is classified as irregular in tonality. The 
only progressions are whole tones and fourths, and the sequence of 
tones can scarcely be said to suggest a keynote. Both the melody 
and rhythm are simple and childish. 
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The strange boy (who was his brother) said, ‘‘Nuri, you are having 
a good time with your father but I am here with my grandmothers, 
the wood rats. Your father is my father too. I have plenty of wild 
grapes and cherries but I do not have any meat to eat.” Nuri said, 
“Come into the lodge and I will give you some.” The strange boy 
sniffed the air and asked, ‘‘Is your father here?” ‘‘No,’’ said Nuri. 
The strange boy went into the lodge and played until it was time 
for their father to return. Then he ran away, saying, ‘Forget, 
forget,’’ so that Nuri would not tell their father. This child was a 
“‘wonder boy” and he came every day until both boys were quite 
grown. One day he failed to say ‘‘Forget’’ when he went away. 
As the boy and his father were eating their supper Nuri said, ‘‘ Father, 

I want to tell you something. There is a little boy who comes every 
day to play with me while you are away.”” The man said to himself, 
“‘T will try to catch the boy.” So one morning he hid instead of going 
away. ‘The wonder boy came as usual, singing the same little song. 
He stopped and sniffed the air, saying to Nuri, ‘‘ Your father is here.” 

“No,” said Nuri, ‘‘Perhaps you smell his blanket.” “It is certainly 
he,” said the boy, and ran away. The father determined to catch 
the boy by a trick and told Nuri how to tie a thong around his brother’s 
scalplock. In the struggle that ensued the wonder-boy’s scalplock 
was torn from his head and held by the thong. The father kept 
the scalplock gave the boys a good supper, and told them to stay in 
the lodge. 

Nuri obeyed his father, but as time passed, his brother continually 
tried to lead him into danger. When Nuri objected his brother 
would say, ‘‘Give me my hair and I will go back to my grandmothers.” 
Then Nuri would yield, but the boys always returned in safety. 
One day they brought snake rattles and hung them on the door of the 
lodge. Another day they went to a place where a boat was moored. 
If anyone went in this boat it upset, threw the people into the water, 
and then returned to its place by the shore. The wonder boy wanted 
to go in the boat but Nuri objected. The boy said as before, ‘‘Then 
you must give me my hair and I will go back to my grandmothers.” 
Nuri yielded and they went in the boat, which soon began tipping 
endwise and sidewise. ‘‘Do as I do,’ cried the wonder-boy, moving 
his arms and making a noise like a wild goose. Nuri imitated him 
and the boys flew away. Before leaving the boat they sang the 

following song, 
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No. 76. Song as the Boys Flew Away 

(Catalogue No. 1156) 
Recorded by Mary Mourige 

Voice d = 69 
Drum not recorded 

LY EEE as 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Nuri, do this and we will turn into geese. We will not drown. 

Analysis—No ascending progressions occur in this melody, which 
contains the tones of the fourth 5-toned scale. It is harmonic in 

structure and has a rhythmic unit. Although the melody is short 
it has an interesting and characteristic rhythm. 

After they flew away the boat returned to the landing. 
Then the wonder boy wanted to go where the people lived who 

killed his mother. These people lived in straw huts and when they 
saw the boys they said, “‘These boys are fat; we will have a good 
feast.”” The wonder boy heard them talking. They called to the 

boys and said, ‘‘Come in soon, we will have the feast ready,” and 
aside they said, ‘‘The boys have no sense.” Nuri was afraid but his 
brother said, ‘“‘Do not cry. We will destroy them. If we do not 
they will kill us.” The boys went into the lodge and saw a kettle 
full of boiling water. The wonder boy said, ‘‘Do as I do.” Then 
both boys jumped on the edge of the kettle and upset it. The boiling 
water fell on the people but the boys flew out of the lodge like burned 
leaves. The people fought and killed one another, thinking they 
were killing the boys, and the lodge burned up. These people had 
long sharp bones at the points of their elbows and heels and on the 
back of their heads. When they were dead the boys took off three 
or four of these points. The wonder boy said, ‘‘Let us take these 
home for father to use in sewing moccasins.” 

This frightened the father and that night he made up his mind to 
run away and leave the boys. The wonder boy knew that his father 
would do this but Nuri cried the next morning, when his father had 
gone. The brother said, ‘“‘Father has left us but we will search until 
we find him.” So the boys started to find their father. At first 
they saw no trace, and whenever they met a snake, a bear, or even 
a little bug the wonder boy would ask, ‘‘Have you seen my father?” 
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They replied ‘‘No.” After the boys had traveled a long time the 
brother said to Nuri, ‘‘Are you tired?” Nuri said that he was tired, 
and his brother summoned a tiger (mountain lion?) and both boys 

rode on his back. When they had traveled a long way farther they 
came to a village and asked, ‘‘Have you seen our father?’ The 

people replied, ‘‘ Yes, we saw him going north.’”’ The boys traveled 
all that night but could not find him. The brother said, “‘Let us 
kill all the people in every village.’”’ Nuri cried, but yielded. The 
wonder boy said, ‘“‘Nuri, do this.’”” The boys turned their heads 
from side to side and they rattled. They said to the people, ‘If you 
see us you will die, and if you do not see us you will die.” The 
people fell over and died, one after another. Then the boys looked 
all through the village but could not find their father. At the third 

village they found that their father had been killed by the people. 
Nuri cried but his brother said, ‘‘I would not cry. He left us to 
starve.”” They found their father’s body and took it away to a high 
hill. They cut two willow poles, two cottonwood, two elm, and two 
walnut poles, and four cedar posts about as long as the height of a man. 
They worked all day doing this, and took them on the hill. Then 
they laid them crosswise in a pile with sweet grass underneath 
and put their father’s body on top of the pile. The wonder boy said, 
“Father, we used to love you but now we are going to burn you up 
and the smoke will ascend to Tirawa; but, father, you are not dead 
forever, and some day we will see you again.” 

Story OF THE LirTTLE RATTLESNAKE 

This story differs from the preceding in that the entire narrative 
was sung, a typical portion of the melody being transcribed. The 
story was as follows: In the place where the rattlesnakes lived there 
was a little rattlesnake who cried because he wanted his rattle to 
make a noise. He said to his father, ‘‘I do not see why I don’t 
rattle. I am just like my brothers and sisters but their rattles rattle 
while mine does not.’”’ His father said, “You are not old enough. 
When you are as big as your brothers and sisters your rattle will 
rattle like theirs.” 

The little snake cried so hard that at last they ‘‘made medicine” 
for him so that his rattle would rattle. Then he wanted to rattle 
it all the time. 

The little snake said to his father, ‘‘Tell me how a chief’s daughter 
looks. JI want to bite her foot.’’ His father said, “‘A chief’s daughter 
is very neat in her dress. Those who are not the daughters of chiefs 
are very careless. You can tell the difference in that way.” 

The snakes’ house was located on a road along which the Pawnee 
used to travel. The oldest snake said, ‘‘Father, my little brother 
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rattles all the time. The Pawnee will hear him and kill us all. 
Make him stop.”” But the little snake kept on. He even went beside 

the road and rattled his rattle very loud. : 
One day a girl came along the road and the little snake though 

she was a chief’s daughter. He bit her foot and she turned quickly 
and crushed his head. The other snakes found him and the brother 
said, “‘Father, didn’t I tell you that one of us would be killed? There 
is my little brother with his head smashed.”’ That is the end of the 
story. 

No. 77. The Little Rattlesnake 

(Catalogue No. 1077) 
Recorded by Errir Bian 

Voice De 452 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—Six renditions of this song were recorded and the time 
values in all were as indicated in the transcription. The principal 
progression in the song is F sharp—H, followed by C sharp. Thus 
the tone material is practically the minor third and fourth, although 
the fifth occurs in the opening measure. The song begins and ends 
on the same tone, which is somewhat unusual in Indian songs. 

UNCLASSIFIED SONGS 

When the Pawnee first saw a horse they were frightened. Some 
ran away and others said, ‘‘I wonder what he is dragging behind 
him” (referring to his tail). A great crowd of people was looking 
at the horse. At last someone said, ‘‘Why are you afraid of this 
animal. He is very useful. He can carry you and your packs. 
You can get on him and he will take you from place to place so that 
you can kill game.’”’ Ever since that time the Pawnee have owned 
horses, and found that horses could work for them. 
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No. 78. ‘‘You Need Not Fear the Horse’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1079) 

Recorded by Errre Buain 

Voice é : 108 
Drum not recorded 

ke we fri-ta a a-ruS-a we  Ssiraxsu fri- 

ru. ki-ri- ke we ru-ta 

Kirike we ruta hi Tre kirike 
What now these coming yonder these what 

we ruta ariisa we si Trax 
now these coming horse now these it you 

su riru kirike we ruta 

it afraid what now these coming 

FREE TRANSLATION 

What are those that come? 

Those yonder, what are those that come? 
The horse, you fear it, 

What are those that come? 

Analysis —No change of measure length occurs in this song and 
the count divisions are chiefly quarter and eighth notes. The rhythmic 
unit is well defined and the six renditions are uniform in every respect. 
The minor triad and second constitute the tone material, and four- 

fifths of the intervals are minor thirds. 

Aman once volunteered to follow a war party and had gone only 
about halfway to the place of fighting when he met the warriors 
returning. He was one of the poorest men in all the four bands of 
the Pawnee. Passing through a deserted camp of his people he saw, 
by the circles of buffalo skulls, that offerings had been made to 
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Tirawa. He therefore prayed that Tirawa would help him get 
a horse so that he could kill some buffalo. His prayer was answered, 
and he became a very rich man. This is the song in which he offered 
his prayer. 

No. 79. A Poor Man’s Prayer 
(Catalogue No. 1127) 

Recorded by Jonn Luwak 

Voice eo - 58 

Drum P| - 58 
Drum-rhythm similar to'No.2 

Analysis—A compass of two octaves characterizes this song, 
although only two of its intervals are larger than a major third. 
The lowest tone was distinctly sung. Two-thirds of the progressions 
are downward and the rhythmic unit is continued throughout the 
melody. The rhythm was steadily maintained in the three rendi- 
tions but there was some variance in the intonation. 

Only one song was recorded by Mrs. Good Eagle (pl. 2, c), who 
was hostess at a hand game attended by the writer. In explanation 
of the song she said, ‘“‘I was sick and lay with my face toward the 
east. As I lay there I saw a man with his face whitened with clay, 
wearing a robe and leggings of buffalo hide. He was walking toward 
the west and singing this song. When I heard it I knew that I 
would get well.” 

Analysis ——The ascending octave at the beginning of this song 
was given accurately in all the renditions. The octave forms the 
boundary of the melody except for the lower tone at the close, and 
C is regarded as the keynote, although the third above that tone 
does not occur. The sustained tones were the same duration in 
all the renditions. It is interesting to note that these tones usually 
contain an uneven number of counts. The same has been noted 
in prolonged tones occurring in songs of this and other tribes. 
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No. 80. ‘‘Everything Will Be Right’’ 

(Catalogue No. 1161) 
Recorded by Mrs. Goop Eaaire 

Voice d sz 200 

Drum not recorded 

FREE TRANSLATION 

I was thinking, and I knew that everything would be right. 

In explanation of the following song the singer said, ‘“‘What I 
am going to tell you is not a dream, for I saw it in broad daylight. 
A star spoke to me and said, ‘‘Look at me; I am the one who takes 

pity on you and gives you good health. Tonight, when you go 
home, look toward the west. You will see two bright stars. I am 
the one to the north. I am the one who helps you. When you sing 

this song you must think of me.”’ Then the star said, ‘“‘ You are not 
praying enough but I am helping you. I gave you everything you 
needed, why do you neglect your prayers?” The singer said that 
ever since that time he had prayed morning and night. 

Analysis —The first seven measures of this song begin on the same 
tone, the melody descending a fourth or a third during the measure and 
returning to the initial tone. The remainder of the song contains 
only the tones of the major triad. Three different phrases are 
repeated but can scarcely be considered units of rhythm. The 
upward and downward progressions are almost equal in number. 
This is the more interesting as the general trend of the melody is 
downward. 

49716°—29——9 
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No. 81. ‘‘The Message of a Star’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1126) 

Recorded by Joun Luwak 

Voice @= 7% 
Drum # = 76 
Drum-rhythm similar to No. 26 

The singer who recorded the next song spent his childhood in 
Nebraska, before the Pawnee moved to Oklahoma. His mother 

died when he was 3 years old and he grieved a long time for her. 
His father sang this song to comfort him and said, ‘“‘We can do 
nothing when a person dies; we can only pray. Perhaps some day 
you will be a man and have children around you.”” When he grew 
up his father, who was still living, taught him the song and told him of 
its early use. He made it into a war dance and it is known as his song. 

Analysis.—This is one of the songs in which the Indians “ery as 
they sing,’”’ making the intonation unsteady in a portion of the melody. 
In this instance the first three and last three measures were sung with 
good intonation but a glissando was used on the descending progres- 
sions in the fourth and fifth measures. In some of the renditions this 
was exaggerated and produced a wailing effect. The song is charac- 

terized by a large compass and a descending trend. 
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No. 82. Song to Comfort a Child’s Grief 

(Catalogue No. 1105) 
Recorded by Wicrta BLaIn 

Voice d= 66 
Drum not recorded 

He- ru te-kis hé- ru teé-kis hée-ru_ te-kis  he- 
* _@e iy T | 

ku-tsi € ha re wa-ha-a-a-ke 
Ahéru °8 tékis rikitsi ha re 

Dear child stop crying yonder there 

wahake 
heavens 

FREE TRANSLATION 

My dear child, stop crying, 

Yonder there, in the expanse of the heavens, is where power dwells. 

The next song belonged to the first wife of Roaming Chief, who was 
a close friend of the singer. She had a little girl who died when 
about 8 months old. Although she had several other children she 
grieved for this baby and sang the following song about it. The 
woman’s name was Curuk’siwa. 

No. 83. Mother’s Song for a Dead Baby 

(Catalogue No. 1099) 
Recorded by Errin Buain 

Voice a a 72 

Drum not recorded 

Analysis.—This melody is exceedingly simple in both melody and 
rhythm. The rhythmic unit occurs three times, followed by a phrase 
which begins like the rhythmic unit but changes to a descending 

38 The first syllable of this word was omitted by the singer. 
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wail in which the tones transcribed E—D-B are clearly discernible 
but are connected by a glissando. The melody tones are those of the 
fourth five-toned scale and the repeated portion, as in many Indian 
songs, begins with the second phrase. 

A certain man had a dream and in that dream one of his dead rel- 
atives appeared and said, ‘‘I have come back into this world. You 
see me.’”’ At the same time he heard and learned the following song. 
When the man awoke he remembered the song and understood what 
it meant. He dreamed a second time, and the same dead relative 

appeared, saying, ‘‘Remember when we pass from the old earth we 
pass to a new earth where we are now.” ‘The two songs were recorded 
and the melodies found to be the same. The words of the first 
were translated, “I am coming,’”’ and the words of the second were, 
“Yonder, whence I came, our relatives are walking.” 

No. 84. Song Received from a Dead Relative 

(Catalogue No. 11382) 
Recorded by JoHn LUWAK 

Voice d = 146 

Drum - 116 
Drum-rhythm similar to No, 26 

Analysis.—The chief interest of this song lies in the two phrases 
which do not contain the rhythmic unit. The first of these phrases 

is the more energetic, and both bear a resemblance to the unit. The 
song has a compass of 10 tones and is based on the fourth 5-toned 
scale. Progression is by an unusually large variety of intervals but 
the whole tone is the interval of most frequent occurrence. 

The next song belongs to a very old woman named Ciiha’rureés 
whose father was a chief. The singers at the drum sometimes start 
this song so that she can dance. It was formerly used in a ‘‘dance of 
the chiefs”’ in which the daughters of chiefs took part. 
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No. 85. ‘‘Father Gave Me a Pipe’’ 
(Catalogue No. 1092) 

Recorded by Erris Buain 

Voice a = 104 

Drum not recorded 

hak ku ti_ ra-hehe- a he he- a he he— a hehe a_he. 

Hey a he atias ti ku hak 

Exclamation father he me pipe 

ku ti ku hak ku ti rahe 

gave he me pipe gave is good 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Father is good, 

He gave me a pipe, 

He is good. 

Analysis —A comparison of the three rhythmic units occurring in 
this song will show that the differences are slight, yet they are suffi- 
cient to give variety to the rhythm. The song has a range of an 

octave and contains only the tones of the minor triad and second. 
Jt is harmonic in structure and progresses chiefly by whole tones. 

Mr. Murie said that the story concerning the following song was 

recently told him by John Luwak: A man and his wife had one child, 

a daughter, who had many admirers. Sirirut Kawi (Pushed Forward) 
entered the lodge early one morning, after the manner of young men 
courting a maiden. The man said to his wife, ‘“‘Did you notice that 
young man?” 

He came again, and then the woman said to her husband, ‘‘The 
young man is handsome, he comes of a good family, he has plenty of 
horses and his arms are strong so that he would be good to support us.” 
When he came the third time they told him to wait for his answer 
until the girl’s relatives could discuss the matter. So they called their 

39 The last letter of this word was elided with the next word by the singer. 
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relatives together, the mother’s relatives being seated on the south 
and the father’s on the north side of the lodge. The father’s relatives 
left the decision with the mother’s relatives, who decided that the girl 
should be allowed to marry the young man. Many presents were 
distributed. The young man’s relatives gave presents, and the young 
man gave a fine horse to the father and mother of the girl. The next 
day the old man gave the horse to his wife. There were buffalo robes 
and many valuable articles among the presents. 

All went well for a time, and then the young man began to beat his 
wife and abuse her. The girl’s mother begged her father to interfere, 
but he refused to do so. She said, “‘ You claim to be a brave man; why 
do you not make our son-in-law stop beating his wife?” 

He said, ‘‘Do you remember one beautiful morning when you said 
the young man was handsome, that he came of good family, had many 
horses, and his arms were strong?” 

a9 Yes. ) 

“‘Do you remember that my relatives sat on the north and yours 
on the south side of the lodge, and that my relatives left the decision 

to yours?” 
6c WesrZ 

“So your people sold our daughter to that man. We have no 
right to interfere with his property. He gave the ponies. He gave a 
fine pony to us. Didn’t I give you that pony?” 

6c Yes. ) 

‘““Get a kettle. Put it on the fire and put water init.’’ She did so. 
‘“‘Now take your parfléche bag and put the finest of your dried meat 

in the pot. When the soup is done you must bring me some in a 
wooden bowl.” 
When she brought the soup he told her to sit beside him and eat. 

As they ate he said, ‘‘What nice fat! What fine meat this is! Who 
got it for you?” 

“Our son-in-law.” 
‘“You like the meat that our son-in-law brings us? He punishes 

our daughter for her own good. He does not want her to run around 
the camp foolishly. He wants her to be a good cook and to look 
after things in the lodge.”’ 

Then the woman stopped finding fault with her son-in-law. 
The young man was well liked by the chiefs. They asked him to 

join their societies and later he became a chief. He and his wife 
had one child, a boy. This little boy liked to stay with his grand- 
father, who told him stories. His grandfather was Saritsaris (Mad 
Chief), a brave man of the Chaui Band. The little boy cooled his 
erandfather’s mush or soup by swinging the dish back and forth, 
then he set it before the old man. 
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When the little boy was about half-grown he heard that a war 
party was to start. He told his mother that he wanted to go, and 
he wanted her and his grandmother to make him some moccasins. 
He also wanted arrows, a bow and a quiver, and all the equipment 
of a warrior. When the old man heard this he called the boy and 
said, ‘‘Do you realize what you are doing?”’ 

““Yes, J am grown to be a man.”’ 
“Do you have dreams at night?” 
Cm Viag eo! 

“Can you relate some of them?”’ 
JON RY 

“Tell one to me.” 
“In my dream I was with a war party. I found myself coming 

toward home through deep snow.”’ 
“That is enough,” said the old man. ‘You can go.” 
The women had sent the boy to his grandfather, thinking he 

would keep him at home, and they were greatly surprised to learn 
that the grandfather had told the boy to go with the warriors. It 
was fall when the war party started. As winter was coming near 
it was noised through the camp that all the war party had been 
killed and the people began to mourn. The women of this family 
mourned exceedingly and cut their flesh with knives, but the old 
man sat and laughed at them, or smoked his pipe. This went on 
for about 10 days. ‘Then his wife said, ‘‘You did not care for our 
grandchild,” and his daughter said, ‘“Why do you not mourn?” 
The old man said to his wife, ‘‘ You remember that you turned the 
boy over to me when he wanted to go to war. You made moccasins 
for him and filled his quiver with arrows. I questioned him and 
found that he had had a dream in which he was returning alone 
through deep snow. That dream will come true. He is coming 
home, so I want you all to stop mourning.” 

They would not believe him, but one day, after a snow, some 
people going out from the village met the young man returning. 
He said, ‘‘All the warriors were killed except myself.” 

The man rode back and cried through the village, ‘‘Saritsaris’ 
grandchild is coming through the deep snow.” 

Everyone in the lodge was excited, except the old man. He did 
not rush out to meet his grandson. The women urged him to go, but 
he said, ‘‘He is coming; never mind.” 
When the young man entered the lodge his grandfather said, “‘Sit 

on my knees.”’ The old man passed his hands downward over the 
young man’s head and body in the tribal manner of “‘blessing,” and 
said, ‘‘I believed in your dream and now you are here.” 

Then he told him to sit yonder and said, “‘I ask you—when attacked, 
did you hide in aravine? When you were a little boy and cooled my 
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mush I told you that I never wanted to hear that your body was found 
in aravine. I said that if you must be killed, let it be on a hilltop, 
fighting in the open. I told you not torun away. Did you fight the 
enemy? Is it possible that you had gone on an errand and on your 
return found the fight going on and ran home instead of joining your 
comrades? I told you always to tell the truth. Don’t lie to me 
now. ‘Tell me the truth.” 

The young man said, ‘‘This will tell the story,’ and he exposed 
his arm, which was raw and sore from wrist to elbow, where the bow- 
string had stung him. The boy said, ‘‘I did not even throw away my 
buffalo robe. J fought until night and then they let me alone.” 

The old man said, ‘‘ Now your name shall be Sirirut Kawi, the same 
as your father’s. If you had been killed I would not have shed a 
tear, for I urged you to go on the warpath.” 

So the young man lived with his grandfather until the next summer, 
when the village was attacked by the enemy. The young man went 

out and was killed. The news was brought into the village and the 
old man heard it. He took his robe of bear skin, threw it over his 

shoulder, and went about the camp telling how kind the young man 
was to the old and sick. Returning home, he said, ‘‘ You waved the 
bowl of mush to cool it. I shall miss you.” 

People said his heart was like a stone until he sang this song. Then 
he wept. In the first portion of the words he sings about himself and 
his pride in his grandson, and in the latter portion he sings about the 
young man. 
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No. 86. Mad Chief Mourns for His Grandson 

(Catalogue No. 1096) 
Recored by Errir BLain 

Voice pe 84 

Drum not recorded 

ra ri ta-we- re-huk-sp-ru. a ti a ta- we ei re 

Saritsaris ra wak ata 

Mad Chief have sing walking 

tsiks 4° ti we tat ata 

spirit glad now Iam walking 

Sirirut Kawi we kara 

Pushed Forward (young man’s name) now not have 

ri tawe rehuksuru ti tawe 

him among of his image him among 

& I re 

yonder he comes 

FREE TRANSLATION 

Mad Chief sings as he walks, his spirit is glad as he walks. 
Pushed Forward is no longer among us, yet we seem to see him; 

Yonder he comes. 

Analysis. This melody lies partly above and partly below the 
keynote, a melodic form occurring less frequently among the Pawnee 
than in certain other tribes. The song begins and ends on the same 
tone and is based on the minor triad and second. It is minor in 
tonality and almost two-thirds of the intervals are whole tones. 

40 The full form of the word is tsiksw. 
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Metopic ANALYSIS 

TABLE 1—TONALITY 

Serial numbers of songs cer Bi 

Major tonality. —---- 2-22.) 3, 4, 7, 8,10, 11, 16, 19, 22, 26, 30, 31, 32, 35, 36, 39, 43, 46, 60, 61, 33 88 

62, 64, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 79, 81, 82, 83, 84. 
Minor tonality. .....---.--- 2, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 33, 34, 37, 38, 44, | 39 46 

45, 48, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 63, 65, 66, 67, 76, 77, 78, 
85, 86. 

Both major and minor_-_-_- 29) (Sante Keynote) 2 o-oo eee eee 2 te 2s ee 1 1 

Third lacking_.------------ 1, 5,28: £0 At Bol ear 1G) Ge Ur) Se kee a 12 1h 
Tyas) 4312) oy ee ee Be (Ok a2 Soe ee eR oe a Se OS ee ty ene 1 1 

Total 222s oe a as x Se oe i re es ret oa ee 86-2 Bo 

TABLE 2.—FIRST NOTE OF SONG—ITS RELATION TO KEYNOTE 

Serial numbers of songs Ne oe 

Beginning on the— 

Mhirteenthisse. sa GG Sue Su eh lee be i ee ee 1 f 

wel tin se c-Si 120,22, 20, \ 265900, Oo c2 oct owas TS Sse ee eee if 8 

Eleventh _______--_----- ASeou st sea SEE he A Ae. SEs Ee See 1 1 

Montheste es Gye ANG s1T 17519 23024131 GO NGI N65 GS Sou Blea ae aaa 14 16 
ONE Ghee Bye DN DRE sk ee Sane eck a eee ee ee eee 4 5 

Octavosseeas i? 2)3.°7, HON30) 32) 34,135) 36, 877162169, 7s 725178, 79 noleere ee 17 20 
Sixth: 2 hte eye TA Se te E oer LE OR eS ee 1 1 

TRV Ace eA al 2 NEAR 5, 9, 12, 14, 15, 33, 38, 40, 46, 48, 49, 53, 54, 55, 56, 64, 65, 67, 70, 83, | 21 2h 
85. 

1 fn ch) 2 ae a AD GO Seo. kek oe Ue Aes es 2 2 
IN ird ee See eeee es es 16545, 598762. .22. SRR E Ree 4 5 
SOCOM testes ee AS: Ad pre (82S ea ae SON ok ee eee 2 g 

iKoynotereeen eee se 90°30. Al 47 351 (57.88, 78s 1% 80) S0zese eee ee ll 18 
PTOP UAT es ee a eon MOseas Bee oh bk ae ee A ee ae ee 1 1 

Total. 2222 - soe eee eo ease ee coaster ee Se ee ee 86 \|-o2ee8 

TABLE 3.—LAST NOTE OF SONG—ITS RELATION TO KEYNOTE 

Serial numbers of songs Musk re 

Ending on the— 

ifthe oe ee eek ney 5, 6, 9, 16, 28, 33, 43, 45, 48, 50, 52, 58, 65, 66, 67, 70, 73, 80, 83, 84, 85. 21 24 

“iB obi {6 eo eee ee 17, 64 2oseeeet weawde ats een een ee neat ae 2 i 

Kepner. 26 8 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, | 62 72 
29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 49, 51, 53, 
54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 68, 69, 71, 72, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81, 
82, 86. 

Arrepilan® 2. 22 eee WO. o2 sb eee ese ce AE oe Nd eee ee 1 1 

Totals: fo 22-csk Soe Ee ee ee ee 861|25eee= 

1 A song is thus classified if the tones do not have an apparent relation to a keynote. 
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TABLE 4.—LAST NOTE OF SONG—ITS RELATION TO COMPASS OF SONG 

121 

Serial numbers of songs peo po 

Songs in which final tone is— 

Lowest tone in song----| 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, | 68 78 
31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 

57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 
77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85. 

Immediately preceded 

by— 

Fourth below___---- i ers ae SOR Re 5 ETN 8 ie 5 A aes LE, SB 2 2 

MViinOM tira pelow= |i4la sees ee 2S ee alias Ae ea aes soe a ee 1 1 

VO LeNTONOHOOLO Wer Ihelacasen se etek sem oe abe a a ee es DE = ee 2 2 

Semitone below____- OB Bisse tee ceo ce eed See ek le ie es OE ee oes Be 2 2 

WHOM PHIPGIDElO We lOscocee cen Moen anton Oe ee awe see Oe Rc cumema acne nes 1 1 

with minor third 

below in a previ- 

ous Measure. 

AVEINIOL WHITE DOLOWs,|) 4d act cee ee se an see cae See ee See eee a eee were do naw cas douseoceens 1 1 

with fourth below 

in a previous meas- 

ure. 

BVMIEGLEMDONG DELO Wat Irene cee set nee et ees ce ee ee Se a de ee Sst 1 1 

with a whole tone 

below in a previ- 

ous Measure. 

Songs containing— 

PRIM OCHAV Ee; DElOW GUO") (4=aceeccucucansonccasewcsoeaccers qeceaeee wee oh eee eeteteen sue 1 1 

final tone. 

VOUT nibelowsEnOtitall || 9146) 8622 62.22 ano soe le ee oe oe ee eae 3 8 

tone. 

PASTOR nird Delow-then|: 24-;332cce5 oe os SN se ea ee ee eee 2 2 

final tone. 

PAVE HODTHITO DOlO WENO! ies ase sake oes eae ene ae ee ed Ee Fd 1 1 

final tone. 

FAMSOINIONE | DElOW LOG | Oso o2 ee oe sera erat one ee Cosa nee ae eet eee ees eae 1 1 

final tone. 

SOU meer eeee a eet ae nel ee So ae oe a ek eee eae Sou Roa a ceeas seeeeeeeas SA cers 

TABLE 5.—NUMBER OF TONES COMPRISED IN COMPASS OF SONG 

Serial numbers of songs Spe pote 

Compass of— 

Seventeen tones_-_--__-- 993069; 7 Ocseccwceteereccazse tees sone sct haces eee eee 4 § 

“Dnirteen tones: .....=.. G26 O4NbOoo cake toe eo oe ee ee eon ee ees 4 § 

Twelve tones_________-- UA ZOF 22h as 20, 2A, 28, 31 OU ios; eat tak ee a eo ae ee 10 11 

Eleven tones----------- PRC Hy A lcdlbs 28 y, Gi CU Lae ie ee ee ee a pe een eee 8 9 

Men toneS__2--=--2--_-- ANG Aly MR IOS ABN TET OSES TOTS, Beet ee! ae | oh 
iNine tonesase. oe By Sak Grrl Ockeiee aera ney ie Ad ne. Oe OE AW Oe eon acwcneed i) 6 

pht tones! 19, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 47, 48, 50, 62, 65, 71, 72, 73, 74, 81, 83, 85, 86.| 19] 22 
Seven tones_-_-_---_____- Al) AS DZS cence eon ee stone en Ses See eee eee eee 3 8 

PixeLONOS = ho ee ee 2 12) BS 44) 450 490 OG ona 2 5) oe ee Cee ee ee 7 8 

Ve LONCS oa 22. =| 14, 15) 40,46) Ol bo OS obo 61,08, (0s tl a2a ose ae ate ee 12 l4 

MIQUENALONES 6 — = a ea ee ee ee EE ee Le Pa eet a= now 1 1 

saree: LONeS |. = =2--.-. 5} een Wet Se Y= ee Oe Pe eee ere ee eee eee a eS 1 1 

UR Sgd eee gt Bre toes) [ih ek hn pe led Pek Ap ied i ee eh eo see a ee SG ae 
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TABLE 6.—TONE MATERIAL 

Serial numbers of songs uae re 

First 5-toned scale_-____-__- 28; 41 AF, 49) 80 22e ced ee ee oe ee Sn a SS 5 6 

Second 5-toned scale______-_- 13,'20,.34,738 744,962; 6322. S223 ke BU ee ye Ei ee eee 7 8 

Fourth 5-toned seale_-___.-- By 225 30; 01), 30; (OL, (Sas Oa: meen ee ate seer eS ee 8 9 

Mi ajoniniadiew eres 2s vas o28 (fees ea ee She Pe ee Ane Cee eee oS 1 1 

Major triad and sixth______- B12 A Ae OD ee Ped RE Oy GD EEE 8 tT LEO ee ee 1 1 

Major triad and fourth _-___ BB ea hi i OE PMS SUSE I Sy 5 Os ge TEA 2 Ot os 1 1 

Major triad and second_____ BO ee eR ae Ee ee eee al BL Ue 2 oe 

Minor triad and fourth _____ 14585 BO TT hee tn oe sles ale geld YR 4 5 

Minor triad and second_____ 15,°33;/515 778° SB S652 ote nla ela be eh Sa IM eh 6 7 

Octave complete___-________ BADE DE BT ao Hite iba 8 ete fe in ab ary hh aA Oh CO 4 5 

Octave complete -/except | 10,12; 26,:27,.43, 465168, 69+. -- 222222522222 2S eee 8 9 

seventh. 

Octave, complete’ !except: 11, 21, 48; 50,757, 65,822... so ee a. 8 

seventh and sixth. 

Octave’. complete: yi except as: 22-3 sh ee he a Se eee al 1 

seventh and fourth. 

Octave ‘complete except)||'9, 16, 32, 62;'67, 7222+. 2. 2-- boo 22 eo eee 6 7 

seventh and second. i 

Octave'* ‘complete “excep. (56; (6022.20 oeee se ee ee a a eet 2 2 

sixth. 

Octave! -conmiplete: except!) '2,18,.64,\66.<-- 22-2220 okoo eso o 2k ae eee ee 4 6 

sixth and fourth. 

Octave complete:. except 6; 24570; 73, 70.282 sos 8 eee a ee 5 6 

fourth. 

Mirst third, cfourth; and" Phd bb == sue nee A ak Aes ee ee Ele ee 2 a 

fifth tones. : 

Hirst seconds fourth, ‘and ||-l53) sss se aes shee se he hey ool eh ee ee eee 3 8 

fifth tones. 

Mirste ysecond:*fiftine arid! [niin Fase ras 2 ont olde wee Bel ae wie rsh Stel a et 2 2 

sixth tones. 

Othercombinations of tones (719! 3940 nA 2 Aes eek eee ee Se eee eee eee 5 6 

‘Bothyemajor, sand \ jmMinor: | QOL ee ee ee ee nee ae eee 1 ie 

(same keynote). 

Trrerularesse. ooo Feet ee Woe Peet. £0 Sy ee Se. Nap eS eh tone ee ee 1 1 

OCA ES ee ee Sn aa ee NN Ee Dia rie SA Ae ere Dees eee eR re ee 86" | faeees 

1 This song is minor in tonality. The fourth and seventh are the omitted scale degrees in the fourth 

5-toned scale, but in that scale the third and sixth above the keynote are major intervals, constituting a 

scale that is major in tonality. 

TABLE 7.—ACCIDENTALS 

Num-| Per 
Serial numbers of songs ber | cent 

Songs containing— 

No accidentals. _-...-_- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, | 78 92 
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 65, 67, 

Seventh: raised a’ semi->|(38,,56, 66.220 22st we LP se ie oe ee ae 3 8 

tone. 

Mourth }raised! :a./semi=)| 90622 25..0 eek a ee ae ee i A coe ee ee ee ee eee eee 2 2 

tone. 

Second raised. (a. semi-)|lG4 222i ceeds epee eee ee ue che Lee Se Oey 1 nf 

tone. 

Majorandtainor (same (| 20+ 8 aie 2h Re ae a Se ote a ee eee 1 1 

keynote)._ 

Tyrregmlar seo oot os sees (Dee eae Se mee aeee Ce een beet SP Ree i eae Se 1 1 
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TABLE 8.—STRUCTURE 

S Num-} Per 
Serial numbers of songs ber icant 

SAE Go he Seo See 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 18, 14, 17, 18, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 31, 35, 37, 48 56 

38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 53, 54, 58, 60, 66, 67, 68, 69, 
70, 71, 73, 74, 77, 80, 83, 84. 

Melodic with harmonic | 2, 12, 15, 20, 22, 27, 36, 48, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 82,86__......--.-______ 15 18 

framework. 

LarMIOMI Gl wis snce eh 3 eo 3, 6, 7, 16, 23, 30, 32, 33, 34, 39, 51, 52, 55, 56, 57, 65, 72, 76, 78, 79, 22 25 

81, 85. 
Fy REVEREND SL SEA AE ee | Se Se EE Cen ELE mae CREE CR Dar SOLER NTO AE Ny. Me eee 1 1 

PURO careers ewe me tae (Ree SME Tg Bh sl EY en th ee eee a) ee 

TABLE 9.—FIRST PROGRESSION—DOWNWARD AND UPWARD 

Serial numbers of songs oo is 

Downwardas-k 2 se esy 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, | 62 11 
28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42, 45, 46, 48, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 
56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 71, 72, 74, 76, 77, 79, 81, 82, 

84, 85. 

ip wiabGeaos2ccaccecsaancnce 5, 10, 11, 16, 18, 29, 31, 39, 41, 43, 44, 47, 49, 51, 57, 58, 67, 70, 73, 75, 24 28 

78, 80, 83, 86. 

Ea a aera eam Te LP SE ee MP et RP ee ae oe ue ese cbeee ore SGr | Saeeae 

TABLE 10.—TOTAL NUMBER OF PROGRESSIONS—DOWNWARD AND UPWARD 

Number | Per cent 

TOU SEIIG (je ete teeter pea apa ame ll gt i ema Fe eee 1, 393 64 

LUE SHAG eos Se ee eee a en eee er ene eee eres 7386 86 

V0) 220 Ke eS SE Se en aoe Be ene RO 2 OE GION DoT 2g UZ9) |e ee ee 

TABLE 11—INTERVALS IN DOWNWARD PROGRESSION 

Number | Per cent 

Intervals of an— 

GHENT Sa Ua ep Sa he ee ea eS SER RS Sa eae es Se ae 2 

EDIE STS SY eS I arene es cree ee STS So aS Ce ese 4 

IN 7OPS aR Seq Op AS Ae AE Ee Ee Re oe OE et ee ene ae orien oe oes 4 

MOTTA Ee SET Lie erent nnn enn? eee renin s ene: ew a8 tote a ae eee 10 1 

TOT Yip vaty Sou ag ES A et oa gt ee Sad Ee sD ee eee re Ree ee ee Bees 12 1 

BBR erirt le eek ee eh a a eg ne Ts ee 158 11 
TPH aT Hes ee pe ah Se eal eee Bate Sa ee = en el ES SE eA Sea ARE 139 10 

EV TER GTS Ot ys [eh De at os ll RA ea Ae Sei anu sn YI Aer AA i Pek Se yee ES Bee 322 24 

RUE SOT! SOCODGS S50 in aa ne Soe ee oie nn ae ea aa 635 45 

IU HESGT ESCO TICs tee te Oe ic oS eee ee ae eee ee ena 107 7 
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TABLE 12.—INTERVALS IN UPWARD PROGRESSION 

Number | Per cent 

Intervals of an— 

Mleventh soos see Ne LN AS 2 ee Cee EL es ee BP 212 ae a 1 

Menth)=~ ts were 2 ok eden cd Le ee oe Sw Se RT Be st 2 

INGMG BI. Se oo a SR ee eS ee ee 2 : 

Octane ae oe as oa oo eae be es ee cee Ne ee eee 19 2 

Seventh 260. 25. S2~ AN Ame AER EY OB ee Ee Se Re eN ae Idat 2 

UNA ory OES UX Gn Sie ee eS 2 RAS ts ea De eae Se re en ees aL 16 2 

VII TOPASIS Gt eae ee Sa SE eee ee ae ee 20 2 

TO ACT Ree A a = a Se ee ee en ee eet ee he 65 8 

MOUS age oe ie ee ee ee eu eee ae eee 112 Ih 

Major third isso 2252 eo Se ee ae eee es ge 74 9 

IVINOL GOIO! een ee eae os oe Ie oe Se eae SEA ee ee Ae a 119 14 

Major ‘Seconds A Saati C8 uy be 2S EE eC Ee Oe SE PY EE SES OA 286 87 

VET OF SOCOM Gere ete es ee el OS De ny reece er en eae 68 9 

FOU a ae ee oe 2 See Te AIT Pen es Ss ee ee eee 786"). 2. eee 

TABLE 13.—AVERAGE NUMBER OF SEMITONES IN AN INTERVAL 

Disifia baal] of) gh(0) GSE O) 0-4 al peo Eu TNS) My UGA ae Lt igloo AOL oe SR Ly A oe Ae a 86 

UNITS Ol ater vel Si oe ee gs kL I ee ee ee a) Se pee ee eee ee 2,179 

UNUM ber Ol SCMILOUOS 2. - Saas ole bot oe oe os cot eeuk tance couneL ed se wala eeea eee ie eee ee Seen Eee 6, 856 

‘A-verave number of semitones;in aniintervalls = 2-25) 2 see noo bo eee een ee een ee eee ee 3.18 

Ruytumic ANALYSIS 

TABLE 14.—PART OF MEASURE ON WHICH SONG BEGINS 

3 Num-| Per 
Serial numbers of songs bor Nant 

Beginning on unaccented 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 16, 20, 23, 25, 28, 32, 34, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 46,47,48, | 42 50 
part of measure. 51, 55, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 70, 75, 76, 77, 78, 82, 

83, 84, 85, 86. 
Beginning on accented part | 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30, | 44 50 

of measure. 31, 33, 35, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57, 68, 69, 71, 
72, 73, 74, 79, 80, 81. 

TOTAL eas pape Be ile Sa a eR ee ae Ae a oe ee tO ees 

TABLE 15.—RHYTHM (METER) OF FIRST MEASURE 

Z Num-| Per 
Serial numbers of songs bentlkeant 

First measure in— ‘ . 

ZANE. oe ae keer 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31, 32, 54 62 

35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 
60, 61, 62, 65, 67, 68, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 80, 81, 82, 86. 

Benes cae see 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 18, 17, 21, 27, 28, 33, 34, 38, 41, 47, 48, 51, 56, 59, 63, | 28 32 
64, 66, 69, 78, 79, 83, 84, 85. 

S-Aihimiossse bed 16) 26:2 a der) Rae ie ie ae 2 2 
b=S GN GE ae oe eee Cif (EES BES a8 2y Het oe FDO VL grh (0 ERENT YEAS iS 8 IDE 21S Soy Soto 1 1 

7-SitiM6 Me se os eet We2tice ih eetllebean obbesucwcoepeecoee eet ele eerie 1 1 
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TABLE 16.—CHANGE OF TIME (MEASURE-LENGTHS) 

Serial numbers of songs 

Songs containing no change | 1, 9, 32, 34, 41, 46, 49, 50, 54, 60, 62, 63, 64, 67, 69, 71, 72, 75, 76, 78, 22 26 

of time. 84, 85. 

Songs containing a change | 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, ¥4, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 64 4 

of time. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 
48, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 61, 65, 66, 68, 70, 73, 74, 77, 79, 80, 
81, 82, 83, 86. 

Mota eee saa San | nase moses ec eaioe Faces ae Ue wane cee aoc see cee nace ee enue eee ie 

TABLE 17.—RHYTHMIC UNIT OF SONG 

Serial numbers of songs pie Le 

Songs containing— 

No rhythmic unit __-_-_- vB Poa Ka 5a by pees Bib ibe? ee Ds a: f(A a a ane 13 16 

One rhythmic unit____- 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 25, 32, 36, 41, 45, 46, 49, 50, 54,| 40| 46 
60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 67, 69, 70, 71, 73, 75, 76, 78, 79, 80, 82, 83, 84, 86. 

Two rhythmic units___-_| 1, 8, 12, 20, 21, 22, 24, 28, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 44, 47, 48, 52, 53, 55, 26 30 

56, 58, 59, 65, 66, 68. 

Mhreerbythmic units. -|//26; 42,43, 015157, 025 00s — on ne eee asa ¢ 8 

TABLE 18..—RHYTHM OF DRUM! 

Serial numbers of songs Nog Eee, 

Eighth notes uniformly ac- | 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 32, 36, 47, 52, 61, 65, 71, 79 -___- 21 24 
cented. 

narten) notes: tiritormly | 26; '\31, 34, 57, 63, 69, 81,)S4i2 225 = ke Se ee ec che eccces 8 9 

accented. 

PACH EOAUMOLOWOGL DY AT ASse to 2 Let 25 ee oe eta ean aetewaewawaces 1 

unaccented beat corre- 

sponding to the second 

count of a triplet. 

Drum not recorde@________- 1, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49, 40, 51, 

1 This table is not carried forward in the cumulative analyses. See p. 17. 
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Sca.ps, carried in victory dance_ 64 

SEVEN, the sacred number-_-_-_-_-_ 69 
SHAKER RELIGION, introduced 

amon Indians... .. 2.222 70 
Siens, used in transcriptions of 

STE ROE aOR nee ein So XVI 
Stums, J. C., acknowledgment 

ils Se ee aS es ee 6 

Story— 

of Coyoteandtheturkeys_ 102-103 

of Nuri and his brother__ 103-107 

Swanton, Joun R., acknowledg- 

MENG GOs Soe ree Sa. eee ee Vv 

TapaGse Pawnee, habitat of ___ 1 

Tovucuina Cuoup, story eon- 

Cerming fue as ot ee a 59 
TRADITION OF THE CHEYENNE 

ARROW Ge seas oa) aoe = ee 23 

TREATIES, with the Pawnee____ 1-2 
Turkeys, story about_______ 102-1038 

U.S. Army, Pawnees in_______ 65 

Utr sonas, resemblance of, to 

Pawnee 22 ot eatin Ne yy 

VICTORY DANCHS? 2:22) 2 0 88 oe 64-69 

WW AE GING oe 1 Sn 59-69 

Wuitr, Nora. See Goon 

Eaacue, Mrs. 

Waits Lancs Socigty, song of. 49-51 
Wicuita Inprans, society origi- 

mated: Diy 2 ee oa ee 47 

Wor Pawnes, habitat of _____ 1 

WotF Soctgery, songs of_______ 56-58 
WomEen— 

attitude toward___--__.__ 93, 96 

See also MARRIAGE CUS- 

TOMS. 

WOMEN’S SONGS] 2s 2 ees 67, 68 

Youne Doe Socizry, song of__ 85 

Yuma, reference to music of___- Lig 
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